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LOCAL AFFAIRS.

A Monument of Strength

NEW ADVERTISEMENT* THIS WEEK.
Admr notice—Est Christiana G Grendell.
Exec notice—Est Abel F Stubbs.
A K Russell—Lady’s coat lost.
Money lost.
In bankruptcy—Geo D Farnsworth.
’!
-Daniel D Daigle.
J A Haynes—Cash market.
Burrill Xat'l Bank.
G A Parcher—Apothecary.
Union Trust Co.
South Surry. Me:
Clark E Bridges—Boat found.
Bluehill. Mr:
Alfred C Osgood—Notice of foreclosure.
Bangor, Me:
Eastern Trust & Banking Co.
Portland, Mr:
Gray’s business college.
Geneva. N V:
The Chase Nurseries—Salesmen wanted.

financially and a world of conserva
tive management are the titles
which have been bestowed on
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Hundreds of people ure banking with us by mail. They are
proving the simplicity and safety of our by-mail system; then too,
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liable to be drawn on
money deposited away from home is not
I’rivacy is anlor petty expenses, and actual saving results.
other feature which is much appreciated. We will gladly tell
if you will tell us you
you all about our bank lug-by-mat I system
are interested.
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BANGOR,
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are

visiting Harry

incorporated

under the laws of New
and he has been the supreme

York in 1898,
aecrelnry frdm its inception. He was in
the freshman class of 1876 at Harvard college with ex-President Theodore Roosevelt.
The family has enjoyed a week’s
outing at South Addison or Eastern Har-

ibor, where they had fine success codfishzing. They will spend several days this
■*veek in Bangor and will then return to
Buffalo, after a short stop at Boston.
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No. 34

HIS POLICY STATED.

TESTING COWS.

No Juil Sentence to be Imposed tor
First Offense in Liquor Cases.
The session of the Ellsworth municipal
There is much uncertainty among the
court of last Thursday was interesting not
owners of cows in this vicinity as to the
so much for the case on trial as for the
law respecting the testing of cows for tustatement by Judge Redman of his attitade
berculosis, as required under the city or- on the application of the prohibitory law.
dinance just enacted. Even M. S. Smith,
The case was the State vs. Hopkins on a
of the Ellsworth board of health, who search and seizure warrant. The eviwhich
dence having been presented. Judge Redthought he could interpret the law,
seemed clear on the point of expense, and man said:
Some Misunderstanding as to Provisions of New Law.

two weeks ago published a letter stating
that free tests could be arranged for, now
says that, according to the cattle commis-

sioners,
case,

wno seem

the
of

ow'ners

tests

to be the
must

be

power in the
for by

paid

cows.

Mr. Smith quotes section 2 of chapter
133 of the liw passed by the last legislature, on which he based his first conclusion that the tests would be made free.
The section reads as follows:

When the owner or owners of grade cattle
The room of the mayor and aldermen, shall make application to the State of Maine
cattle
commission to have their cattle tested
the office of the superintendent of sqhools,
with tuberculin, the said commissioners shall
MAIL CLOSES AT PD8TOFPICE.
and the large room adjoining the municicause such test to be applied when iu their
Going Wkkt— 11.50. a m; *2. *5.15 and *9 p m.
pal court room, frequently used as a din- judgment necessary, and the same shall be
Going East—6.15 and 6.15 a m; 4 and 6.40 pm. sing room, are being renovated, and the
paid for out of the funds appropriated for the
*
Daily, Sundays included.
walls are being newly tinted. The mu- use of the .State of Maine cattle commission.
No mail dispatched to or received from the
nicipal court room was thoroughly gone Provided, however, that no tests of grade cateast Suudays.
over recently.
The present work greatly tle shall be made at the expense of the State
improves the appearance of the rooms. of% Maine at periods of less time than twelve
A. L. Frazier, who has been quite ill, is
The upper vestibule is also being painted. months.
improving.
Then it goes on to say, “tne said comThe large room on the ground floor may
Miss Marion Treat has joined the family befitted
missioners shall make all needful rules,”
up for meetings of a public nature,
at Labrador farm.
etc., but in making these rules it hardly
not sufficiently large to require the use of
Miss Bernice Giles has returned from a Hancock ball. It was the
inten- seems possible that the cattle commissionFrom West—*6.56 a m: *12.08. 4.30 and 6.22 p
From Ea**t—12 20, M2 and 11.07 p m.

xu.

“I do not
believe
the evidence sufficient to hold the respondent, but if I did,
1 should have imposed a fine of $100 sed
costs
without any
imprisonment. Mow,
generally, whenever one of my fellow-townsmen comes before me charged with violating
the liquor law, and where the punishment
prescribes a given fine and in addition thereto a term in jail, 1 shall make it simply a
fine. My^reasons for doing this is that the
of the State of Maine, through the legislative
body at Augusta, has enacted a law especially excasing the imprisonment clause. X
don't propose with such a law on the books
to send any man to jail for the first offence.’*
There

before

was no case

the court In-

volving a violation of the statute against
tbe keeping open of stores on Sunday, bnt
taking advantage of the current talk on
that topic, Judge Redman said:
“There seem* to be a large number of our
citizens from the several walks of life present here this afternoon, and anticipating»
probable prosecution for violation of the
Sunday laws, I think it would be well to state
my position with reference to that law. The
law says ‘that no man shall travel, or labor on
the Lord’s day’. If I should drive to my farm
on Sunday, except in cases of necessity or
sickness, I should be liable to a flue of $10. I
believe that while teams are let *on the SabbJth that I shall regard that portion of the
old olue law obsolete: also, if an automobile
party or one of our citizens should come up
to a man’s store door, and he was outside the
door and entered his place of business and
gave or sold him or them peaches, cigars or
any other goods, I would not hold him, but I
do not wish it to be understood that I
wouldn’t hold a merchant who is conducting
his business affairs as on a secular day.’*

ers can cut
out or utterly ignore the
above section. Mr. Smith says:
“The local board of health made an aproom.
plication to the cattle commission, also tb
O. W. Tapley’s cottage at Pleasant
the State of Maine agricultural departBeach is completed, and he will move in
Miss May Studor sustained severe inment, setting forth that in its judgment
this week.
juries last Wednesday evening by a fall in the city of Ellsworth there were cows
William Brooks will open a boot and down the stairway ai the Joyce cottage, infected with tuberculosis, and asked that
shoe repair shop in the Holmes building Pleasant Beach, where sbe was spending a veterinary be sent here to test them. Mo
a few days with a party of girl friends.
on Main street.
notice has been taken of the letters either
Miss Studor stood on a bed which was
Mrs. Carl Cotton and little daughter
by the cattle commissioners or the agrifrom an open stairway by a
separated
cultural department.
They have failed
Ruth, of New Hampshire, are guests of
loose curtain.
her
sbe
Losing
balance,
even to acknowledge receipt of the letters.
Mrs. H. W. Osgood.
put her hand against the curtain, which
LAKEWOOD.
“Prior to sending this notice to the catMrs. Hollis Black, of Wollaston, Maas., offered no
resistance, and she planged tle commissioners, rules dated June 1,1907,
is the guest of Mrs. Maria Perry at the
Norris Moore is making weekly trips to
down the stairway.
She received in- were received
by the local board of health.
Black homestead on State street.
juries of the spine and severe bruises, Section 7, chapter 133, of last winter’s law, Bar Harbor with produce.
The Garland reunion will be held Sept. and suffered from concussion of the brain,
Mrs. Grace Barron, of West Ellsworth,
<
reads as follows:
1 at the Ballantyne (or Charles Garland) being unconscious some time. Sbe is still
has been visiting relatives here.
of the public laws of
fifty-seven
“Chapter
confined to her bed, suffering principally
beach, Green Lake. All are invited.
1907, and all other acts, and parts of acts inRalph Garland has returned from MaAt the annual reunion of 6th Maine bat- now from the shock to her nervous sys- consistent herewith, are hereby repealed. ria ville, where he has been employed.
tem.
There
are
no
of
indications
H.
in
any (Approved March 24).
Bangor yesterday, George
tery
Miss Lizzie Frost is moving to Baysida
serious internal injury.
Sperry, of Surry, was elected president.
“It would therefore seem that rules where she recently purchased a place.
i cof P r 11 r p. of Bangor, is the
%
Plans are moving forward rapidly now dated June 1,1907, are a misfit.
“The commissioners of agriculture give a
guest of Mrs. H. H. Emerson. Mrs. Hop- for the grange days in Ellsworth, Tuesday
COMING EVENTS.
kins’ many friends are glad to greet her.
and Wednesday, Oct. 5 and 6.
Word has license to sell milk, no questions asked is
ELLSWORTH.
cow sick or well.
The
comcattle
been
received
from
several
enyour
of
C.
granges
Salem, Mass.,
Woodward,
Harry
Thursday, Aug. 26, 8 p. m. at home of
The local committee missioners are asking the owners of cows
has joined his wife and little daughter dorsing the plans.
when the cows Mrs. J. A. Peters— Musical, under auaMargaret here for a vacation of one week. has sent out invitations to all the granges to pay the bill for testing
of the county. The program for the two are found healthy. The law provides for pices of west side branch of the Village
Mrs. S. T. White, of Bangor, and Miss
cannot yet be announced in detail, payment for infected cows that are or- improvement society. Admission, 26 cents.
Geneva Grant, of Portland, were guests a days
State
but will be about aB outlined in The dered killed.
Friday, Aug. 27, at Ellsworth
few days last week of Harry L. Crabtree
“That the cattle commissioners do not teachers’ examination.
American last week. A general commitand wife.
tee from the granges will nave charge of intend to comply with section 2, chapter
Friday evening, Aug. 27, at Society hall
Ellsworth friends of Charles A. Phillips
the program.
It is not necessary for 133, of the new law, is quite evident from —Social dance.
and wife, of Auburn, extend congratulagranges to compete in the entertainment their correspondence with the local milk
Wednesday and Thursday, Sept. 22 and
tions on the birth of a daughter, born Friprogram, but it is hoped to have a good inspector.
23—North Ellsworth fair.
20.
day, Aug.
“Two weeks ago I stated over my signarepresentation from every grange in the
Tuesday and Wednesday, Oct. 5 and 6—
The annual reunion of the Massachu- county. Governor Fernald has been in- ture that if the board of health asked to
setts branch of the Orcutt family was vited to be present. State Master Stetson have cows tested, there would be no Grangers’ field day at Ellsworth, for all
held in Masonic hall, Melrose, Mass., has promised all the aid he could possibly charges. Mow I want to retract that state- granges in the county.
COUNTY.
Saturday, Aug. 21.
give, and probably will be present him- ment and say the cattle commissioners
have ruled that there will be a charge as
Louis D. Cook, wife and infant son Row- self.
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday,
I follows: From
twenty to thirty cows, all Sept. 7, 8 and 9—Bluehill fair.
land returned yesterday to Everett, Mass.,
handy, will be tested for flO, or to test a
where Mr. Cook is supervising principal
Thursday Evening Musical.
Wednesday and Thursday, 8ept. 8 and 9
A delightful musical is promised at the single cow will cost flO.
of the Nichols school.
—Eden fair.
be
should
all
“Mow
it
and
Mrs.
A.
impressed
upon
new
home
of
John
Judge
Miss Marie C. A. Renaud, of Brighton,
Friday, Saturday, Sunday, Sept. 17, 18,
in the limits of the city of
Mass., is the guest of her brother, Rev. J. Peters to-morrow evening, beginning at parties living sell
19
Ellsworth Free Baptist quarterly
milk, and parties who
8
The
musical is under the aus- Ellsworth, who
o’clock.
C. Renaud, who is assistant at the Catholic
meeting at Mariaville.
cows just over the city line and sell
side
branch
of
Vilof
west
the
the
keep
pices
church here during the summer.
Wednesday, Sept. 22—Highland granga
The program milk in the city, that their cows must be
H. K. Whitcomb is spending a few days lage Improvement society.
tested to enable them to procure a license fair, North Penobscot.
follows:
in Steuben and Cherryfleld, with his wife
from the city to sell milk. There must be
Tuesday and Wednesday, Sept. 28 and 29
and children, who are spending a month Piano solo—Etude de Concert.Lizst a limit to this
time, or the board of health —Amherst fair.
Miss Margaret Dresser
cenin
the
and
taking
incidentally
there,
will call upon the city to enforce the city
Bong,
Wednesday, Sept. 29—Orland fair.
tennial celebration at Steuben.
Miss Pamelia M Clough
ordinance.
FAMILY REUNIONS.
The teaching force of the city has been Piano duet,
“You will see by the law that the board
Mrs C A Cole and Miss Margaret Dresser
Thursday, Aug. 26-Clark family at West
of health has no legal right to ask to have
completed by the appointment of Miss
Hazel McGown as teacher at No. 2 and Song,
cattle tested. The owners of cattle must Franklin.
Miss Frances Weston
Miss Evelyn DeWitt at No. 19. All the
Saturday, Aug. 28—Giles (amily at Auto
apply to the cattle commissioners.”
Sleep,
Song—Sing Me
rora.
schools will open Tuesday, Slept. 7.
W P Clough

visit to Providence, R. I.
Miss Catherine Simonton is visiting her
brother, Dr. F. F. Simonton.

ACCOUNTS SOLICITED

John A. Peters, President.

Buffalo,

!

]

original

TO

i

!

members of the city government were
present. The commissioners heard
the arguments for and against the petition. Their decision has not yet been
rendered.
of

1909.

and

also

was

MAILS RECEIVED.

UNION TRUST COMPANY

Tne railroad and

represented by counsel,

E. Rice and wife on Oak street. Mr. Rice
is a native of Bangor, and settled in Buffi* lo in 1895. He founded a new fraternal
■society, the Order of the Iroquois, which

SCHEDULE OF MAIL*5.

I

were

dren,

AT ELLSWORTH POSTOFFICE.

Itt

Maine Central railroad.

city

Walter Allen Rice, wife and three chil-

«.

Bllaworth, Malno.

o.°wo

SlmmtQii.

€ll0«wtl)

board of trade the free
of this room, but the board of trade
does not at present seem to require any
tion to allow the
ose

—

Here is Just the Cheese

—

You Have Been Longing For
BRAND”

"SURER BA

mild and rich; hits the taste just right and makes you yearn fo
We’re cutting it up now; how big a wedge will you haeeV The expense

Particularly
more.

Only

20c a

pound.
“The Good-Cheese Man’
Postoffice Square.

Unirtino

JA
A# naynes,
•

1

A State examination of teachers will
be held at the high school building next
Friday, beginning at 8 a. ml A State examination for superintendents’ certificates
will be held at the same time and place.
The

two semi annual dividends
have been at the rate of

Why be satisfied

with less ?

STREET,
MAINE.

ELLSWORTH,
I

Optometrist.

BUTTONS MADE TO

ORDErT

Embroidered buttons of all kinds;
also machine-made, plain and bardrimmed, from one’s own cloth. Made
the dressmaking rooms of

at

M.

HOOPER,

7 art I MANNING HOCK.
Telephone: 67-13.

BEDDING PLANTS
ALL KINDS FOB

Flower

and

Vegetable Garden.

ELLSWORTH

G. T. BOWDEN,
DBALEE IN

INDIAN

Ellsworth Greenhouse Motor-Cycles.
Telephone 43

playing

first three days of this week in reperFull houses
toire at Hancock hall.
greeted them Monday and last evenings,
and the outlook for this evening is

STATE STREET, ELLSWORTH.

equally good.
The item in last week’B paper that Miss
Wilhelmina S. Frost, who has resigned as
teacher of the State street Bchool, would
teach in Berlin, N. H., was an error. Miss
Frost will go to the Livermore Falls
schools, where Bhe will teach under W. H.
Dresser’s superintendence.

I 4%

ALICE

is

the

Our last

16 STATE

Gladys Clark company

MAIM

Bolo—Allegro from Sonata Pathetique.Beethoven
Miss Sophia Walker
Heading—Pauline Pavloona.T B Aldrich
Miss M A Greely
Kong—My Old Kentucky Home
Mr Clough
Song,
Piano

Piano

ELLSWORTH
Mrs.
here

Frank Holden, of Bar Harbor,

over

Saturday, Aug.

FALLS.

28—Wilbur

family st

East brook.
was

Sunday.

Tuesday, Aug. 31

—

Jellison family at

Clifton Corner.

being
engine
Wednesday, Sept. 1— Murch family at
by Frank R. Moore.
Delia Whitmore’s, Mouth of the River.
Howard Giles, of Jamaica Plain, Mass.,
Wednesday, Sept. 1—Salisbury family st
Miss Weston
was here calling on friends Tuesday and
Otis.
solo—Etude Melodique.Raff
Wednesday.
Wednesday, Sept. 1—Garland family at
Miss Dresser

Harvest Festival Celebration.
The Salvation Army will hold its annual
Enharvest festival from Sept. 18 to 21.
sign Evans issues the following invitation
for donations:

Repairq

are

made

on

the

house here

Almon G. Jellison is raising and resillhis buildings and rebuilding a part of

Lakewood.

the cellar wall.

Thursday, Sept. 2—Gray family at Cape
Rosier.

Mrs. Haxriet Hastings and daughter,
Mrs. Frank Morgan, are spending the
week at their farm at North Ellsworth.

Saturday, Sept. 4—Msddocks family st
Agricultural ball, North Ellsworth.
Tuesday, Sept. 14-Fullerton family at

ing

Betts

hall. Mouth of River.

Fred Grace and wife, of Green Lake, are
STATE.
visiting here this week on their return
Aug. 30 to Sept. 3, at Jacksonville camp
from Harrington and Calais, where they
ground Annual camp meeting, BucksThe H. F. Bailey Co., which has been
have been with relatives.
port district.
running the grist mill on Water street for festival.
of Boston, came
Franklin,
Llewellyn
who
woman
the
or
B.
man
Mansel
during
apAny
some years, haB closed out.
for his vacaakberttecmcnti.
harvest festival gives, let us say, a Saturday to join his family
Young, who has been the company’s proaching
tion. Mrs. Franklin and baby have been
or turnips to the Army,
of
bushel
potatoes
leased
manager tor some months past, has
The well-known, old reliable blood
may rest assured that the amount of actual here several weeks, guests of Mr. Frankthe Clark building on Water street, and
knowledge obtained by the donor, to say lin’s parents, Ernest L. Franklin and wife. tonic—
haB opened a feed and grain store.
and
the
moral
of
good
philanthropic
nothing

The effort to make a murder sensation
the drowning of Robert R. Kelley,
of Mars Hill, at Bangor, last week, while
on the way to Ellsworth, seemB to have
fallen flat. There were no evidences of
foul play on the body, and it is believed
the drowning was purely accidental.
out of

The Methodists and Baptists have so
unsuccessful in their efforts to
secure a vessel for their excursion, which
it was hoped to hold this week. If no
vessel can be obtained by Friday, it is
probable the excursion will be given up
for this year, as the tides will not serve
right again until after schools open.
far been

The State railroad commissioners gave a
hearing at EUsworth Falls last Thursday
on the petition of the mayor and aldermen
for gateB or automatic signals or flagmen
at the EUsworth|Falls crossing of the

If you have done well in business, or well in
your harvest of crops, God has certainly been
good to you. Remember that and Him with a
generous gift to the Salvation Army harvest

the Army will get out of the gift for its beneficiaries, will exceed five-fold anything the
giver might in person have attempted.
Please send your gifts to 5 Hancock street.

MOUTH
The

Murch

OF THK RIVER.
reunion

will

be

held

at

Delia Whitmore’s Wednesday, Sept. 1. All
relatives are invited.
Mrs. Edwin Fogg, with little daughter
Clara, of Freeport, is visiting her aunt’s,
Mrs. Mary Carter and Mrs. Clara York.

—

WEST

fever is

ELLSWORTH.

Cunningham
reported.

Sherma

is

ill.

Typhoid

There will be a dance in the grange hall
Saturday evening, Aug. 28.
Mrs. Sarah Joy, of Ellsworth Falls, is
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Clarington
Carter.

H. P. Carter and wife went to Bluehill
to visit his sister, Mrs. Thurston

Saturday

Cunningham.

James W. Carter and wife were guests
Robert Carter and wife celebrated the
of Thurston Cunningham and wife at
fortieth anniversary of their marriage
Bluehill Sunday.
Wednesday, Aug. 18. Many relatives and
Miss Vernie Carter and Dr. Varney, of
friends gathered to wish them many more
years of joy and happiness. Supper was Old Town, were guests of Augustine CarServed, and the evening spent with music ter and wife at Hancock PoiDt Saturday
and Sunday.
and dancing.

Bland’s Iron Pills
when taken with the tonic laxative

Cascara Sagrada
grain tablet doses, has always
proven an ideal health-producer. To
insure getting the best, try my

in five

BLUE PACKAGE.
Those who have used my

Cream of Crushed Roses
say it is

equal

Parcher’s
14 Main St.,

to any.

Pharmacy
Ellsworth, Me.

«

CHRISTIAN

lerchangeof Ideas. In this capacity it solicits
communications, and Its success depends largely
on tbe support given it In this respect. Communications must be sWned, but the name of
writer will not be printed exoept by permission
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by ttoe editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address

national

customs and institutions and religion.
ri'he supreme court of the United
states has decided that Christianity is
know
our national religion, yet they
Jittle or nothing about it. and many of
Ahem .care lean. Yet there need be n«*;
•despair and no fear concerning the j
large number of immigrants in our !
large cities. Many classes of them are
of course undesirable—illiterate, anjirchistic and irreligious. But the publie schools will take care of the illiteracy. In the section of our cities where
these foreigners segregate the children j
«ttend the public schools. They are
taught, of course, in the English language. and It is remarkable what progress they make both in education and
in patterning after American customs
and habits. Take the Italians, whom
ro many people dread. In Philadelphia
one section of the city contains 90.000
The changes made In the
Italians.
young people and children In a few
years must be seen to be fully comprehended. They are a handsome race, with
-their dark skin and intensely black
•eyes, and when properly cleaned and
nicely dressed they are a class of young
people of whom any nation might be
proud. But they are apt to learn, and
iu two or three generations, through
intermarrying, which is sure to In j
it has already begun, we
m rease. as
shall not be able to recognize them as
Immigrants from southern Italy. Many
of the boys and girls and young men
find women are employed hi large department stores and in various kinds
of factories. Their fathers may be
“dagos" and their mothers keepers of
small shops, but the children will nevEducation in the public schools
er be.
*md association with American children will change all this in one generation.
me unaestrsDie

all communications

city.
READINGS.

Isa. lli. 1-7; Nnh. 1. 15; Mai. Hi, 10:
Matt, lx, 35; X, 1-S; Mark vi, 1-12:
Lake xv. 1-10; John vl, 24-27: Acts 11,
1-11; Acts xvil, 15-29.
A Fundamental Thought.
we need to come
back to this fundamental thought: The
Endeavor movement can
Christian
prosper only as Christ is in the members and its members are in Christ—
Rev. Francis E. Clark, D. D.
The Christian Endeavor Pledga.
Relying on Jesus my strength to supply,
I vow that to please Him In all things
I’ll try.
The rule of my life I will make It each

day
My Bible to read and in secret to pray.
The church both my presence and help
shall receive,
Or conscience a reason to Jesus must

give.
Throughout my whole life, just as far as
I know,
l‘!l firmly endeavor the Christ Ufa to
show.
As an active Endeavorer I vow to bo true
And answer to Jesus for what I should
do—
To apeak, read or pray and each service

attend
And, if hindered from roll call, some
token to send.
—Australian Roil Can,

Vegetable Compound has proved

worth mountains
of gold to nte, as it
restored my health
and strength. 1
never forget to tell
ntv friends what

cure.

LydiaE.Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound has done for me
during this trying period. Complete

restoration to health means so much
to me that for the sake of other suffering women I am willing to make my
trouble public so you mav publish
this letter." —Mrs. (’has. Barclay,
R.E.I).,(»raniteville, Vt.
Xo other medicine for woman’s ills
has received such wide-spread and unqualified endorsement. X' o other medicine we know of has such a record
of cures of female ills as has Lydia E.
I’inkham’s Vegetable Compound.
For more than 80 years it has been
curing female complaints such as
inflammation, ulceration, local weaknesses. fibroid tumors, irregularities,

mending before Saturday night.
When I get time.
Have buttons on and everything right.
When I get time.
I’ll try to be patient and never scold.
IM be warm-hearted an 1 ne'er grow cold.
Yes. I hope to be better before 1 grow old,
if 1 get time.
—Kth*l G. Cody Stoddard.

I’ll do the

periodic pains, backache, indigestion
nervous prostration, and it is
unequalled for carrying women safely
through the period’of change of life.
It costs but little to try Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, and,
as Mrs.Barclaysays.it is “worth mountains of gold to suffering women.

and

De ir Aunt Madge.
1 am sending you * clipping that seems to
me to he typical of the average woman (.and,
shall 1 say. man?) The t >ne is too cynicai,
but the idea is one that we are too apt to
carry out iu our every-day life.
1 wish that I could he with you at the reunion. but I shall be with you iu thought if

"

to many, we get onr earliest cherries tod
.Home other delicious fruits from up North.
I notice that many of our sisters say a good
deal about things good to eat. and that leads
me to think of how much I used to hear about
good housewifery when 1 was very young and
visited good “livers” on rocky Maine farms.
It was there I got some of my best “grub"
and, although 1 fare first-class now. I still
remember the ancient days of pilgrimage on
this little ball of earth with a great deal of
pleasure and longing especially when reading
our sisters’ letters.
I hope our annual reunion will be a great
success and that not a handful but hundreds
will bt present to enjoy it. J wish I could be.
My best wishes to you aud sisters all.
SrsAN.

not in

person.
Preserving time is here again and that,
with the summer guest, will keep us busy for
some time tj come, but we must make up our
minds to ‘‘have time” u> st md by Auut Madge
and send her pient/ of m tteriai for the column, although 1 must confess that when we
do desert her she seems perfectly able to
carry on the column alone.
With best wishes f -r the success of the reElm*.
union, 1 remain, very truly y^urs,

This poem, Elaia, applies to me, every
it, with possibly one or two exceptions. It is ail so -ae and t he surpris-

line of

ing thing is that now-a-days with all th*
time-saving and laoor-saving inventions
we are hurried every minute, wmle fifty
years ago, with only hand-sewing in the
house and scythe-mowing in the field, the
mothers of that day had long afternoons

We shall
at

our

w

tail

shops and

always do
oat

an

ordinary
usual
health

Madge.

Hutchinson, iconoclast-in-

profession, as
upsets previous ideas of bodily
in

to the medical
an

article

in

n'oman’j

Home

Companion. Dr. Hutchinson has a faculty for restoring to us our self-respect,
and assuring us that, left alone, we are
not such idiots, after all. In this particular article, for instance, he points out that
the idea of eating little in the summertime is a fallacy. Of breakfast, for in-

manufactor-

steam, electricity and other forces are
in use. From the open windows of offices

ies

private house comes the click of the
typewriter, and the; soft rythm of the
sewing machine is heard in nearly every stance, he says:
“It is customary to make the first meal
home, and yet we constantly hear the cry
going op “When 1 get time”. How can of the day slightly the lightest and disit all be explained?
Thanks, Elma, for tinctly the plainest and simplest of the
three. If there be any deficiency of the
your letter and “text”.
appetite, breakfast is the meal at which
Dear Aunt Madge:
| this is most likely to show itself. Hut
The M. B. C. is bright and cheery this week, i this lack of appetite is, in nine cases out of
if short and sweet. I presume the sisters are
j ten, clearly traceable to sleeping in an
and

!

taking vacations

or entertaining those who
unventilated room or to late hours in
I have had company all summer, most foul air the
i
night before, or to insufficient
of them bright girls, and sometimes think
exercise the preceding day, and is no inI have caught a ray of their mirth and suni dication that the body really requires less
shine. Then for two weeks a cousin of my
food at this time. Perfectly
healthy men
own age, so the dsys have passed very pleaswho sleep with their windows wide open
antly. We certainly enjoyed oar western
and go to bed at a reasonable hour will
cousin with her western breeze and phrases.
Was invited out to tea one night and tell you that they enjoy their breakfast as
to
be
thought
especially nice I would wear ! well as any other meal of the day, and
the dear little M. pin on my ribbon. I could
many even call it their best meal.
not have fasteued it securely for when 1 took
“Another popular delusion in regard to
the ribbon off the pin was gone. Too small to
the lightness and unimportance of the
look for. Image my regret.
breakfast is that wide-spread subterfuge,
I hope we shall all stow away many bright
the continental breakfast,
consisting of
sunshiny days for out book of memory during the long cold winter, especially that of a cup of coffee and some fruit or a single
the reunion.
roll. This is a very pretty breakfast as far
Kindest wishes to all.
E.
as it goes, but it doesn’t go
far; and the
are.

j
|

j

:

E. is very welcome. I can
with you in the loss of the pin.
like experience with mine—only

A letter from

sympathize
a

went out

in the

yard—and

it

was

gone.

That reminds me that I did not answer
the query in last week’s column in regard
to that matter. I have none on hand now,
but if there
A

are

a

number

wanted,

will

more.

nice letter and poem from A. G. R. B.

will have

a

place

next week.

i had the pleasure of enjoying a little
circle of M. B.’s at the field day in Binehill—Irish Molly, Annt Jana and Esther
were

together there.

Dear Aunt Madge:
I will give the Mutuals another little word
from oar Pacific shore. I read with great interest what all the sisters have to say in your
column.
Mrs. DeLaittre’s letters of her
travels in other columns of the dear old home
paper were very interesting and instructive
to me, and 1 doubt not to many others of Tub
Ambbican’s numerous readers.
I would like some of Bister Dieter’s cherries
very much, and how do I know bat what I get
some of them every season, for we have very
fine fruits, including cherries, which come
down the coast to us from that section of our
country, and a woman living with as says
Yakima, Washington, resembles in many respects Pasadena, Calif. 1 wonder if it has
saloons as we do not. Btrange as it may seem
For indigestion and all stomach trouble
take Foley’s Orino Laxative as it stimulates
the stomach and liver and regulates the
bowels and will positively cure habitual constipation. G A. FAkCJIBSv

its adoption on the continent
it is only intended as a temporary
tide-over, until the real breakfast of meat,
eggs, fish, with beer or wine, which is
taken about 10 or 11 o’clock like a
very
early luncheon.
“If you have not a good appetite for
breakfast, make it your business to go
and get one, instead of allowing yourself
to be blinded by this morbid state of
affairs and deciding that all you really
need is a cup of coffee and a roll or an
orange or a puff of breakfast-bran.”
sole basis for
is that
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meeting

were

first

quarrel. “I thought you were simple,”
slid the husband. **I didn’t expect to find
you such a high-flier.” “Yes, you did,”
she answered; “yon knew all about
my
being a high-flier, as you call it, but you
thought I'd be dirigible!”

Butcher—What can I send np to-day,
Mrs. Styles? Mrs. Styles—Send me np a
leg of mutton and be sure it is a black
sheep; we are in mourning yon know.”
Shake off the grip of your old
enemy.
Nasal Catarrh, by using Ely’s Cream Balm.
Then will all the swelling and soreness be
driven out of the tender, inflamed membranes.
The fits of sneezing will cease and the discharge, as offensive to others as to yourself,
will be stopped when the causes that produce
it are removed. Cleanliness, comfort and renewed health by the use of Cream Balm. Sold
by all druggists for 80 cents, or mailed by Ely
Bros., ;e Warren Street, New York.

The next regular

served.

will be

Sept.

HOME, 403, WEST ELLSWORTH.
Home grange met Aug. 21 with
One applithirty-one members present.
cation was accepted. The grange voted to
give Bayside grange the amount asked for
toward building anew grange hall. Uecess
Harvest

was

declared and ice-cream

was

seived.

The program was omitted. The next meeting w ill be Sept. 4; if stormy the next following Saturday. It was voted to invite
Lake View grange to meet with us that
night.

_

DAY

AT BLUEHILL.

The annual gathering of the granges of
Hancock county Pomona was held at the
mineral springs, Bluehill, Aug. 19. The
attendance was very good and all the exercises

were

interesting

and

enjoyable.

The morning program was brief, as not all
had arrived who were to take part. There
were music by the Bucksport band, prayer
by Rev. Mr. Little, State grange chaplain;
vocal duet, Mrs. F. E. McGouldrick and
Miss Elizabeth Grindie; address of welcome, by Forrest B. Snow, which was very
good, and a song by Norman H. Mayo.
At the noon hour a picnic dinner was
partaken of and a social time enjoyed.
The afternoon exercises were: Song, N.
H. Mayo; address, Rev. Mr. Little, on
“Citizenship”, solo. Miss Elizabeth Urindle; address. State Master W. 8. Stetson;
solo, F. E. McGouldrick; address, MortiThe
mer Whitehead, of New
Jersey.
band gave many good selections daring
John Dority presided in an efthe day.
ficient manner.
XAMAPAQUA, 477, SOUTH BLUEHILL.
The regular meeting of Maasapaqua
grange was held Aug. 19. After business
the lecturer presented a program of a roll
call, responses, and the question, “What
would you suggest as improvement for
Refreshments
this part of the town?”
were served.
GREENWOOD, 363, EARTH BOOK.
Greenwood grange held its regular meeting Aug. 21 with all officers present except'
the secretary. One candidate was instructed
in the first and second degrees. The county
grange will meet with this grange Sept. 4.
RAINBOW, 203, NORTH BROOKSVIRLE.
Rainbow grange met Thursday evening 1
with sixty present, including one visitor
The program consisted of
from Surry.
readings, recitations and songs, remarks
from Mrs. Durgain and Josephine Gray.
The new stage scenery makes the hall look
On Sept. 1, Reynolds,
a great deal better.
of Boston, the unique entertainer, will
give an entertainment for benefit of Rainbow grange. Tickets are now on sale at
the secretary’s office. Ice-cream will be
sold after the entertainment.

Mrs. Clitheroe—W hat are you trying to
open that tin with? Mr. Clitheroe—The
opener, of course. Do you suppose I'm
trying to open it with my teeth? Mrs.
Clitheroe—No; 1 thought perhaps, judging
from your language, you were trying to
open it with prayer.
“What’s that you call your mule?” “I
answered the
calls him ‘Corporation,’
old colored man. “How did you come
to give him such a name?” “F’um studyin’de animal an’ readin’ de papers. Dat
mule gits mo’ blame an abuse dan anything else in de township, an’ goes ahead
havin’ his own way, jea’ de same."
TAU NOTICE.
All persons are recommended to take Foley’s
Kidney Remedy for backache, rheumatism
and kidney and bladder trouble. It will
correct urinary irregularities, wbicb.
neglected, may develop into a serious illIt will restore health and strength, bo
ness.
not neglect signs of kidney or bladder trouble
and risk Bright's disease or diabetes. Q. A.

auickly
1

i-sacata.

wheat, bet!*,

rum t>a«N

turmps

ami {tens, flu

he felt some one brush by him and a
:*>und», of onions iL
pound*; of corn, .v.
ot carrot#, ; nui sb turlklps, tw- sr.|
He had
cloth fly against his face.
ndtan meal. M pounds; of parsnip*, •' pounds;
heard that the members of the Inter- of oar ley and bucawtwat. »* pounds, of o*i#
v
r»r**v*'» mss* r» a*
agreement.
national League of Pickpockets were S' pound*.
then working Rome and were used to
Food of ths China*,.
covering their victims' faces with a
In the Revue d’Hyglene Iir. Malenewspaper when robbing them, and It
who iive«l for many years In
flashed upon Mr Baxter that he was gnon.
Chinn, give* Mime rurtnus details of
suffering robbery. Clapping his band
the food of the Chinese. This Is what
to bis pocket, he missed tbe porto- j
there. : he says of the son, of heaven and the
monnaie he usually carried
Throwing bis arms around tbe person way they eat eggs: "The Chinese nre
who bad. passed him. he dragged him great enters of eggs, which they take
back Into tbe arena. There be found hard Isiiled. One finds them In all the
roadside |iluees for refreshment The
that he held a priest.
1
“Ah. ha I" he cried. “So you thieves Celestials have an expression. 'Kbits of
resort to the priestly dress to commit j a hundred years.'
The eggs are uoc
your depredations. But you can't fool j always a century In age. but one Is
an American.
I'll get my money back able to get tbem of many years' standor I'll
break yonr back over ooe of j ing. The Celestials have a preference
these stone walla"
for the egg of the duck or goose. They
Then came a volley of words like an are placed with aromatic herbs In
explosion of a Gatling gun. but sluce slaked lime for a period, the minimum
Mr. Baxter knew only two Italian time of treatment
being five or six
words, "dove sta” (where Isi. they pro- weeks.
Under the Influence of time
duced no effect apon him. He felt all the yoke
liquefies and takes n dark
over the man's body to find bis portegreen color. The white coagulates anil
monnale. but found only 10 centesslml. becomes
The product of the
green.
or 2 cents.
Then, after giving tbe
eggs, which has a strong odor, from
fellow bis opiuion of blm (In English),
which a stranger betakes himself
telling him that be bad been very dexquickly, the Chinese eat as hors
terous In passing bis plunder to a dark
il'oeuvres. and It is said to have the
figure whose footsteps were to be taste
of lobster.”
beard running away. Mr. Baxter remembered that, after all. there were
Wrong Diagnosis.
only a few five lire bills in tbe porteA song with the title "There's a Sigh
monnale. So be gave tbe thief s sound
drubbing and a final kick and started In the Heart” wan sent by a young
man to his sweetheart, but the paper
out of tbe ruin quite pleased that be
bad lost none of bis youthful strength fell into the hands of the girl's father,
or courage. Tbe only fear be felt was a very unsentimental physician, who
at a possibility of bavlng to appear exclaimed:
"What wretched, unscientific stuff Is
In court against tbe robber. On arriving at bis hotel be told bis adventure this? Whoever heard of such a case?"
He wrote on the outside:
to ble wife.
"Mistaken diagnosis: no sigh In the
“Why, my dear.” said that lady, “I
have your pocketbook locked Id the heart possible. Sighs relate almost entrunk.”
tirely to the lungs and diaphragm!”
Thereupon Mrs. Baxter unlocked the
Lucky.
trunk and took out the pocketbook.
Little Walter was whispering into
••Well.” said Baiter meditatively. "1
the ear of his dog.
downed him anyway.”
"What are you saying to Rover,
There was a sharp rap at the door.
Opening It. there stood two of the na- dear?" asked his mother.
"Oh. I was Just telling him how
tional police In swallowtail coats,
’cause
white cord aigulllettes. cocked (Napo- lucky he was.” replied Walter,
leon) bats nnd swords. Any one could be didn't have to have Ms neck washed
and his hair combed or go to school.”—
see by the serious expression of their
countenances that the dignity of the
Chicago News.
Italian realm bad been offended. Behind them stood a delicate. Intellectual
An Infliction.
"Your tickets were complimentary,
looking priest, wiping scratches on bis
face and forebead with a bloody hand- were they not?"
kerchief.
“Well,” replied the man who had
Mr. Baxter, marching between the aoen a painfully amateur entertainoncers of the law, was taken to the ment, "I thought they were until I
police office, where, summoning his saw the show.*’___
Italian vocabulary, be kept repeating:
“Dove sta the Americano consulate!*'
Shbrrtuwuunu.
Bis plea was finally beard, and he
was permitted to write a line to the
consul, wbo came, but whose Influence
availed nothing but to secure for the
American who had maltreated an Inoffensive priest a fair trial. Baxter was
locked up.
The next morning before the time
arrived for calling the case the consul
visited the priest who had been assailed. and who proved to be a man
of influence.
The matter was explained to the ecclesiastic, who listened
attentively. When the consul had finished. the Injured party said:
"Signore Baxter comes from a land
where there are a great many devoted
sons of the church. Whether your explanation Is correct or not I do not
Good for young and
know, but if the matter was a mistake
I excuse it; If it was a wanton attack
I forgive it”
A cab containing the consul and the
priest soon after drove up to the law
4
courts, and Mr. Baxter was released.
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A Good Breakfast Needful.
Dr. Woods

harvesting, threshing and
other work is done by machines suited to
In the

as we

hite aprons.

neighborly calls,
as hard, ap-

the

each need.

Susan

No sister take-;

Aunt

parently, as at the present day.
Now, it i& something like this. John is
running the mowing-machine, spreader
and horse-rake in haying time, the patent
plough and cultivator in the spring. In
the

speak of

reunions.

apron to get to work on the preparations
for dinner without mention of Susan's

and the fathers did not work

order

Again and again

LydiaE.Hnkham’s

every right-minded person should,
I'd do as much as any one could.
If I had time.

and time for

nervousness

and other annoying
symptoms, and 1
can truly sav that

As

I had
BIBLE

trom

This column is devoted to the Orange, esto the granges of Hancock county.
The column is open to all grangers for the
discussion of topics of general interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communications must
he signed, but names will not be printed exAH comcept by permission of the writer.

MARKKA).

Tlw quotations below give the
rsnit, 0t
retail prion in Ellsworth.

j

Barclay

—

Good reading I'll no longer neglect.
When I get time.
I’ll renew the music an 1 art, I expect.
When I get time.
I’ll join the church and be truly good.

enjoy

Life,

“I was passing
Graniteville, Vt.
through the Change of Life and suffered

OET TIME.

I’ll look up the sick tutd the poor.
When 1 get time.
For their ills and wrongs I'll find a
When I get time.
I'll buy jelly and wine.
And start down the line.
Oh. I really intend to shine.
When 1 get time.

to

of

says Mrs. Chas.

The American,
WP* worth. Me.

WHBN

n

attempt or do wrong will be
by the police departments of our great
cities. But. after all. they are not. in
general, classes of criminals. Many of
tthem must have their beer and other
drinks, but they usually get them Sat
unlay nights and take them to theii
"homes, where they have what they
call "a good time." In drink they may
tie quarrelsome, but only among themselves. Few Americans If they attend
ito their own business will be disturbed
by foreigners. Though they may %ok
Tough, usually as a result of the kind
of work they do. they are remarkably
Inoffensive. They respect womanhood
They work steadily at the hardest kind
of work—build our railroads, mine cur
coal and other ores. The Italians are
exceedingly jealous and hesitate not a
minute to kill any one who Interferes
with their love affairs or casts any re
flection upon their daughters or wives.
There is no menace to the nation even
In the millions of foreigners within
our boundaries. They will soon learn
to love Old Glory and shout as th,.
rest of us, though we, too. are of foreign descent unless we are Indians.
When It comes to their religion the
church must take care of that. Christ
preached in the streets of towns and
cities, and we must do likewise. They
will not come to us. so we must go to
them, and that means to begin in the
streets or in temporary places amid
them. Street preaching is more popu
Jar today. We are all getting used to
It, and it may have been providentially arranged for such a time as this
and such a work. Our Italian mission
was established in a large city of out
land by street preaching. Then followed a tent, next a tabernacle ol
Iron, and today they worship in a fine
stone church building capable of seating 1,700 people. A daily kindergarten
la provided for and carried on. The
chnrcta has fully 500 active mem
bers and a great following. Another
work was begun among foreigners by
the formation of a Sunday class for
them. Today a mission has been organized. and preparations are being
made for the erection of a church
building. “All things are possible with
God." Get in religious touch with the
foreigners about you, whether they be
one or two families in a small bamlel
or hundreds of thousands in a large

During Change

to

Such wonderful things I mean to do.
When I gel time.
I’ll be busy from head t shoe.
When 1 get time.
All my neglecte i friend* I’ll look. up.
And with me I'll invite to sup
From a bran I new loving cap.
When I get time.

mey
eared for

populations

WORTH
MOUNTAINS
OFGOLD

“Helpful end Hopeful

The purposes of this column are succinctly
stated In the title and motto—It Is for the mutual
benefit, and alms to be helpful and hopeful
Being for the common good. It Is fsr the com
roon use—a public servant, a purveyor of In
formation and suggestion, a medium for the In

whom have no abiding place, but wander about from place to place, and
hundreds of thousands of whom are
strangers from strange lands and conour

Mot ic:

IU

By REV S. H. DOYLE.
Topic.—Home missions: our cosmopolitan population.—Luke xlii, 22-30.
One of the great factors In home
mission work today is that of the population of our great cities, many of

KLLiSWORTH

3mong tl)e Grangers.

"iOMI MADQB”.
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sequently unfamiliar with
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BLUE HILL FAIR.
for

plans

the

exhibition

at mountain park.

PREMIUM

LIST AND

INFORMATION FOR

EXHIBITORS ISSUED BY HANCOCK
COUNTY AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
The annual fair and cattle show of
1 he llnncock'county agricultural society will be held at Mountain park,

Bluebill, Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday, Sept. 7, 8 and 9. The society has issued its premium list and
circular of general information for
exhibitors, which is printed below.
The officers of the society are E. P.
Merrill, president; E. L. Osgood, viceMax R. Hinckley, treas-

president;

urer; 0. 8. Snowman, secretary; W.
J. Creamer, G. A. Morse, J. M. Snow,
A. C. Osgood, W. S. Hinekley, directors.
IMPORTANT TO EXHIBITORS.

For any information concerning the
fair, address the Secretary, C. S. Snowman, Hluehill, Maine.

Entry book for exhibitors will be
with the secretary after September 6, 1909.
Ail entries for the trotting races
must be made on or before September
1, 1909, as the entries for those classes
will positively close on that date at 11

opened’

p.

m.

Entries for the draft

must
lie made at least one bour before the
to
contest
for
such
take
time
place.
Entries tor all articles, stock, manufactures, produce, etc., must be made
before 12 m. Tuesday, September 7,
and all persons contemplating making
an exhibition of any kind are requested to give notice of such intention as early as possible, naming articles, etc., to be exhibited, space re-

quired,

contests

etc.

Promptness

on the part of the exsave much annoyance

hibitors will
and delay, and will be greatly appreciated by tbe managers.
No entrance fee will be ebarged on
exhibits of any kind made by residents of Hancock county. A limited
amount of space will be reserved for
exhibitors outside of the county, at
reasonable rates, but no premium will
Jbe awarded to aucb exhibits.
Plenty of stalls and pens will be furnished for horses, cattle, sheep and
ewine, bat exhibitors wiil please notify the secretary early of space required, so that ample accommodations
may be furnished In time.
Tbe society dug a large well last fall,
which will supply tbe stock in tbe
driest time, and all other purposes for
which water is needed.
GBNEARAL

REGULATIONS.

wiMi such
hibit from
Awards
when the

judges;

to

request may bar the
premium.

ex-

in no case be made
exhibit is deemed (by the
be unworthy of the pre-

will

mium.
When there is bnt one competitor
in a class, tne judges may award the
llrst premium, if
meritorious, but if
not worthy of receiving the first
premium, and if, in the opinion of the
judges, the animal or article may be
worthy of the second premium, then
tne judges must award
only the second premium.
The managers wilt take every precaution tor the safe keeping of animals and articles alter arrival and arrangement for exhibition, but the
association will not be responsible for
any loss or damage that may occur.
Exhibitors must give personal attention to tbeir animals and articles, and
at the close of the fair attend to their
removal.
The association offers a liberal reward tor the arrest and conviction of
any person or persons apprehended
in committing any malicious mischief
or removing or purloining any arti
cles left with the association for exhibition or otherwise.
No person shall be permitted in the
jndging rings except the judges,
grooms or persons in charge of the
animals, officers of the association
aud members of the press.
Stock, etc., will be marked with
tags furnished by the secretary, des
Ignating the division and number of
entry, and during the entire fair they
must be placed entirely under the
control of the officers of the association, and must in no case be removed
before the close of the fair, without

special permission.

The society requests the owners of
all stock to have the same on the
track Wednesday, at 11 a. m., to form
a parade around the park.
Remember
the hour and be on hand.
devices
of
all
kinds, and
Oambling
ail selling of liquor upon the grounds,
are strictly prohibited, and any person observing any infraction of the
above rule will confer a favor by reporting the same to the secretary or

general superintendent

at once.

No intoxicated person ,or persons
shall be allowed upon the grounds,
and any person or persons guilty ot
any disorderly conduct shall be immediately expelled therefrom.
Authentic pedigrees of blood stock
of all kinds will be required, which
must be filed with the secretary at
time of entry. No animal will be allowed a preminm unless sound.
GRATUITIES.

the lack of time and othei
causes, doubtless many articles o(
value and interest manufactured and
grown in this county have been overlooked in the enumeration of the following premium list.
It is earnestly hoped that all persons having such articles of any kind
will kindly bring them in, and they
will be awarded space for exhibition
same as listed articles, and if, in the
opinion of the fudges and directors,
such articles are entitled to a premium, gratuities will be awarded.
Any person having novelties of any
kind that would prove instructive or
interesting will confer a favor on the
society by presenting them for exhibition.

Owing

to

XU articles exhibited for premiums
should be on the grounds Monday
evening. Sept. 6, and nothing will be
received later than 12 m. Tuesday,
Sept. 7.
Entries for articles and stock to be
made on Monday, Sept. 6, and positively not later than 12. m. Tuesday,
Sept. 7. Entries should be made with
the secretary, 0. S. Snowman, BlueCAMPING.
hill, Maine. Uattle not drawing prefurnished
Parties
tenting ground!
miums, driven over five miles, will be free. Good
spring water inside of the
entitled to a mileage of five cents per
mile, distance to be reckoned one grounds.
The management desires to make
w.iy.
this one grand picnic, and will do all
Stock to be on tbe grounds by 9 a.
in its power to give those attending a
m. tbe first day.
time.
Stock will be Judged at 9 o’clock on good
the second day. Each person owning
8POBT1.NO EVENTS.
stock must be on hand to bring hit;
The management has made aranimals out in judges’ ring.
for a ball game each day,
Specimens of agricultural products rangements
Dance in town hall each night, Wilmust be thoroughly cleaned and in
orchestra.
son’s
Lynch’s military
boxes, tubs and baskets, and have a band will furnish music
each day.
suitable place to be numbered by the
will be on the
A
merry-go-round
secretary or superintendent of tbe
ground each day.
department.
Balloon ascension each day.
No two members of the same family
farm crops,
can enter vegetables,
DEPARTMENT SUPERINTENDENTS.
dairy products, canned goods, etc.,
W. J. Creamer, trotting horses.
and fruit, in the same class.
F. U. Allen, horses and colts.
No premiums will be paid except on
G. A. Morse, cattle, sheep, swine and
and
articles raised

manufactured,
and kept within

or

Best driving stallion, weighing nob
less than 1,000, three-year old
and over,
Second best,
Best driving stallion, two-year old,

Third

best,
Best driving colt, one-year old,
Second best,
Third best,
Best matched pair of driving horses,
Best gentleman’s driving horse,

Second

best,
Cattle Department.
G. A. Morse, Supt.

DIVISION
Beat full
Second
Best full
Second
Best full

2.

blood Shorthorn

best,

blood

best,

|5

bull,

Jersey bull,

blood Ayrshire bull,
Second best,
Best full blood Hereford bull,
Second best,
Best full blood Holstein,
Second best.
Pedigrees of bulls required, all to
be one year old or over.
Best full blood bull calf of each breed,
Second best,
Best full blood cow of each breed,
Second best,
Third best,
Best full blood heifer calf of each

breed,

Second best,
Best full blood heifer, one-year old,

breed,

each

Second best,
Best full blood heifer, two-year old,
each breed,
Second best,

Pedigree required.
Best grade heifer calf, each breed,
Second best,
Best grade heifer, one-year old, each

gartments,

A

REAL~HAIR~QROWER

If you are troubled with dandruff, scalp
irritation or falling hair, we want you to
try Rexall “93” Hair Tonic at our risk.
We won’t charge you a cent for the treatment if you are not entirely satis tied. It
almost invariably effects a complete cure.
Twq sizes, 50c. and fl.00. E. G. Moore,
wholesale and retail druggist, cor. opp.
poatofflce.

RACES.

J825

IN PURSES,
PIR8T DAY.

class, trot or pace,
Class (or 2.31 trot and 2.27

purse |10C

3.00

125

pace,

SECOND DAY.

Class for 2.10 trot and 2.43 pace,
Class for 2.30 trot and 2.33 pace,
Green horse race for horses
owned in Bluehill H mile
beats best 3 in 5,
F. M.
Maine.

Simmons,

THIRD

starter,

purse

125
125

50

purse

Rockland,

DAY.

Free for All, trot or pace,
purse, 175
125
Class for 2.3S trot and 2.38 pace,
The purse for each class to be divided as
25
cent,
50
cent,
to
follows:
first,
per
per
to second, 16 per oent. to third, 10 per cent,
to the fourth. National rules to govern.

Hopples allowed.

Entrance fee, 5 per cent, of purse, to accompany nomination, and 5 per cent, additional to winners.
Entries, five or more to enter, four to
a.art.

Entries
Sept.
p.
No conditional entries.
Horses distancing the field to have first
1 at 11

close

m.

money only.
The right to cnange program is reserved.
Races start at 1 p. m.
All entries muBt be made or addressed
to C. 8. Snowman, Secretary.

PREMIUM LIST.
Horse

F. H. Allen, Supt.

weighing 1,000,

2 00
1 00

3 00
2 00
1 00

DIVISION 2.

2 00
1 00
2 00
100
2 00
1 00

2 00
100

CLASS 4.

FAT CATTLE.

Best yoke fat cattle,
Second best,
Best pair three-year-old steers,
Second best,
Best pair two-year-old steers,
Second best,
Best pair one-year-old steers,
Second best,
Best pair steer calves,
Second best,
Best yoke oxen owned in county,
Second best,
Third best,
Best yoke matched

Best

with

sow

|5

2
3
2
3
2
3
2
2
1
5
3
2
5
2

cattle,

Second best,
DIVISION 2.

or more

pigs,

Second best,
Best lull blood

f4

3
2
1
3
2
1
2
1

boar,

Second best,
Best three breeding sheep,
Second

best,

Third best,
Best three lambs,
Second

00
50
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
50

CLASS 5.

litter of six

best,

Third best,
thoroughbred buck of each
breed,
Second best,

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
50

Best

3 00
2 00

Poultry Department.
DIVISION 3.

CLASS 6.

four Plymouth Rock fowl and
cock,
Second best,
Best four Light Brahma fowl and
cock,

fl

00
50

100
50
1 00
50
100
50
1 00
50
100
50

cockerel,
best,

100
50

cockerel,
Second best,

100
50

cockerel,

100
50

Second

Best four Plymouth Rock chicks and
four Buff Cochin chicks and

Second best,
Best four Wyandotte chicks and
cockerel,
Second best,
Best four White Leghorn chicks and
cockerel,
Second best,
Best two Pekin ducks and drake,

Second
Best tw’o

best,

Black ducks and drake,

Second best,
Best two Mallard ducks and drake,
Second
Best two

Second
Best two
Second
Best two
Second

best,
Muscovy

ducks and

best,

turkeys
best,

and

drake,

gobbler,

gander,
best,
Agricultural Products.
Thoa. Grieve, Supt.
DIVISION 4.

Best half

50
1 00
50
1 00
50
1 00
1 00
50

to be

|3

Third best,
Best half acre of oats, sample to be
shown at fair,
Second best,
Best half acre of barley, sample to be
show'n at fair,
Second best,
acre of potatoes,
be shown at fair,
Second best,

Best peck of wheat,
Second best,

100
50
1 00
50
1 00

CLASS 7.

wheat, sample
shown at fair,
Second best,
acre

Best half

100
50

75

geese and

sample

f5

00
3 00
4 00

Second

00
2 00
1 00
2 00
1 00

2 00
1 00

to
2 00
1 00
1 00
50

People with chronic bronchitis, asthma and
lung trouble, will hnd great relief and comfort in Foley’s Honey and Tar, and can avoid
suffering by commencing to take it at once.
O. A. Pakcurb.

J 00
60

Second

63
1 00

best,

Best,

best,

35
75
35

bushel of beets,
best,
Best half bushel of carrots,
Second best,
Best half bushel of turnips,
Second best,
Best peck onions,
Second

best,

Best peck ripe tomatoes,
Second

best,

Best peck green tomatoes,
Second best,
Best half dozen heads cabbage,
Second best,
Best peck parsnips,
Second

best,

Best peck of largest potatoes,
Best celery,

best,
Best cauliflower,

50

Second oest,
25
Best peck wheat raised in the county, 1 00
Second

best,

Third best,
Best peck barley raised in the county,
Second

best,

Best peck of oats,
Second best,
Best 4 quarts of
Second best,
Best 4 quarts of

75
50
1 00

each

kind,

50
1 00

Second best,
Third best,
Best dozen ears of corn, each kind,
Second best,

75
50
75
50

best,

Second

best,

Second

best,

i

j

j
;

pair,

Second best,
woolen knit gloves and mittens,
each pair,

Second best,
Best braided mat,
Second best,

best,

Third best,
Best knit rug,
Second

best,

Best crochet rug,

Second best,
Best ten yards rag

j

;

I

carpsting,

Best patchwork quilt,
Second rest,
Third best,
Best silk quilt,
Second best,
Third best,
Best knit bedspread,
Second best,

best,
| Best crochet bedspread,
j Second best,
afghan,
j Best
Second best,
j
j Best sofa pillow,
Third

Second best,
Best crochet shawl,
Second best,
Best knit shawl,
Second best,
Best sofa quilt,
Second best,
Best knit'sweater,
Second

best,

Best worsted knit trimming,
Second best,
Best crochet trimming,

Second best,
Best knit tidy,
bes*,
Second best,
Best pumpkin,
60
Best crochet tidy,
Second best,
25
Second best,
75
Largest pumpkin,
75 Best lace-trimmed apron,
Largest squash,
Second best,
Best squash,
50
Second best,
25 Best Mexican work,
Second best,
Grange Exhibits.
Best toilet set,
Second best,
Best grange exhibit,
|12 00 1 Best
Batten burg lace handkerchief,
Second best,
8 00
Second best,
Orange exhibitors will notify the society Best drawn-work handkerchief,
what space they desire to occupy, by Sep] Second best,
tember 4.
Best table cover,
Second best,
Fruit Raised by Exhibitors.
Best exhibition of fine needle work,
Second best,
DIVISION 5. CLASS A.
Best collection of drawn work,
Best plate Baldwins, 5 specimens,
9 50
Second best,
Secoud best,
25
Best pair drawn-work towels,
Best plate Mildings,
50
Second best,
Second best,
25
Best collection of doilies,
Best plate Russets,
50
Second best,
Second best,
25
Best Batten burg doily,
Best plate Greenings,
50
Second best,
Second best,
25
Best embroidered doily,
Best plate Bellflower,
50
Second
Second

best,

Best plate Fameuse or Snow,
Second best,
Best plate Red Astrachan,
Second best,
Best plate Northern Spy,
Second best,
Best plate Gravenstein,
Second best,
Best plate Ring Tompkins,
Second best,
Best plate Duchess of Oldenburg,
Second best,
Best plate Nodhead,
Second best,
Best plate Porter,
Second

best,

Best plate Yellow Transparent,
Second

best,

Best plate Wealthy,
Second best,
Best plate Harvey,
Second best,
Best collection of fruit,
Second best,
Best dozen pears,
Second best,
Best plate cultivated cranberries,
Second best,

plate

25
50
25
50
25
50
25
50
25
50
•
25
50
25
50
25
50
25
50
25
50
25
50
25
1 50
1 00

75
35
1 00
75
75
35

grapes,

Second best,

Manufacturers' Department.
Manufactured in 1909.
DIVISION 6. CLASS 9.
Best covered carriage manufactured
in county,
Best team wagon,
Best
Best
Best

00
2 00
100
2 00
1 00
1 00
1 00
1 00
1 00
50

Best specimen of other edge tools,
Best set horse or ox shoes, each,
Second best,
Best sample of other blacksmith
work of iron,
Best iron casting,
Best sample of tin or sheet iron
work, each,
Best sash and doors, each,
Best band-made ladies’ boots,
Best hand-made calf boots,
Best riding harness,
Best team harness,

50
1 00
1
1
1
1
1
1

00
00
00
50
00
00

Honey, Dairy Products, etc.
DIVISION 7. CLASS 10.

honey,

DIVISION 8. CLASS 11.
Best collection house plants,
Second best,
Best collection cut flowers,
Second best,
Best collection dahlias,
Second best,
Best collection asters,
Second best,

doily,

best,

Best embroidered turn-over collar,
Second best,
Best drawn-work turn-over collar,
Second best,
Best fancy stock collar,
Second best,
Best white skirt,
Second

his old
were

Aug.

23.

Miss Gladys Bragdon spent
Bar Harbor last week.

Miss Thomas, of Caribou, was a weekguest of Miss Charlotte Macomber.
Foresters entertained the CompanRefreshSaturday evening.

The

ion court
ments

Aug.

23._B.
A

Philosopher.

Some time ago there was a flood in Western Pennsylvania. An old fellow who
bad lost nearly everything he possessed
was sitting on the roof of the house as it

50
25

50
25
50
25
50
25

floated alang when a boat approached.
“Hello, John.”
Hello Dave.”
washed away.
“Are your fowls all
John?”
“Yes, but the dncks can swim,” replied
th» old man.
“Apple trees gone?”
“Weil, they said the crop would be m

75

50
75
50

failure, anyhow.”

50
25

“I see the flood’s away above your window.”
“That’s all right, Dave. Them winders

75
50
50

needed

waBhin’, anyhow.”

25

50

'dftmucmmts.

25
50
25
50
25
50
25
50
25
50
25
50
25
50
25
50
25

Feel Headachy?'

It probably comes from the
bile or some sick condition of
the stomach or bowels. No

right

yourself

which, put

matter

with

BEECHAM’S
PILLS

25
50

In boxes 10c. sad 25c.

Sold Everywhere.

25
50
25
50
25

best,

served.

were

Roy Crabtree, of Hancock, was in town
with his auto last Friday, and took Mrs.
Ross Gay and a party of friends for a spin
to Junk pond.
Rev. C. E. Bromley, wife and daughter
have left for a three weeks’ vacation down
Frank
east.
Wooster, of Bar Harbor,
will take the place of Mr. Bromley next
Sunday afternoon and Murchie Gordon
will occupy the pulpit in the evening.

*50

Best infant’s sack,
Second best,

few days in

a

end

25

best,

the Civil war, and had
forty-six years.
Spec.

tent mates in

not met for

50

Best night robe,
Second best,
Best infant’s dress,
Second best,
Best infant’s jacket,
Second

Ward, of Marlboro, Mass., reWednesday, after visiting
comrade, J. D. Perkins. They

Wilbur

turned home

"jcHa'r
Health

25

15
50
Second best,
25
Best tatting,
50
Second best,
25
Best slumber shoes,
50
Second best,
25
Best bed chain,
25
Second best,
15
Best wool blanketB,
1 00
Second best,
50
No matter how
ithao been gray
Best ten yards fulled cloth,
£ 1 50
or faded. Promotes a luxuriant
Second best,
100
growth
Third best,
50
of healthy hair.
its falling out*
Best ten yards flannel,
*1 00
and positively removes DanSecond best,
75
draff.
hair soft and glossy. ReThird best,
50
fuse all*feubstitutes.
times as much
Best ten yards tow cloth,
1 00
in
$1.00 as 50c. size. Is Not a Dye.
Second best,
50
Best ten yards woolen yarn carpeting, 2 00
$1 and 50c. bottles* at druggists
Second best,
1 50
Send 2c for free book The Care of t he Hair«M
Philo Hay Spec. Co., Newark, N. J. \
Third best,
75
Best embroidered apron,i
50
Hay’s HarHna Soap cures Pimple^
Second best,
25
red, rough and chapped hands, and all skin disBest handkerchief,
50
eases.
Keeps skin fine and soft. 25c. drupfriata.
Second best,
Bend 2c for imp book “The Care of the Skin.**
25
g
Best embroidered towel,'
50
K. O
MOORE. DrusK'st.
Second best,
25
Best lunch cloth,
50
Second best,
25
Best embroidered belt,
50
FOR
Second best,
25
Best lady’s shirt waist, each kind,
50
Second best,
25
Best display of ladies’ underwear,
1 00
Second best,
75
Best pin cushion, each kind,
50
Second best,
25
is quickly absorbed.
Best jabot, each kind,
50 !
Giw* Relief at Once.
Second best,
25 It cleanses, soothes,
Best Dutch collar, each kind,
50
heals and protects
Second best,
25
the diseased memBest embroidered collar,
50
brane resulting from Catarrh and drives
Second best,
25
Restores
Best embroidered pocket,
50 away a Cold in the Head i/ii'
the Senses of Taste and MneU. Full size
Second best,
25
1
at
ul.
Best lace shawl,
50 cts.
or
50
y
Liquid
Second best,
25
Cream Balm for use iu ato.niz *vs 73 eta.
Best crochet sweater
75
Ely Brothers. 50 Warren t*tre<-t. New York.
Second best,
25
oesi imam s

bonnet,

Never Fails

to Restore
to its Natural

Gray Hair

Color and

Beanty.

Keeps

A Reliable

91
3
2
2
1

00
50
00
00
00
00
75
35

1 00
50
75
35
75
35
1 00
50
75
35

2%

Remedy

CATARRH

"z^

|

Ely’s

Cream Balm

|
j
|

V.iy.

Druggists

KINEIO

RANGES

75
35

75
35

f

75
50
50
25
50
26
50
25

If you are all run down Foley’s Kidney
Remedv will help you. It strengthens the
so they will eliminate the impurities
from the blood that depress the nerves, and
cause exhaustion, backache, rheumatism, and
urinary irregularities which sap the vitality.
Take Foley’ Kidney Remedy at
Do not delay
<J. A. Parcher.
once.

kidneys

50
25
1 00
50
25
75
50
75
50
1 50
1 00
75
50
1 50
1 00
50
1 00
75
50
1 00
75
1 00
7o
75
50
50
25
50
25
75
50
50
25
40
20
40
20
50
25

Second best,
Best flannel embroidery,
Second best,
Best pillow shams,
Second

Rev. C. E. Bromley and wife are visiting
Mrs. Bromley’s parents in Lubec.
Mr.
Bromley wiLl attend the campmeeting at
Jacksonville.

25
15

Stops

|2

riding wagon,
delivery wagon,

Second best,
Best butter not less than 3 lbs.,
Second best,
Best cheese,
Second best,
Best loaf brown bread,
Second best,
Best loaf bread made from flour
manufactured in this county,
Second best,
Best loaf bread,
Second best,
Best specimen of maple sugar,
Second best,
Best collection of preserves,
Second best,
Best collection of pickles,
Second best,
Best collection of jellies,
Second best,
Best preserved strawberries,
Second best,
Flowers.

$

The annual Grand Army picnic will be
held at Hardison's grove, West Franklin,
Sept. 6. Every body is cordially invited.

25
15

long

sleigh,
Best pung,
Best axe,

Best

best,

Best drawn-work

309
0$

2

FRANKLIN.

75

Third best,
Best drawn rug,
Second

|5 0$

out.

i Best
j

feet,

seven

Second best,
Third best,
Best pair drawing oxen, six feet nine

Mrs. Flora Perkins, who bas been ill
the past three months with sciatica, ia

L. Herrick, Supt.
CLASS 13.
Best cotton and woolen knit stockeach

$28.

Purse,

and under,
5 0$
3 0$
Second best,
Third best.
2 0$
Entrance fee. 6 per cent, of purse and 5
per cent, additional to winner.
Cattle exhibit second day.
ffi 0$
Sweepstakes, first,
3 0$
second,

Elis (i

25

Third

to

i

DIVISION 10.

ings,

Oxen.

CLASS 15.
Best pair drawing oxen, six feet ten

Domestic Manufactures.

j

with

DIVISION 12.

00
50
1 00
SO
1 00
50
1 00
50
1 00
50
1 00
50
1 00
50

Best water color painting,
Second best,
Best stencil » ork,
Second best,
Best burnt work,

50 I
25

75
1 00

peas,

beans,

Second

99
91

Best Mexican-work apron,
Second best,

Drawing

fl

Best pencil drawing,
Second Met,
Best India ink work,

75
35
75
35
1 00
75
1 00
50
f 75
50
1 00
50
50
25
1 00
50
25

25 I

ex-

Best specimen of oil painting,
Second best,
Best crayon painting,

75
60
75
50
75
50
75
50
75
50
75
50
75
50
75
60
75

50 I

OH and Water paintings.
DIVISION 9. CLASS 12.

60
3 00
2 00
75
50
75
50

BeBt peck Delaware,
Second best.
Best peck Early Six Weeks,
Second best.
60
Best peck Early Ontario,
75
Second .best,
50
Best peck any other variety,
75
Second best,
50
Best half bushel Mangel-Wurtzel beets, 75
Second
Best half
Second

Best collection pansies,
Second best,
The flowers to be grown by the
hibitors in one garden or lot.

100

Best peck Beauty cl Hebron,
Second best,
Best peck Early Ohio,
Second best,
Best peck New'Queen,

Best

Best

Second best,
Best four Buff Cochin fowl and cock,
Second best,
Best four Brown Leghorn fowl and

Best peck of oats,
Second beat,
Best sheaf of oat?-,
Second best,
Hestsbeaf of barley,
Second best,
Best collection of produce
Second beat.
Best peck of Early Rose potatoes,
Second best.
Best peck Early Maine!
Second best.
Best peck Early Vermont,
Second best,
Best peck Early Northern,
Second best,
Best peck Early Prolific,
Second best,
Best pock Clark’s No. 1,

Second

Dr. Daniels' Horae Renovator—for
your hone —Makes Blood—gives vim,
strength and health.

Department.

DIVISION 1. CLASS 1.
Best draft stallion, three-year old
or over, weighing 1,200 or over,
Second best,
Best draft stallion, two-year old,

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

same.)

Best

|825

3
5
3
5
3
5
3
5
3

2 00
breed,
Second best,
1 00
Third best,
75
Best grade heifer, two-year old, each
2 00
breed,
Second best,
100
Best grade cow, each breed,
3 00
Second best,
2 00
Third best,
1 00
Best grade Durham bull,
3 00
Second best,
2 00
Best grade Hereford bull,
3 00
2 00
Second best,
3 00
Best Jersey bull,
2 00
Second best,
Best grade Holstein bull,
3 00
2
Second best,
00
Best grade bull calves, each breed,
2 00
Second best,
1 00
Best pair steer calves,
10 00
(This premium was omitted from the
printed list, but will be paid just the

general public.

No person who is an exhibitor can
judge on the class in which he
exhibits.
No premium or mileage will be paid
on articles or performance unless adjudged worthy by the judges, although
there is no competition.
Gratuities will be paid on articles
of merit, farm stock and manufactures
not included in tbe
premium list, if
recommended by the judges and apdirectors.
proved by the
Premiums urill not be paid to exhibitors until two weeks after the fair.
If the society should not receive
money enough to pay premiums to
exhibitors in full, they will be paid
proportionately according to what the
society may receive.
Premiums will be forfeited if not
called for before January 1. 1910.
Every animal or article entered for
premium must be owned by the person entering it, or bis family, and all
products of the farm, dairy, orchard,
garden, house or shop must be entered
by the producer or his special agent,
and must be finished and complete.
All farm and garden products must
have been produced or harvested the
present year, and only one exhibit of
every variety from the same planting
or crop can be entered for ^premiums
in its class.
Exhibitors, when requested by the
secretary or superintendent of deare expected to make veral or written statements concerning
their contributions; refusal to comply
act as

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

CLASS 3.

cock,
|
Second best,
Best four Wyandotte fowl and cock,
Second best,
Best four Brown Leghorn chicks and
cockerel,
Second best,
Best four Light Brahma chicks and

Any driver exercising cruelty
using profanity while driving his team
shall be immediately ruled off the
ground by the judges.

ADMITTANCE.

3
2
1
3
2
1
2
2
1

Second best,

Admittance to park, 35 cents. Children under 12 years, 25 cents. Children under i, free. Carriages free.
Children under 12 years, free first day.
Checks will be given to person!
leaving the grounds until 11 o’clock
each day.
No entrance fee being charged for
stock, produce and manufactures, each
exhibitor will be required to purchase
his admission tickets the same as the

or

200
100

best,
Third best,
Best driving colt, two-year old,
Second

published.

agricultural products.

00
3 00
4 00
2 00
4 00
2 00
160
3 00

best,

Second

poultry.

R. G. Lord, superintendent of exhibition ball.
Thomas Grieve, superintendent ol

|5

Best breeding driving mare and colt,
Second best,
Third best,
Best driving colt, three-year old,

the
animals owned
limits of Hancock county.
Judges examining animals and articles are requested to repor: their
awards to tbe secretary before 11 a.
m. of the second day, and to him only
until after tbe award of premiums is

George Pert, drawing contest.

2 0(
3 (X
2 OC
3 OC
2 OG
3 00
200
3 00
2 00

Second best,
I Best breeding draft mare and colt,
!
Second best,
1
Best draft colt, three-year old,
Second best,
j Best
draft colt, two-year old,
j
| Second best,
Best
draft
colt, one-year old,
I
Second best,
CLASS 2.

|

will

satisfy

the most

critical.
They
bakers
and
quick
sume

but

They

are, in

are
con-

little fuel.

fact,

the

most economical stove
on

the market.

F. B. AIKEN, Agt.,
ELLSWORTH, ME.
& Nutter|Mfg.
Bangor, Me.

Noyes

Co.,

9

Girls

Ellnworth
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▲

The

ELLSWORTH, MAINE,
BY THE

year; fl 0© lor six
for three months, If aid
strictly In advance. $ I .V’, T!S and 38 rents
respectively. Single copies 5 cent*. AM arrearages are reckoned at the rate of 02 per

count of the

was

lind

build

a

an

girls, printed
as follows;

2,528

Rosabook for her essay.
who has been the guest

essay.
in the

summer, also

con-

The essays by these
Herald Aug. 15, are

_

THE ADOPTED ROBIN.

high

new

to the

The great maple tree was struck by lightIt had been the pride of the village,
ning.
aud now it was felled to the ground. Tall and
majestic, it towered over the other trees, making them all appear small and insigniflcaut
As we stood looking at it, I happened to nuvr.
one of the branches that lav on the ground.
Glancing down I saw something gray and
hairy. Looking closer, I saw that it was a

GOSSIP.

Sullivan has voted to

a

Abrams,

tributed

WEDNESDAY AUGUST 25, 1909

school

awarded

of Doris Halman this

The

American is 2,400 copies.

COUNTY

seems

editor to have many points
superiority
over the other contributions.”
MilliMartha
Another Ellsworth girl,
kan, won third prize, and Doris Halman

Boelncsscommunications should be addressed
Eo, and all checks and monel orders made payable to The Hancock county Pubi inking
Co., Kllaworth. Maine.

Average for the year of 1908,

robin

adopted

of

^dvertlslrg Rates—Are reasonable and will be
made known on application.

of

the Maine

children goes to Hannah Frances Malone,
of Ellsworth.
Her charming little ac-

ear

edition

competition among

in the essay

a

cents

building.
—

j
1

j you.”
The

question
story of “Queer Things

neighbors

buried the birds that afternoon in a held back
of the cottage.
A few days later going by the same place
where the maple tree had stood, I heard a
chirping in the bushes on the opposite side
I went over to investigate.
of the road.
There in the bushes was a robin’s nest. When
the mother biid left the nest, I crept cautiously over and looked inside. There were
three small robins, and, sitting in among
them, as if it were its natural home, was the
little bitd which I had missed from the mapie

hoase, and stays a few hours and walks
back. It seems as if he might hold it
several years yet.
Hancock county was well represented at
the reunion of the First Maine Heavy Ar-

tillery Regimental associa ion in Carmel
Wednesday of last week, the following
NaHancock county men being present:
hum Murch, Ells wort h; W. O. Fogg, Hull's
Cove; Charles E. Bonaey, Bucksport; tree.
Aaron i*. Devis, North Orland; Kenney
How it ever got there I could never imagine.
B.QrimdeU, North Bucksport; Daniel F. It seemed to feel perfectly at home, and the
Davit, Bucksport; George P. Clark, Surry. other little birds seemed to like it. But,
The report of the secretary showed that liark! the mother bird is coming back. I
the regiment has suffered twenty-four crept out of the bushes to a place where I
could see the nest without being seen. The
deaths since the reunion in August, 1906,
robin returned with an angle worm in her
including the following from Hancock | mouth. I was anxious to see how she would
Joshua T. Jeliison, of Ells- treat the little stranger. To
county:
my surprise it
worth, died at Togos; Henry A. Carter, was her first consideration. After ft had
Ellsworth; Daniel 8. Bunker, Mt. Desert; been fed she turned to her own little birds
Isaiah L. Jones, Brooks vilh*.
and fed them one by one.
1

wishes

sn

interesting
visit Jsson
R.

son

nate

wt

stern

town

as

In it the major’s
principal
son while at college fell in love with the
village manicure, and when he returned
home the woman followed him and tried
to extort money from the father.
The
manner in which Ade worked
out the*
situation, showing the humoro :s side of
it, even though dealing with an adventuress, is one of the best things he has

1

|
I

will

be

presented at
Keith's next week by Edward Holt and
company. This week will also be the last
of the Fadettes, after a most successful
season.

Another novelty this week will be Kid
Gabriel in his wonderful poses, being reproductions of the famous Remington
paintings of ranch life. Others will be the
four Rianos, acrobats; Smith and Campbell, humorists; Arthur Rigby, blackface
comedian, and the four dancing bugs,
something which will prove a surprise in
the dancing line.

An

pared.

large

CHURCH

en-

KLLHWOBTH

|

j

have

Booth bay.

Preston Sellers and wife, of Waterville,
1 are
spending their, vacation with Frank

j

Staples and wife.

Mrs. Lillian Leach, of Milford, M*‘i
and Mrs. Ward Wescott, of Blnehill, were
in town Friday calliug on old friends.

1

The Perkins family held its reunion
Mrs. Hanuah Gray at* South Penobscot, Friday, Aug. 20. There we.*e fifty-six
present.
Pehobecot chapter, O. E. S. held its annual sale Wednesday evening.
Owing to
Ab >ut
rain, the attendance^was small.
$30 was cleared.

could learn a great lesn membered—that
are in less fortu-

conditions than we are.
Hannah Francks Malone.

Mr. and Mrs. Walton and baby have returned to Cambridge, Mass., after being
the guests of Archie|Bridges and wife for

It had been one of the warmest days of sumNow dark clouds were forming in the th past two weeks.
western sky. Occasionally peals of thunder
G. O. Littlefield and wife have returned
could be heard, and altogether it looked as if to Boston, where Mr. Littlefield will ji in
we were in for a good shower.
his ship, the Des Moines, which will sail
All of a sudden it burst in terrible fury.
Boon for the South.
We could not see
The rain came in sheets
Mrs. Etta Brown,|of Hampden, who has
anything out of doors because of the rain beating upon the windows. The hall door blew been the guest of Mrs. Herman Perkins
open, and before we could close it everything the past two weeks, has gone to North
in the room was soaking wet. I had never Castine to visit her sister,
Mrs. Kosa
seen such rain before, and my
grandmother, j Wardweli.
who has seen many years, said it was one of
The young people of the place, together
the worst storms she had ever witnessed.
with several who are visiting here, gave
The noise m ule by tlfe water running over
our eighty-six
foot dam in spring time a party at Grange hall Monday evening,
sounded very much like the wind in the trees
Aug. 23. It was one of the most enjoyable
before the shower. It rained for fully five events of the season.
minutes.
About forty members of Rising Star
At intervals came p^als of thunder and
A. M.. with their wives, went
bright flashes of lightning, but we did not lodge, F. and
to Brooksviile Saturday evening and enconsider the storm dangerous until an unusually severe roar give warning that the joyed the hospitality of Bagaduce lodge,
storm was directly overhead.
A chicken supper was served, after w'hiih
Soon it passed by and we w itched it, a mere an entertainment was
presented and a soon toward
mist, scudding over the bay an
einl hour spent. A pleasant time is rethe blue hilia of Alt. Desert iu the distance.
During the fifteen minutes it had lasted it ported.
WOODLCCKE.
had raised great havoc in the neighborhood. ^Aug. 23.
The farmers' crops were nearly all spoiled.
SOUTH HANCOCK.
In two houses panes of glass had been broken
by the force of the rain. Trees had been
C. R. Bunker has spent two weeks here
blown down and others were badly broken.
and returned to Somerville.
Worst of all a house nearby had been struck
H. M. Kingman and wife, of Newport,
by lightning.

FALLS.

—

METHODIST EPISCOPAL.

Rev. W. F. Emery, pastor.
Sunday, Aug. 29 —Morning service at
10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
at 11.45. Junior league at 3. No evening

during July and August.
Prayer meeting and bible study Tuesday

ae.-vice

■evening at 730.
BAPTIST.

Rev. P. A. A. KUlam, pastor.
Sunday, Aug. 29-Morning service at
1830. Sermon by pastor.' Sunday school
at 11.45. Evening service at 7.30.
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30.

(

Later I grew tired of doing nothing, so I
started for a walk along the beach. Boon I
noticed that a small path ran from the rocks
to the woods beyond. I decided to follow it.
and, after scrambling np a steep bank and
pushing aside interlaced tree boughs. I came
into a small clearing.
In the centre the needle-covered ground
formed a low mound. At one end of this was
a large stone, and at the other, a rude cross
had been erected. There was no name, no
story, rudely cat in the stone or wood, to teli
what sorrow had caused or what mystery
hung over this lonely grave. Perhaps the
pines, which stood above it like faithful sentinels, whispered its story to the sea, which
murmured with a mighty voice ‘‘Amen!’*
Doris F. Halean.
IN THE OLD HUT.

One day a crowd of ns werft on a picnic in
the Maine woods. When we had opened our

Smith,

Quincy,

Mass.;

Wooster and son, Everett,
many from this vicinity.

Aug.

Mrs.

C.

Mass.;

R.
and

W.

23.
—

NORTHEAST HARBOR.

I

|

The annual carnival at the swimming

pool took place
reported.

last week.

A tine time is

Winchester is in Southwest Harbor visiting her uncle, George R. Fuller.
B.
Aug. 23.
Rachel

A prince asked Dante why it was that
most people found quite a stupid person
far more agreeable than a man of the
highest learning and accomplishment.
Dante replied that he found nothing extraordinary in the fact, because friendship
depended on a resemblance in character.
—Petrarch.

iwMiiimwi Counti

A’wi,

other paged

tee

LAMOINE.
Lester Salisbury

has gone

to

Presque

Isle to work.

The George Whittaker place has been
an Ellsworth man.

sold to

j

John F. Coolidge, of Waltham, Mass.,
last Wednesday.

who has worked in Boston
past year, is at home for a vacation
Sand vessels are beiug
loaded every
week from the sand pit owned by Cousins
brothers.

Roy Stratton,

the

John Whitaker and wife, of Boston, are
visiting Mr. Whitaker's sister, Mrs. Nellie

—Fine

itory.ami
half dt^mTT
HOUSE
house with barn and outbuilding!,,
*1'

bis career, when his life

was

endan-

a

CRanttO.

aftTr"

around JO to look
oo,
in unoccupied territory.
Special ff*
duceuient. permanent.
c. It jci, £ ..D'
°*
warserymen. Manchester. Conn.

hu\,„''.

first-clast men. over
CjTBIOTLY
local
age, to act

Q

yiuTZ
iaWl?
™,!r
2

25

irayellng
M r le at once for our .pedal
term, and
best territory. Up-to-date
canyaaaing
furnished free ol charge.
Thu Ciia.e ,M*n,
eggira. Oeneya. N. Y.
or

Stratton.
Mrs. Betsey Young, of Islesford, is
spending a few weeks here with old
friends and neighbors.
Shepherd Cousins, who spent the past
two months with his brother Wesley, has
returned to the soldiers’ home at Togus.
W. K. Salisbury and wife have gone to
Clifton to visit Mr. Salisbury’s brother.
While away they plan to take in the Ban-

Capt. Charles Hodgkins and family left
Tueaday for a week’s trip in the Awa.
They are to meet Guy Mitchell, of Boston,
who is to be their

guest.
B.

Aug. 23.
AMHERST.

O. H. Buzzel and wife, former residents,
are

visiting

bere.

Mrs. Cecil Crosby has returned from
visit in Bar Harbor.
Mrs. Lafayette Honscom and baby
in Holden.

a

are

visiting

Miaa Julia Miller, of Holden, is visiting
aunt, Mrs. Sarah Robinson.

Twenty-five members of Goodwill
grange visited Mariaville grange Aug. 21.
F. W. Giles and family have returned
home after visiting their children in Auburn.

Misses Julia and Helen Jewett are
>m Bar Harbor, where they have

home fr
been

employed.

Rev. Albert

Killburn, of Beddington,
preached here Sunday morning and evening in exchange with Rev. Ida Garland.
O.
Aug. 23.

Special Koticcs.
To fbe Honorably Ctourl of
County
.inner, of Hancock
County in the
Ua ine:

The Baptist Sunday school will have

picnic

a

Toddy pond Tuesday.
The eight-year-old son of E. C. Witbee
and wife is dangerously ill of appendiat

citis.

•

W. H. Paine, of Show began, grand master of the A. O. U. W. of Maine, visited
Surry lodge Saturday evening, and gave
instruction.

Comm,,,

",

undersigned. Municipal OBicer.of ih»
town of Dedham. ,n .aid
Hamoea
County, respectfully rep,e*ent that thr hi h

THE

way or county road leading from Bangor u
“
Penobscot county in .aid State of
Ell,worth in said Hancock county
located through .aid town of Dedham bg
Court ol Be.aiona In and for aaul Ha,.roe.
county In the year lt»2; that the true boundarlesof that portion ol said highway, in
town, which extend, lion, the old
line of Penobscot County to a point
aouiberla
of the Lake House. m> called, at
which .aid
highway la Intersected by the town road ead
from
.aid
to
lug
the .Value cem,.l
highway
Railroad Station at Pbillipa Lake, xre do iht
ful, uncertain or lost.
Whe»efore, your Petitioners prav thst roup
Houorab e Coart will, after sucb notice oa
this petitiou as is required f. r the location
ol
new way*, proceed to hear the parties
invested. examine said high wav. and locate and
define limits and bourdaries. between aaid
county hne and said town road in accordance
with the provisions of sectio
eleven of
twenty-three, of the revised statutes
chapter
of Maine, of !**. aa amended by chapter
seventy nine, of the laws of 1905; and as further amended by chapter one hundred and
forty three, of the Laws of i«07.
L'edbam. Maine. Juiy 21. I9u»
Hadley P. Busrill,
Gdv H. Bus*ill.
Hoeace F. Loan.
Selectmen of the town of Dedham

VIJ

til

BTATB OP MAINE.
Hancock a*.:—Court of County Comal*.
•toners, April Term. A. D. 1909.
Upon the foregoing petition the Commit,
•loners being satisfied that the petitioners
are responsible, that an
inquiry into tbs
merits it expedient, and that the petitioners
ought to be heard touching the matter set
forth In their petillou;
Order—That the
County Commissioners
meet at the Lake Hotrne In Dedham on Wednesday, the 15th day of Sept. A. D. 1909. at onethirty o'clock P. M.. and thence proceed
to view the route mentioned in said
petition,
immediately after which view, a hearing of
the parties and witnesses witl be had at some
convenient place in the vicinity, and snch
other measures taken in the premises as the
Commissioners shall Judge proper.
And it is
further
Ordered—That notice of the time, place and
purpose of the Commissioners' meetiug aforesaid be given to nil persons and corporations
interested by serving an attested copy of the
petition and this order thereon, upon tbe
Clerk of the Town of Dedham, a like copy
open Hadley P fiurrill. one of tbe petitioners,
and by posting up attested copies a* aforesaid in three public places in said town
the time
thirty daysfor atsaidleast before
view, and by publlshing tbe petition and order thereon,
three weeks successively In the Ellsworth
American, a newspaper published st Ellsworth. in the County of Hancock, the first
publication to be thirty days st leut oefore
the time of said view, that all persons and
corporations interested may attend and be
heard if they think (It.
Attest:-John F. Knowlton. Clerk.

appointed

A true copy of tbe petition and order thereon.
Attest:—John F. Knowltojc, Clerk.

atmmtsnnm,

_

gered by popular tumults, was Insured
for many thousands, and when George
II. fought at Dettlngen 25 per cent was
paid against his return. Such speculative insurances were, however, largely
checked by the gambli r act of 1774,

tne

or

hay Held and paalureland. Na, ®.rh^d
house, postofflee amt R. R alailmi
t™’1llbura!. For further information
call
*
T.!,rni1
0,1 cr
address O. W Foss, Hancock, lie.

re-

Dropping tbs Curtain.
"No, Mr. Slowun." said the fair posDEER ISLE.
sessor of the square chin, "I must reMrs. Lydia Greene, of Boston. is visiting
spectfully decline to become your oth- her
brother, Dudley Sellers.
er half.”
A. O. Gross and wife and Miss Minnie
"But why?" asked the astonished
young man. who bad believed that he Greene returned from a visit to Swan's
Island Friday.
was the favored one.
"Because." replied the female exRev. Minot S. Hartwell, former pastor of
tender of the frosty digit, “the man I the Congregatonal church, preached a
marry must be brave and fearless. most interesting aermon Sunday morning.
Tonight you let out the Information
The teachers'! examination for State
that you have loved me for five long, certificates will be held at the
high school
weary years, but have not dart'd men- room Aug. 27, conducted by
Supt. Patten.
tion It until the present meeting.
A
The ladies’ aid society held its annual
man who has no more nerve than that
would hide under the lied while hi* fair Tuesday. Although it was stormy, a
wife went downstairs to Interview a large number attended. The sales were
burglar who was making a raid on the satisfactory and the supper was well
family lurder. Therefore, Mr. Slowun, patronized. Proceeds, about (200.
REX.
I will work the piano for a little slow
Aug. 23.
music while the curtain drops on the
SURRY.
farewell scene. You will find your hat
James Gsllison went to Augusts in his
on the usual peg of the hall rack.
Good eveultigr’—London Mall.
automobile Friday.

Speculative Life Insurance.
A mania for speculative Insurances
j on the live* of public personages prej vailed In England during the eightj eenth century. Warren Hastings, the
j pretender, the retiel lords or the unfortunate
Admiral
Byug answered
equally the purpose of spe -ulation, and
there were also regular quotations on
the lives of notorious highwaymen.
Sir Robert Walpole at one period of

foot

Klf.wUh *y.rt-

turned home

ber

thy toesT*

MOTOR

BOAT—Twenty-five

launch suitable for
fishing
Apply to W. W, McCA.T!..r.

_

with

j

Rev. B. B. Mathews, pastor.
Closed during August.

CONG'L,

refamily
George Whitehouse
turned from an extended stay in East

and

on

“To show that I stay but a moment."
“Why hast thou wings on thy feet?"
"To show how quickly I pass by.”
"But why Is thy hair so long on thy
forehead?"
“That men may adze me when they
meet me.”
"Why. then, is thy bead so bald behind r
"To show that when 1 have once
passed I cannot be caught."

wife.

j

I

NOTES.

Rev. J. D. Prigmore, pastor.
Morning service at
Sunday, Aug29
10.30.
Sunday school at 11.45. Evening
service at 730.
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 730.

“Lysippus."
"Why art thou

Miss Jeannette Jones, of Bangor, is a
guest at the home of B. H. Leach and

|

hoped

school

CONOREGATIONAL.

UNION

w

Miss Maud Wardweli, of Ellsworth, is
visiting her sisrer. Mrs. S. G. Varnuin.

j

Elisha Sanderson, of Sedgwick,
will give the evening address. The social
an

hill

at R. H. Young’s.
down to a lovely little cove
Sunday
C. F. Dadmun and iwife, of Dorchester
on a picnic.
Our camp was in a grove of
are with their daughter, Mrs. C. R.
pines, and beyond the bay danced and spark- Mass.,
Bunker, for the month,
led in the sun.
After awhile my friend and I set out in i
G. W. Colwell and wife, with their little
search of adveutnres.
We wandered along
daughter Edna, spent! Sunday and Monthe beach, and presently came upon a small
I day withitbeir son, C. 8. Colwell.
house, apparently deserted.
Benjamin Clark, wife and daughter, of
‘•Oh, let us investigate!” cried my friend, so
we entered and looked about us. There were
Milo, and Mrs. A. 3. Fernald, of North
two tiny rooms, into which were crowded a
have beenfoccupying the bouse
j Bradford,
stove, two beds, a cradle, five chairs, and a owned by the late O. W. Young.
chest full of clothes.
! Picnics are the “order of the day.”
‘•But where are their provisions?” I exOne of special interest]tnoa place Aug. 11,
claimed.
We searched and searched, and finally gave at Walker’s grove, on the shore of Skillobster dinner,
with
up in despair. As we were going out of the ling’s river. A
door, however, my friend spied a hole, low in other delicacies, was served. Those presthe wall. We ran to it, and discovered the ent were F. M. Watson, wife and grandlong-looked for refrigerator. The ground un- ! son, of Brooklyn, N. Y.; Mrs. Louise
derneath the house had been hollowed out,
Hudson, San Francisco, Cal.; Mrs. T. J.
and there reposed jars and jars of all kinds
Hodgkins, Chicago; C. R. Bunker and
of eatables.
Just then we saw a man and a
C. F. Dadmun
little boy approaching, and ran back to the family, Somerville, Mass.;
and wife, Dorchester, Mass.; Miss Bertha
grove.

interesting program has been pre-

and picnic sapper will be
joyable feature. It is earnestly
that a
number of Sunday
workers will be in attendance.

spent last week in B>neith his niece, Mrs. Ash. Clough.

Nahum Varnuin

AN OLD GRAVE.

Bev.

season

;«■?«.

we went

Sunday School Convention.
The annual
of Snnday
convention
schools of Bluehill, Sedgwick and Brooklin will be held at South Bluehill Sept.
3.

w.

When my brother ana I visited it we saw R. I., are visitiug relatives here.
about nine queer holes made by the lightning
Capt. R. C. Hagerthy’s dog was killed by
passing from room to room. Some of them an automobile one
day last week.
were about as large as a pinhead, but tne
Miss Bessie Haggett, of Norway, is the
largest was about the size of my hand. The
paper on the dining-room walls was burned,
of her cousin, Mrs. C. 8. Colwell.
and the moulding was torn off. Other smail guest
damage was done to almost every room.
Mrs. C. R. Wooster and son Traverse.
Outside a large piece was broken from the
!
chimney, and bricks were hurled with great left for their home at^Everett, Mass., Wedforce to a road some distance away. Four nesday.
little chimney swallows, which felt secure in
Miss Bertha Smith, formerly of this
their chimney home, were struck and later
were found in the cellar.
now of Quincy, Mass., is visiting
After I had looked everything over I de- place,
cided that Nature had been mischief-making relatives here.
and he presented to me some of the queerest
Mrs. James Hopkins, of Brewer, resights I had ever seen. Martha Millikrn.
cently visited her sister, Mrs. Ella Abbott,

done.
and

V*wi

■ ■

The sketch is called “The Maid and the

Manicure",

one

addutonn, Ur>n«l|

mer.

the other

character.

ever

Opportunity.

X E Wf i>.

JPot Salt.
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gor fair.

In one of the old Greek cities there
stood long ago a statue. Every trace
of II has vanished now. hut there Is
still In existence an epigram which
gives us an excellent description of It.
and ns we read the words we can surely discover the lesson which those wise
old Greeks meant that the statue
should teach to every passerby. The
epigram ts In the form of a conversation between a traveler and the statue;
"What ts thy name. O statue?"
T am called Opportunity."
“Who made thee?"

answered with the
We Have Seen”.
Rosalind Abrams.

soon

PENOBSCOT.

RAIN AND LIGHTNING.

George Ade's Manicure.
Of all the types drawn by George Ade,
the humorist, none has hit the popular
fancy better than his manicure, which he
introduced in a short comedy, with the
a

From that robin

•*e

that should always be
is, to be kind to those who

hour of

he should
company,
Grant end wife, of Otis, st their pleasant
home, which is replete with antiques, of
which Mrs. Grant's memory is prolific.
She can give exact dates and history that
is truly wonderful for one of her years.
This
interesting ^ young-old
couple
have nearly reached the mark of fourscore and ten, but are up to date in their
methods of home life and are in sympathy
with the rapid progression of the age.
Yet their minds easily and happily turn
backward to the dear days, when, for
years, their only luxuries were a yoke of
oxen
and their most precious bible.
Mr. Grant has a garden that he has
planted and cared for, and it id easily the
best in the vicinity. It consists of all
kinds of vegetables, fenced around by
cultivated berries, plums, cherry and apple
trees, and is a luscious sight, considering
the prolonged drought. Mrs. Grant is still
mistress of all her work, and sets as fine a
table to-day as she did fifty years agj.

of

was

(JOUN I V

j

mayor

was

_

bird’s uest.
presented by the
On the ground a little distance from the
to the oldest person in the town cf Surrv,
who
will,
nest
Is held by Alexander McCaslin,
lay its occupants, the mother and four
I wondered where the
be ninety-three years old Nov. 28. With , baby birds dead.
fifth bird was. for as I bad watched the nest
the aid of his gold-headed cane he visits!
the day before I knew the exact number. We
a mile or more from his
his

one

prepared to prove.
“You saw the paper signed?” asked
the opposing counsel in cross examination.
“Yes. sir.”
•‘And you take your oath that it was
the 13th of August?”
"I know ft was, sir.”
The lawyer, who thought another!
late could be proved, assumed an exasperating smile and repeated her,
w<rds.
“You know it was? And now l»e so!
good as to tell us how you know it.” j
The poor little creature looked from
one countenance to another with wide,
sorrowful eyes, as if she sought understanding and sympathy; then her gaze
rested on the kindly face of the Judge.
“1 know,” she said, ns if shaking to !
him alone, “because that was the day j
my baby died.”—Pearson’s Weekly.

upon a clearing.
In the midst of this opening was a fallen
hut. and at once our curiosity was aroused;
Forwe endeavored to examine this spot.
getting all about the water, we opened the
door of the cabin, expecting to make a great
find, but much to our surprise this forsaken
dwelling revealed only such things as a rusty
gun. an old shoe, two bottles which hung over
a spidery fireplace and a.tattered
flag of the
great United States.
a
In searching further we discovered
wooden box. We opened it and found inside
brown
aud
two or three letters which were
mouldy with age aud impossible to read.
Under these was an old ring, but believing
this place might still be inhabited we put the
things back and decided to go. when we
heard a voice cry, “Girls! Girls!" We went
to the back of the hut to trace the call, but we
saw no one—nothing but a pile of dried bones.
“This place is haunted!” exclaimed my
friend, aud with this we ran as fast as we
could back to the rest of the party, where we
were greeted with this cry:
“Why. girls where have you been? We have
been calling and hunting everywhere for

reosron

me cane

If

She Knew th* Day Well.
A poor Mttle faded woman had been
brought into court as witness in a case
involving v ry important issues. The
entire case depended on the fact that
n paper had been signed on r. certain
day. and this the forlorn little woman

came

Ellsworth girls contributed essays, and one, Hannah Frances Malone,
won first prize in the Maine competition.
Of her essay the editor says: “First place
Several

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO
F. W. Rollins. Editor an«l Manager,
w. H. Trres, Associate Editor.

This week’s

Boston

Herald

AT

months; SO

in

junior department of thrt Boston
recently conducted a prize contest for essays, on the general
topic,
“Queer Things I Have Seen.”

PUBLISHED

Bwtoerrtptlon Price—$2 00

Figure

Herald Contest.

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

EVERY

boxes and prepared to eat we soon found out
there was uo water. My friend and l volunteered to go in search of a spring. So off we
started.
The shrubbery was very thick and high, but
soon we found something which resembled a
path, although even here the growth was a
foot high. We followed it on and on uuti! we

PKIZE WINNING ESSAYS.

<£Usu>ortli American.

FOR SALE!
The Homes ead of the late H. M. Gray.
3? acre*, situated about two miles west of
Kluehi 1 village. Abnhalf interest in Steam
Mill am! Machiuery. consisting of Engine
and Boiler, Kotaiy. Heading machine, Slave
machine. Plainer, shafting. Pulleys, etc.
One wrood lot 73 acres, well wooded; one lot
22 acres; 2 lots 20 acre'each. One tw o berse

Jigger, 1 two horse Bled. Plow, Furniture,
left-handed saw. Drilling Machine, Emery
Wheel, Ox Bow s, etc.

C. W. Staton and wife and B. G. Wager
wife, of New York, and George E.
Staton, of Salem, Mass., are at Mrs.
Augusta Lord’s.
8.
Aug. 23.

|

ADDHRSft

and

ORKKNI, Admr.,

PRANK P.

Blushill,

Me.

1 'gal Rollers.
NOTIClTor FORKCLOSl Kk

_

GOl'LDHBORO.
James B. Dyer, of Gouldsboro, died at

A. E.

Varnum, of Penobscot,

Hancock,
county of
hospital at Bangor, Monday, WHEREAS
Maine by bis mortgage deed dated the 25th
which made Insurable In.crest a neces- Aug. 23, of pneumonia. Mr. Dyer has day of February, a. a 1909. and recorded in
of deeds, in book
sary condition for a valid policy.—Ar- been suffering from brain trouble for a Hancock county registry
458. page 84. conveyed to me. the undersigned,
gonaut.
longtime, and went to the hospital for a certain lot o» parcel of real estate bounded
of
a little over two months ago.
When in health he was a man of unusual
and ability, and
made many
energy
friends. He was fifty-three years of age.
He leaves a widow’, one daughter, Mrs.
Lee Leighton, of Providence R. 1., and
two sons—Alvah and Grafton Dyer, of this

treatment

No Picnic.
A Junction City man told of a remark made by a woman at whose
home a number of people took supper
one night during a political campaign
in Sumner county.
This particular
woman, though young In years, was
the mother of seven children.
Naturally the children were reasonably
close to one size.
When the "campaigners" went Into the woman's
house one of them noticed the bunch
of children and said to the woman In
a friendly way, “These all yours, or Is
this a picnic?" "They are all mine,”
she replied wearily, "and It's no picnic."—Kansas City Journal.

place.
Aug.

Jen.

24.

WEST FRANKLIN.
Cecil Butler is at home from Seal Harbor.
Clarence Morse is on an outing in Washington county.
Charles Clark and wife returned to Lewiston Saturday.
Ch’e’kr.
Aug. 23.

Tipped.
"Doesn't this boat tip a great deal?"
asked a timid young woman of the
! steward.
"The vessel, ma'am," said the steward, "is trying to set a good example
to the passengers."
An Attraction.
Mrs. Glllet—So there Is a tablet In
your transept to her memory. Did she
do anything to bring people into the
church?
Mrs. Perry—Well, she wore
new
a
hat every Sunday for three
years.
How She Did It.
“So she refused you?"
“That's the Impression I received.”
“Didn't she actually say no?"
All she said was
“No, she didn't.
'Ha, ha, ha:”'—Cleveland Plain Dealer.

8loopy Sermons.
“Some men preach.” said Sydney
Smith, “as if they thought sin Is to be
taken out of a man as Eve was taken
of Adam, by casting him Into a
profound slumber.”
out

Wade not In unknown waters.—GerProverb.

man

and

the insane

B*w»r« of Ointments for Catarrh that
Coatmlo Mercury,
as mercury will surely
destroy the sense of
smell and completely derange the whole system when entering it through the mucous
surfaces. Such articles should never be used
except on prescriptions from reputable physicians. as the damage they will do is teu fold
to the good you can possibly derive f'om them.
Hail's Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J.
Cheney A Co.. Toledo. O., contains no mercury,
and is taken internally, acting directly upon
the blood and mucous surfaces of the system.
In baying Hall's Catarrh Cure be sure you get
the genuine. It is taken internally and made
in Toledo, Ohio, by F. J. Cheney A Co. Testimonials free.

lost.

subacitber hereby gives notice that
ahe haa been duly appointed executrix
off the last will and testament of
ABEL F. STUBBS, late of BUCKSPORT.
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of the wi.i.
All persona having demands against the estate of said deceased are deaired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imLottie A. Stubbs.
mediately.
North Bucksport, July 8, 1909.

THE

subscriber bereoy gtvea notice that
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
CHRISTIANA G. ORENDBLL. late of

THE
in

the

BLUEHILL,
county of Hancock, deceased, ami

All peras the law directs.
sons
having demands against the estate
of said deceased are deaired to present the
same for settlement, and all indebted theteto
are requested to make payment immediate.y.
William G. Gbeenb.
Bluehili. Aug. 18, 1909.

given

bonds

Professional

GEORGE

ONEY— Russet-colored purse containing
-avJL about #90 in money. Will tinder leturn
to Bluehill Stage-driver and receive reward?

Bar Harbor,

LADY’S

E.

Cards.

GOOGINS,

ATTORNEY AT LAW,
...

Telephone No. 212.

ALICE

H.

canoe.

Rosier,

IdMe.

Bluehill bay. a small row boat.
Owner may have same
by proving prop•rty and paying charges. Clark E. Bridges,
South Surry.

BOAT—In

Maine
_

SCO T T,

SPECIALTY MADE OF

PICKED
quire

UP ADRIFT-A red
of Hehby Oeay, Cape

of

and described as follows: “A certain lot
land situated in Penobscot and described as
fol.ows. to wit:
Beginning at an iron rod
driven in the g ound seventeen feet from B.
H Leach’s north corner of his store on road
leading from Bluehili to Caatine; thence
southerly fifty-eight feet on B. H. Leaches
line; thence northwesterly on B H. Leach's
line fifty-eight feel to road leading from sA\a
road to the wharf; thence northeasterly on
wharf road to firat mentioned road fifty-eight
feet; thence southeasterly on said road fifty'
eight feet to first mentioned bounds, with
buildings thereon." and whereas the condition of said mortgage has oeeu broken, no*
therefore. I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage and give this notice for that purpose.
Bluehili. Me.. August 25. 1909.
Alksud C. Osgood.
By Forrest B. Snow, his attorney.

CO AT—On Aug. 28, between Sdrry
and Bluehill, about a mile from Bluehill,
a lady's dark blue suit
coat; light silk lining;
pocket contained a purse with 19 and some
change, a door-key and veil. Finder will be
suitably rewarded. A. K. Russell, Ellsworth,
Maine.

fooift.

State

TYPEWRITING. ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL CLERICAL WOKh.
of
Agent of the Culoa Safe Deposit St Trustee.,
Portland, Me., for furnishing ProDate
and Surety Bonds.
Cor. Main and Water Sts. (over Moore’s Drug
Store). Ellsworth, Me.

tjulet

‘it l« always a man’s business
that a young ami helpless
girl is
protected."
"But I""I think you should take her home
at once."
Alexander advised, "and
wait until you and she are old
enough
to know yrur own minds.”
"Oh. don't preach." the boy flung

| THE ms
OF THE STORM.

to

In Hei
rj,ere Came a Change
of Love.
Question
the
on
Views
ay
rtwivright,

out.

But

Alexander's eyes were ou the
"When a woman loves a man It
Is such a wonderful thing that we
ought to give" her all our chivalry.
Wait until you are older. Bobble, ami
girl.

PHILIP KEAN.
lhuS.

W' Associated
i'ress.

see

Lltcrarj

you’ll

of the Bear Lake stock
Tbe manager
the storm from the win
m watctied
It was a typical
of his bungalow.
coming after u dry
restern hurricane,
with pink lightning and tern

"Oh.

know."
come

on.

Jlollle,” the boy In-

terrupted rudely.

"I've got the horses
outside, and we can get away in a
minute.”
But she stood very still in the middle of the room. "No." she said.
"Why not?"
"Because I know now that I—I don’t
love you as I ought to marry you. Bobble." she fnltgred.
"I—I want to go
home."
"Well, yon can’t go home." Robbie
lold her—“Dot now.
You haveu’t n

COUNTY NEWS.

For Additional
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see

Miss

WEST SULLIVAN.
Mrs. F. E. Pettingill is

Bangor

in

Leona Cook, of Friendsp^nt a few days in town.
Mrs. James H. Jones and family, and

Misses Olive and

ship,

for

the week.

who

Josephine Hancock,
Monday.

Aug. 24.

Carl Heed and wife spent the week-end
in

Cherryfleld.

Mrs. Bradbury Smith has returned from
visit to Steuben.
A. P.

Ravey

and wife

spent

a

few

days

last week in Boston.
Dr. and
were

Mrs. Chase, former

in town

from
j.

_

SULLIVAN HARBOR.

PORTLAND

Fred Bennis, of Chicago, is at home.

Miss Doris Hooper is in Winter Harbor
for a few week$.
a

arrived

Greenville

residents,

Sunday.

Mrs. S. E. Phelps and children
Steuben for a few weeks.

are

in

Ralph Em^ry

family have
to their home in Newton, Mass.
Mrs. James Meynell has been
and

was youug and strong,
urbeii. He
like fear gripped
got something v<*y

saw between the sway
JnJ now as lie
wralthllke figure running
a
,g trees
otvartl the house.
door and opened it.
Ue went to I he
her over the tbresbold-a
[, dragged
ttle. gasping, frightened girl.
-I'm so afraid." was all she could

week-end

glance of the other Robbie dropped his

eyes.
"Oh. well, how will you manage It?"
he said.
"I shall get her mother to the telephone." Alexander sakl. "and she can
open the door for us."
The boy turned to the door.
‘Til
leave you to arrange It." be said to
Alexander.
"I don't seem to be In
era.
«I_I was running away," she con- this." And he was gone.
“I'm afraid his feelings are hurt."
seed
-Ob." Alexander said as he sat Alexander said, “but It was best,
"You
look
a
bit wasn't It?"
own opposite her.
He took Mollle's hand and stood
I was nine when 1 deId for that.
Ided to take to care dwelling and a looking down at her. and presently she
said:
"Yes. It was best.
And now
jan Friday.”
A dimple showed In the corner of her will you call up mother, please?"
"But-but 1 wasn’t running
When he had given the message ovet
K>utb.
way to live In a cave. J was running the wire he took Mollle home. On the
way they said little, but Just before
way to get married."
-But." Alexander aald presently, they reached her porch she whispered:
you-you don't look quite old enough “I—I want to th8Qk you for what you
! said to me about—love. I sball think
hr that"
1 shall nevet
•T am eighteen.” was the explana- of It differently—now.
i marry Bobble."
ion. "and he I* twenty-one.”
"He?" murmured Alexaoder. "Where
"Perhaps Bobble will be different."
{ Alexander said.
i he?’
"No: I couldn't marry him—now.”
Her lip quivered. “I think the storm
You She held out her band.
“Will you
bare
mat
kept him home.
rouidn t think a storm would matter come aud see us some time? Motbei
wilt want to thank you.”
o a mao. would you?”
I
come?"
Great Joy ran
"Will
"Not a man who was going to marry
“Will I come?"
on." Alexander found himself say- through bis veins.
Then he bent down over her
"Are
i£
in
bis
warmth
tone you sure there Isn't any chance for
-Oh"-the
rougbt a rosy flush to her face—"of Bobble?"
"Yes." very low.
oursi> something may have kept him."
"Then I'll come." be said, and he
"Where was he to meet you?" Alexknew In bis heart that some day be
nder asked.
"Over there by the church. We are would teach her the things that Bobtopping at ODe of the cottages Just ble had not known how to teach—
things of love and life and of bappl
eyond.”
1
"Aod when you didn't And blm ness.
here you ran to the nearest houseT'
The Romanes of Quinine.
1 saw your light and ran toward
How many of those who fully realize
"And now," be told her, "it you are the value of quinine are familiar with
! the pretty story connected with the
ested a bit I'll take you home.”
"But I can't go back!" she cried. drug?
In the year 1638 Donna Ana. the
The door locks with a spring, and I
beautiful wife of Don Luis Geronimo
aren't a key.’
“Ye gods!” Alexander's brows were Fernandez de Cabrera Bobadilla y
all.
Mendoza, fourth count of Cbiucbona
Aad then, because he could think of and governor of the Spanish province
otblng else to say. he asked. "Are you j of f’eru. lay sick and. It was feared.
dying of an Intermittent fever In her
angry?"
palace at Lima. Her physician, Juan
"Starved," she said.
Her
He brought out crackers and cheese de Vega, was at his wits’ end.
1
ad sardines and olives and manna- husband was in despair, when the coride and all the dainties that a baeb- i regidor of Loza. a neighboring state,
lor manager who elects to eat at sent to the former a small packet of
teals tbe coarse food that Is given powdered quinquina bark, which he
is men keeps for private consump- knew the Indians prized highly as a
lon.
febrifuge.
“If—If I only knew where Bobbie
The powder was administered to the
:as." she said, "1 should be almost
countess, with the happy result that
the fever left her, and a complete cure
ippy."
“So his name is Bobble?" Alexander was effected.
sited.
Two years later, in 1640, the much
She nodded. "We went to school to- named Count of Chinchona and his
ether. and he is at college now. and wife returned to Spain, and as the
e hasn't
anything to marry on, and Countess Ana brought with her a
lit's why mother
objected, and that's quantity of the healing bark the dis'by we ran away."
tinction is claimed for her of being the
"bo you love him?" Alexander asked first person to introduce it Into Europe.
lowly.
Her physician, we are told, made a
“Of course." she said quickly, "only large fortune by selling it in Seville
a not so sure
right now. It seems as at 100 reals the pound. It was this
I be couldn't have let me come out in famous cure of the Countess Chinle storm alone—If be had loved me." chona that Induced tt great Swedish
"He
said
Alexander botanist Linnaeus Ion.* afterward to
couldn't,"
Nelly,
rename the whole genus of quinine
And then, after a moment, he said yielding tree "cinchona" in her honor.
0Bly. “1 wonder If you know what
Te is
Had One After All.
really like—love for which one
iters, for which one dies. If need
Jimmy had alwayB lamented the fact
e!"
that he had no grandmother. He was
She caught her breath. “No one ever
quite satisfied with the quality of his
dd such
things to me of love before," parents, and he was not especially
|e said. "Bobble and I Just thought anxious, on the whole, to have any
fun—and—of having our own way.” more people about the house than alShe was such a little Innocent
thing, ready lived there, bnt somehow ot
“t with such
purity in her eyes, such other It irked him very much to think
foreshadowing In her face of the that other boys had something that
'Oman that she might be. that Alex- he had not. There were Billie Robinhder said
Impulsively. "Dear little son and Sidney Grant, both chums of
tl. wait until love—real love—comes
his—they both had grandmothers, and
1 you
before you marry.”
it didn’t seem exactly fair that he was
She held out her
“1 deprived of one.
hand to him.
she whispered.
”1 will wait.”
One day. however, he had a happy
hd even as she
promised there came thought
‘hock at the door.
“Ma.” he said, “wbat does the word
Alexander opened It, and Bobbie grand mean, anyhow?”
“mbied over the threshold,
“Why. lofty, beautiful, noble, subwhy didn't you wait?” he com- lime," replied his mother.
cd at once.
A broad smile wreathed the boy’s
“Why didn’t you
«t- Mollie?”
face as be jumped up and down on the
II was such
an awful storm, and floor In an ecstasy of glee.
weren't there. Bobble.”
"Hurrah!" he cried. “I have got one
°u ndght
have known I’d have after all.”
ehe fumed.
"One what, dear?” asked bi9 mother.
“I don’t see why
came here. I looked
“A grandmother,” he replied.
everywhere for
and then I saw this
“Where is she. dear?” his mother
light, and I
*nd looked through the win- Inquired.
“Why, you’re it. mother," said the
Alcxander Interposed. “She could boy. "You’re my mother, and you’re
sav out In
the night and storm lofty, beautiful, noble and sublime—
au were
late.”
especially the beautiful!”
b°Y turned on him. "Well, what
Whatever the quality of the lad’s
,
was?-’ t,e demanded. "Is It
made
any logic, his course of reasoning
.yoor business?"
one "grandmother” very happy—Up68 ~tbe
older man's tone was plncott’s.
iy at tlrst.
•How does It happen that you are
He put her in a big chair by
"lt'a so late
bs side of the fireplace,
od such an awful ulgbt.”
Sbe looked at him with startled eyes
tried to pin up the thick brown
gks that bad fallen about her sboul-

s"sbe

|

j

>w*.0ver

j

visitors at the home of Mr. Mc-

Manus.

tit the young man or woman for the business world.
If such were not tire case students would not be going out of this school
daily into positions. Catalog giving information in detail will be mailed on.

recent

guest of relatives in Somesville.
Katherine Emery entertained a number
of her little friends Wednesday afternoon.

application.

H. Bridgman and Miss Bridgman,
of Dalton, Mass., are guests at W. O.

Emery’s.
Miss Guptill and Miss Nichols, of
Gouldsboro, were guests of Josephine
Hawkins Sunday.
Miss Bernice Bartlett, of Cherrytield,

Havey

Maine State Normal Schools
Open in.September for the school
course:

tion here.

Mary Mattocks has returned to the
Maine general hospital, where she is preparing to become a trained nurse.
Mrs. Hannah Sargent and Miss Jessie
Bunker, who have been guests at the
home of B. B. Havey, have returned to

of-

stuov

MANUAL
No tuition

charges

to

year 1909-10.

covers two

TRAINING

IN

ALL

years.

SCHOOLS.

persons who agree to teach In Maine two years after-

graduation.

Catalogs giving full information may be obtained upon application to any
of the following principals : A. F. Richardson, Castine, S. L. Merriman,
Presque Isle, W. E. Russell, Gorham, W. G. Mallett, Farmington.

Mabel and Maud Jones, of Bostheir cousin, Mrs. Gar-

up”

“Grow

wife, of Caribou, have ton, are visiting
after spending their vaca- dener Bowden.

and

returned home

GEO. D. HARDEN, Treas.
Bangor, Me.

Remick.

Misses

A. B.

SIIAW, Pres.
Portland, Me.

F. L.

E.

H.

BANGOR

courses

a

Roscoe Springer and two daughters are
visiting friends in Steuben.
Oasis chapter, O. E. 8., initiated three
was a recent guest of
candidates Monday evening.
her aunt,
Mtb.
Charles Clapham and wife, of Boston, Eugene Simpson.
are visiting relatives in town.
E. P. A. Simpson, U. S. S. Hartford, was
Mrs. G. M. Farnsworth spent last week home for a short time Tuesday, coming
over from Bar Harbor.
in Hancock with Mrs.
Phillips, her sister.
Aug. 23._
H.
Ruth Bragdon, of East Sullivan, has rekev."|f.
“She shall go home.” Alexander said turned home after
visiting Mrs. A. P.
MARLBORO.
suddenly, “If she wishes."
Havey.
Misses Estelle and Dorothy Him, of
They faced each other, the boy and
Mr. and Mrs. Doyle, of Ellsworth, were Boston, are
visiting their grandfather, S.
the man. and then before the stern

poll,
winds and the continuous
KStuous
oil of thunder.
It was ter
To the unaccustomed eye
Alexander gazed undls
hut
Ifying-

AUGUSTA

Merits your consideration because its Business, Shorthand and Telegraphy'

returned

Elder H. C. Woods and wife, of Newburg, spent a few days last week with Mr.
Wood’s cousin, Mrs. A. B. Lorimer. While
here they went fishing and caught 126
fish.
One fish weighed twenty-four
pounds and measured four feet.

Demand is strong for our

iu Business !

I

DOE BUSINESS

COLLEGE,

Y. M. C. A. Building,

Baugor, Me.,

graduates.

I

I

not

only fits you to become a competent stenographer or ■
keeper, but assists you to a paying postion. Terms I
■
moderate, H. N. Doe, Principal.
book

An examination will be held at North !
Hancock, for the position of postmaster at Thorough training along practical lines. Write to-day for catalogue.
Rev. Mr. Purdy has resumed his duties Marlboro, on Saturday, Sept. 18
The
1
at the Union church. At Sullivan Harbor compensation
of the post master
at
|71 for the last fiscal vear. !
Sunday evening Mr. Purdy and Rev. Mr. this office was
Applicants must reside within the territory !
Saunderson joined forces and had a most
supplied by the postoffice named.
helpful service.
Abb.
Aug. 23.
offer for sale some desirable bargains in Real
*
$•
The most interesting ball game wit9
Estate in

Qouldsboro.

|

nessed here for

some

urday between

the Bar

place SatHarbor and West
Sullivan teams, resulting in a victory for
the home team, 8 to 7.

TRENTON.

time took

Mrs. Folsom and daughter, Mrs. Ruth
Thompson, are guests at the home of E. F.
Clapham. They will go to Etna, where
Mr. Clapham has a cottage, for the Spiritualist camp-meeting.
The special town meeting called to vote
on the advisability of erecting a high
school building, resulted in a decision to
buy land, build and equip a schoolhouse
exceed ftf,500. The lot owned by
Henry S. Workman, at Sullivan, was presented by the committee as the most accessible place, and the selectmen, in connection with the following committee,
were authorized to carry out the decision
of the voters:
W. B. Blaisdell. Harry
Dunbar, ETverard Noyes.
Vox Populi.
Aug. 23.
not to

t

Mr. Cumming9, of Bangor, spent Saturday night and Sunday with his family.

MARINE
Ar

coal,

old home in Steuben.

Herbert Martin and wife are entertaining a house party from Avon, Mass.— Mrs.
Richard Martin, Miss Myra Martin, Caspar Martin, Mrs. Quinn, Miss Quinn.
Dr. Charles Holmes, of New’ York, and
Mr and Mrs. Titcomb are guest9 at the
Holmes cottage. Dr Holmes has a motor
boat this season, and is enthusiastic
the sport.
Thomas Coughlin, Mr». Coughlin, Misses
Coughlin, Fred Coughlin, formerly of
Big Rapid9, Mich., are visiting Mrs.
Coughlin’s people before settling in Bangor, where Mr. Coughlin and sons will go
into business.
over

Kenneth Bragdon, wrho i9 employed by
treasury department in Porto Rico, is
home for a month, his first vacation since
Mrs.
leaving home in January, 1906.
Bragdon w’ill return with her husband,
having spent the summer at home.
the

Lan¥>nt Johnson delightfully entertained at a lawn party
Saturday evening. The law’n w’as prettily
Miss Clara and

lighted

Japanese lanterns. Games
furnished much enjoyment. Fruit punch
and cake were served. A pleasant evening ended with the singing of “Home,
Sweet Home”. Among the out-of-town
guests were Miss Leighton, Mr. Winslow
and wife, Mr. Bragdon and w’ife, with
with

others home for

Aug. 23.

$

H.

Miss Hiram Dorr spent
Tremont.

a

few’

days last

week at

Mrs. Montgomery, of Newton,
Mass.,
guests of John Montgomery.
Winthrop B. Jones is spending a few’
weeks with his family at their summer
Mr. and

are

home.
Miss

Dorothy Crafts,

of

Bradford, Vt.,

visiting Miss Annie Genn,
has returned home.
who has been

William R. Ladd and sister, Miss Myra,
returned

Friday

from

Philadelphia,

w

here

they were called by the death of their
brother, Westry Ladd.
Mrs. Benjamin Montgomery has returned from Friendship, accompanied by

X

X
•
x

£

|g

MAINE.

LIGHTNING

York,

Don’t go without insurance during the shower season.
We can insure
you for a small premium so that you will be protected.

O.

TAPIvEY

W.

ELLSWORTH,

ME.

FARM FOR SALE OR RENT

A BARGAIN

A fine farm at North Hancock, containing 150 acre*—One and one-half story house
of 10 rooms, spring water piped to buildings, young orchard in bea ing. Farm is
stocked and fully equipped with modern tools, implements and machinery.
Several other Attractive Real Estate Values

Inquire

of C.

■

W.

CIITTON
I I Uli,
OU

SUJ

**•

<Sg

1^.

T^.

MASON

Properties

in Ellsworth, Surry, Lamoine,
Hancock^
Sorrento, Bar Harbor, Northeast Harbor, South-

REAL ESTATE west Harbor. Also other Properties on the Coast.
Timber Lands.
Representative of the National Co-operative Realty Company.
Also Representative of the Equitable Life Assurance Society.
Residence, Surry Road, Ellsworth. Maine.

Office at

FRUIT
The choicest that the market affords

1804-1909

fresh, luscious, wholesome.

HEBRON ACADEMY

SODA

Located in the country but having
the conveniences ot the city in the
way of water, electric light, steam
heating, etc. Modern in equipment
and methods. Three courses. College,
English, Scientific. Admits to New
England colleges on certificate.

All flavors—Drawn from Ellsworth’s
handsomest fountain.

Bananas at Wholesale.

MARRIED.

Confectionery

ANDERSON—BEEDE—At Brooklin, Aug 22,
by Rev Elisha Sanderson. Miss Nellie E
Anderson, of Brooklin, to Earle E Beede, of
Bluehill.
BRIDGES—MITCHELL—At Brooklin. Aug 14,
by Rev A B Carter, Miss Belle L Bridges to
Joseph Mitchell, both of Brooklin.
CUTHBERTSON-HATCH-At Otis, Aug 17,
by J O Jordan, esq. Miss Mary Alice Outhbertsou, of Otis, to Arthur Henry Hatch, of
Dresden.
KELLEY-THURSTON-At West Tremont
Xug 16, by Rev C W Robinson, Miss Gertrude Kelley, of West Tremont, to Herbert
W Thurston, of Tremont.
PHILBROOK—HOLMES—At Castine. Aug 19,
by Rev G W Patterson, assisted by Rev W C
Pierce. Miss Nettie Eudora Philbrook, of
Castiue. to Dr John Franklin Holmes, of
Belfast.

LUCH

and Cigars.

INI’S,

(Giles Block)

Main Street,

W. T. BKU BAKER.

Splendid girls' dormitory provides
for $o girls uuder care of six
lady teachers. Home con fort and
home supeivision. New boys’dormitory in process of erection will be
ready lor use Nov. l, 1909. ScholarFall terra opens Tuesday,
ships.
Sept. 14.1909. For catalog and tniormatiou address the Principal,

Manager.

Midway between Broad St. Station
and Keadiug Terminal on Filbert St.

European, $1

DIED*

per

day

j

rooms

Ellsworth.

WINDSOR HOTEL

W. L Sargent, Hebron, Me.

and up.

American, $2.50 per day
and up.

BLAKE—At Orland, Aug 21, Mrs Amelia T
Blake, aged 41 years, 5 months, 9 days,
BROWN—At Orland. Aug 18, Mrs Mary C
Brown, aged 65 years.
DAWES—At Tremont, Aug 12, Miss Nora E.
Dawes, aged 26 years, 5 months, 16 days.
DYER—At Bangor, Aug 23, James B Dyer, of
Gouldsboro, aged 53 years, 4 months, 12

The only moderate oriced hotel of reputation and consequence in

PHILADELPHIA.

days.

HEATH-At Portland, Aug 18, Miss Adelle M
Heath, of Seal Cove.
JELLtSOX— At Eastbrook, Aug2‘», E A Jellison, aged 3 years.
LADD—At McKinley, Aug 10, Mrs Amy Ladd,
aged 74 years, 8 months.
OWEN—At Castine, Aug 21, James Owen,
aged 53 years.
SPRAGUE—At West Tremont, Aug 22, Winfield S Sprague.
STOVER—At Bluehill, Aug 23, George E
Stover, aged 75 years, 3 mouths, 17 days.

THE—

CLARION.
Whether it’s a range or a fur

"Clarion”, it is
requirement.
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.,
Bangor. Sold by
nace—if it is a
sure

2Urberti£*nuittft.
A

Sf/lendld

Chance.

Everybody who is weak, delicate

to meet every

IMPORTANT.
BAY STATE HOSIERY CO., of
Lynn, Mass., offers every woman an opportunity to earn a pair of $“1.00 Shoes.
Send for particulars.
THE

or

J. P.

sickly

ELDRLDGE,

get well. Dr. Greene, of 34 Temple
Ellsworth
Main Street.
Place, Boston, Mass., makes a specialty of
treating patients through letter correspondELLSWORTH
The wises thing all suffering people
ence.
can do is to write Dr. Greene,stating just how
they feel, mentioning every symptom of
•no
ra t
SO WASBKK.’
which they complain, and he will answer the
letter, explaining each symptom and describ- All kind- of l&nndry work done at short notice.
Goods called tor and delivered.
ing the case so thoroughly that patients unH. B. ESTEY Sl CO..
derstand their complaiuts as well as though
END BRIDGE. ELLSWORTH. ME
WEST
they had talked with the doctor. It saves a
to
the
and
and
doctor's
fees,
city
journey
costs nothing. Dr. Greene is the most sucMany advertisers forget that advertis
cessful specialist in curing nervous and ing space in a newspaper is valued ac
chronic diseases.
He is the discoverei of cording to the circulation of that paper
that wonderful medicine. Dr. Greene’s NerAdvertising space in a journal without
Thousands
vura blood and nerve remedy.
\ circulation is dear at any price the pubare being cured though his perfect system of
\ Usher may demand.
Without circulation
letter correspondence.
there can be no results. and without
Write to-day for FREE bottle of Dr, results the monev which the advertiser
Greene’s Lax urn for all stomach, Mvqt and invests is lo*
-Leavenworth i Kansas]
• Times.
bowel trouble.
wants to

BUCKSPORT.

ELLSWORTH,

BORN.

vacation.

_

THE GEORGE H. GRANT CO.,

J

Miss Leone Leighton, of Pittsburg, Pa., GINN—At Orland. Aug 23, to Mr aud Mrs
1
Arthur E Ginn, a daughter.
is visiting her cousin, Mrs. Gipson Hanna.
GRINDLE—At Penobscot, Aug 18, to Mr and
Mrs Henry C Grindle, a daughter.
Hazel
Misses
Bragdon and Hazel Clark
HOLT—At Ell worth, Aug 20, to Mr and Mrs
were recent guests of Miss Edith Fielding.
Earl D Holt, a son.
John Moran and wife, of Boston, are KIRKPATRICK—At Bristol. N H. Aug 11. to
Rev aud Mrs W E Kirkpatrick (born Miss
spending their vacation at the Stephen
Lucy Billings, of Eastorook; a daughter.
Pet tee homestead.
[Ilda B.]
Bucksport, Aug 7, to Mr and
Herman Joy’s house has been in the LUOSEY—At
Mrs Edward Luosey. a son.
hands of Noyes, the painter, and presents
MOORE—At Gott’s Island, Aug, 13, to Mr and
Mrs Philip Moore, a daughter.
a tine appearance.

for his

!

♦

LIST.

Ellsworth P«r»
Aug 23, sch Storm Petrel. New
F 8 Lord

O

We do a general INSURANCE and REAL
ESTATE business and ofTer the best Com patties, lowest rates, best terms, etc. Correspondeuce solicited' All business given us will receive the very best attention.

2

Ava Mae, the infant daughter of Harry
Davis and wife, who has been ill, is better.
Frank Morrison and wife, of Ellsworth,
recently visited Mr. Cummings and wife.
Ang. 23.May.

f

ELLSWORTH, HANCOCK POINT, SORRENTO.

t

ASTBURY—At Bluehill, Aug 22, to Mr and
Mrs William Astbury, a son.
BLAKE—At West Brooksville, Aug 21, to Mr
and Mrs Gilman Blake, a son.
BOWDEN—At North Brooksville, Aug 21, to
Mr aud Mrs Winsor F Bowden, a son.
COID—At Stoniugton, Aug 13. to Mr and Mrs
Samuel B Coid. a son. [Hardin? Shaw.]
CONDON—At South Brooksville, Aug 20, to
EAST SULLIVAN.
Mr and Mrs Sumner Uondun, a son.
Carl Urann i9 spending his vacation at CONNER—At Castine,
Aug 18, to Mr and Mrs
Rochelle E Conner, a daughter.
home.
DOW—At West Tremont. Aug 15, to Mr and
Benjamin Baker is making extensive
Mrs Ed Dow, a daughter.
alterations on his house.
i EARLS—At Bluehill, Aug 18, to Mr and Mrs
Oren
Earls, a daughter.
Mrs. VV. H. Albee, of Hallowell, was a j
FLYE—At North Brooklin, Aug 19, to Mr and
recent guest of Mrs. George Hatch.
Mrs Leslie Flye, a sou. [Maurice Alden]
Rev. C. A. Purdy received a cordial wel- ! FRANCIS—At McKinley, July 26, to Mr and
j Mrs Alfred Francis, a daughter. [Elizabeth
come back after three weeks’ vacation.
Jeannette.]

Bert Winslow and wife, of Brockton,
Mass., are visiting Mrs. Winslow 's sister,
Mrs. Everard Noyes.
Frank Dunbar and wife, of Trenton, visited his brother Forest Tuesday, en route

!

THE GEORGE H. GRANT CO.,

Steam Laundry and Bath Ruoms.

ELECTRICAL

WIRING.

Full Lines of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
AND FIXTURES.

Wiring and Supplies Cheerfully Glean.
ANDREW M. MOOR.
Main St,
Ellsworth.

Estimates

on

CAMDEN WOOLENS
Ladies’ and Gents’ Suitings
sold direct from the mills
output.. WRITE FOR SAMPLES.
Agents Wanted in Every Town toJSell These G«*d*.

|

1

F. A. Packakd,
Mgr Retail
Box 36 Camden, Me.

Dept.

American

can is

not the

only paper printed

Aug.

F

E.

23.

Manchester, N.
M. Alien.

COUNTY NEWS.

here, the family has made many friends
who greatly regret its departure.

has subscribers al 107

the 117 post-offices in Hancock county.
Mil the other papers in the County com*Jned do not reach so many. The Ameri-

ff

-r

add tinnal

Cosiitv AVwi,

in

other page*

CASTINE.

GOULDSBORO.

are

visiting Mrs. G.

COUNTY NEWS.
•»»

County .Vfif*

additional

Mr. Prescott, of New Hampshire, give
an entertainment Tuesday evening at the
grange hall. Ice-cream was served.

_

in

H.,

»ee

A

HTONINGTON.

O. H. Tripp, of Rockland, is in town
Mrs. E. J. Owen, of Boston, who has
been elected head master of the Peabody
surveying land.
as engineer.
several weeks with Mrs. William
spent
Mr.
grammar school, Cambridge, Mass.
Miss Georgia Coombs is clerking in the
MissC. E. Vo9e, of Malden, Mass., is
Closson, returned home Saturday.
Richardson has been submaster at the
store.
at
Gouidsboro.
visiting
Mrs. Nellie Pierce, of North Brooksvil'.e, Noyes drug
Webster grammar school in Cambridge the
Mrs. El wood E. Grind le is visiting Mrs.
and Miss Margaret Peterson, of Belfast,
Lee O. Leighton, wife and little son
few
years.
past
who have been visiting Mrs. Pierce's son, Addison in Camden.
Irving, of Providence R. I., are visiting
James Gray, of the yacht Aria, is home Foster
his mother, Mrs. Carrie Dyer.
Miss Jessie Keating, of Rockland, is visPierce, have returned home.
for several days.
A Sunday school concert was held at the iting Mrs. Arthur Spofford.
Harvard Tracy and wife, of Ivewiston,
for
Miss Jennie Kaupauch is in town
I came Saturday for a visit with their
Miss Pearl Lash, of Waldoboro, is the
Baptist church Sunday evening, under the
her aunt, Mrs. Collins.
! parents. Charles
Tracy and wife. Mr. several days with
direction of R. G. Clapp, of Boston, and guest of Miss Lillian Farrill.
Rufus Wilson, who has spen* several Miss Abide El well. All enjoyed the even| Tracv returned to Lewiston Monday
Mrs. Mary Small, of Dorchester, Mass.,
! morning. Mrs. Tracy will remain a days in town, has returned to his work in ing.
is the guest of Mrs. G. A. Brown.
NOKTH LAMOINE.
i Lynn, Mass.
Rae.
few weeks.
16.
Aug.
Miss Vida Stewart, of Swan's Island, is
J. Lewi9 Brooks, of Hyde Park, Mass.,
Jen.
Aug. 16.
Mrs. George
Patch and family, of
Mrs. Winnie Brandt, of Massachusetts, the guest of Miss Annie Thurlow.
has been visiting relatives here.
weeks
are here for several
L. H. Campbell has moved his family to Massachusetts,
visited her sister, Mrs. Maude Thurston,
Samuel Lord, jr., and wife, are receiving
Crosby K. Young, of Cambridge, Mass.,
with Mrs. Hatch’s aunt, Mrs. Whiting.
last week.
Stanley’s point for the fall.
« spending two week's vacation with his
congratulations on the birth of a son.
Conthe
Rev.
Mr.
Barnes
at
preached
Bunker’s
Charles Tracy has gone to
Mrs. Curtis Durgain, of Bangor, was in
Mrs. John Jordan, who spent two weeks
parents, Edward F. Young and wife.
Harbor, where he will be employed a gregational church Sunday, the jwstor. town last week visiiing her daughter, with friends in
Damariscotta, is home.
Mrs. James Tweedie and son Fredrick
WashMr.
to
Rev.
called
Patterson,
being
short time.
Mrs. Jesse Weasel.
have gone to Camden to join her bus band,
John Grant and family have moved to
on business.
ington
Mrs. Carrie Dyer has gone to Bangor,
Mrs. Della Eamoureux and Mr. Lester, Waldoboro.
who will arrive from Cambridge Mats.,
They will be much missed.
James Owen, w ho for several years had who have been
called there by the illness of her husband,
visiting Mrs. G. M. Allen,
the first of this week.
Charles E. Judkins, of Boston, is spendmade his home at the Castine house, died leave for
B.
Jame9
home
Dyer.
Y.
to-day.
Aug. 16.
ing a vacation with bis brother, Reuel B.
suddenly Saturday. Services were held at
The Baptist Sunday school enjoyed a
Mrs. Nellie Sargent and her two chilJudkins.
the Castine house Monday, Prof. Riddle I
Mrs. J. Wesley Bowden, of Castine, is
dren, of Sargentville, spent yesterday with
picnic at Gouidsboro point, Thursday. officiating.
Jimmie, as he was more comvisiting her mother, Mrs. A. E. Austin.
Capt. Jeremiah, of Chelmsford, Mass.,
There were twenty-eight present.
her mother. Mrs. C. M. Clapp.
known, bad many friends here and
monly
is spending the month with his daughter,
Jbn.
Mrs. Milo Austin, of Ellsworth, is visAug. 23.
of
Frederick
A.
Middletown,
Johnson,
His remains were taken
will be missed.
Mrs. Elmer fi. Crockett.
ling he: sistar-in-law, Mi's. Walter
N. Y., spent two days last week at the
to Cambridge for cremation.
OAK POINT.
The C. E. society of the Congregational
Young.
Bar
for
Harbor.
Cedars, leaving
A pretty wedding took place at the ConMiss Mena Marshall is visiting in Bar
church will hold its meetings Sunday
Rae.
Henry Linscott, of Bar Harbor, has parAug. 13.
church
afternoon,
Harbor.
gregational
Thursday
evening instead of Friday.
chased the Lewis Austin homestead and
SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
Miss Althea Pomeroy is visiting her when Miss Nettie Philbrook and John
has moved in.
Dr. William Trefetberen and wife, w ho
The
i
of
were
married.
Holmes,
Boston,
aunt, Mrs. Dyer, at Bar Harbor.
MEMORIAL RESOLUTION*.
have been guests of D. E. I^eighton. of the
William Rogers, of Greenville, visited
church was prettily decorated with everH hrrea$. God
Miss Amelia Brown, of Boston, is visitin Hi* divine providence Combination store, have returned to Wilhis sister, Mrs. Clarence Holt, Friday. He
greens and flowers. The bridai procession has reminded froui our order uur
respected ton.
lame in his fine touring car.
ing her sister, Mrs. Walter Murch.
was headed by twenty-two children, pubrother. Otis Albee. therefore be it
F. A.
who
the
Fred Lamson, wife and four daughters
Emerson
Ladd,
bought
wife
and
little
Raymond McFarland,
pil* of the bride; who sang the bridal
That in the death of our brother,
daughter Elizabeth are visiting Mr. Mc- Meader place, is making extensive repairs. chorua. The matron of honor came next, Roweua Reoekah lodge ha* lost a true num- are guests of Dr. Noyes. Mr. Lamson is
Farland’s parents, D. Y. McFarland and
moving his hardware to the store of J.
Mrs. Flora Gray has returned home,
Mrs. Bernice Clancy, of New York. The ber.
wife.
Antoine/?. That we extend to the bereaved Lee man Thurlow.
after being at Oscar Remick’s a number of bridesmaids, dressed in white, were Miss
Nihil.
Aug. 16.
Maud Holmes, of Belfast; Miss Faith family and relatives our heartfelt sympathy.
Mrs. Daniel Champion and family, who weeks.
Ueso/red, That our charter be draped in
have been spending the past month with
Helene Smith, w ho hu been visitMm
John Whittaker and wife, of Neponset, Greenhaulgh, of Rockland; Miss Mary
mourning for a period of thirty days, that a
her mother, will return this week to their Mass., visited Mrs. Kline at Ledge Rock
Richardson, of Castine; Miss Cady, of
ing relatives in Brewer, is home.
copy of these resolution* be spread upon oar
New York. The bride’s dress was white
'lome in Lawrence.
cottage recently.
Mrs. A. A. Frink is at North Haven, the
records, oue sent to the bereave
family, aud
satin, with veil. Her bouquet was of roses. a copy printed in Ths Ellsworth American
Miss Ethel Hodgkins is spending part of
of Mrs. George Alexander.
Emerson Ladd took a party to Long
guest
The ushers were Clyde Holmes, Gay •
Alice E. H too ins.
her vacation with her father, Rufus HodgIsland in his motor boat Aug. 19. In the
Henry Eaton and wife, of Clinton,
E.
H. Carpenter
Holmes,
Cakmelita
Femrman.
George
Clancy,
kins. She will spend a week in the WThite
party were John Whittaker and wife, of
Miaa., is visiting at his old home.
Linda C. Teacy.
Mountains before returning to Wash in g- Neponset, Mass., Mrs. Kline and Mrs. and Hoy Kane. A reception followed in
Committee.
the vestry which was decorated in green
Raymond Judkins, who has spent the
D. C.
Dow and children, of Lawrence, Mass.,
at Utica, N. Y., is at home.
and yellow.
Ice-cream and cake were
The community was deeply shocked and wittier
Mrs. W. E. Cannon, of Minneapolis, and Mrs. Simons, of Everett, Mass. The
served. Mr. and Mrs. Holmes left on the
Capt. D. T. Tyler, who has been at the
grieved to learn of the death of Mias AdeUe
Minn., and Mrs. Harry Mason and little day was greatly enjoyed.
Rockland boat.
hospital, is home, improved in health.
A. B. C.
Heath, of Seal Cove.
Aug. 23.
(laughter Barbara, of Storington, are
G.
Aug. 23.
Mrs. Charles FI ye, of Dorchester, Mass.,
Rev. Clark Seelye. president of Smith
guests of their mother sod sister at the
EAST FRANKLIN.
(J. Goss end
Salisbury homestead. Eight years have
college, preached an able and interesting is the guest of her parents, J.
8ARUENTVILLE.
Mrs. Minnie Wentworth and daughter
wife.
seruion at tbe Congregational church Sun•lapsed since the family has all been toHarold
of Bangor, is in town for
Dunn,
Marion have employment in Seal Harbor.
gether.
day morning.
Capt. Coleman, of Harwich, Mass., is
a few days.
Everard Wentworth is working in SulliA pleasant family gathering took place
Mrs. Philbrick and ber daughters, of here in bis vessel to load stone at Crotch
Miss
Ethe?
A.
left
last
week
for j
1
Sargent
at the ho&e of George H. Coggins Friday. ▼an and boarding with his grandparents,
Bangor, are spending the month at the island.
Melrose, Mass.
Higgins Gordon and wife.
A picnic dinner was served in the grove
home of E. L. Higgins. Dr.
Philbrick
Henry Kulen and wife and Earle Hulen,
Mrs. Pettingell, of Brewer, is employed
and a very enjoyable time was the result.
Coleman Cousins and family, who have
spent a few days here esrly in the month. of Lynn, Mass., are spending a few weeks
J.
N.
Sargent’s.
Those present were William P. Clough been at the farm through haying, have
Mrs. Philbrick is a member of the D. A. at M. H. Goes'.
A idison G. Sargent, of Newton, Mass., R. and is looking
and wife, Brookline, Mass.; Miss Alice returned to the boarding house.
up valuable data for the
The ladies of the Congregational church
is
a guest at “Ashland”.
Adams, Newtonville. Mass.; Mrs. Fred
records of the Bangor chapter.
Relatives here have received word that
will hold a fair and supper for the benefit
Kendrick, Boston; Franklin Johnson and Simonds E. Ashe, of Sullivan, is very low. i
Elmer W. Billings has returned to his
The friends of our former townsman, of the church Aug. 25.
wife, Chicago; George W. Lord and wife He has been gradually failing with age worn in Cambridge, Mass.
William C. Moore, of Port TownCapt.
Elders U. W. Green and D. E. Macand Percy Lord and wite, Calais; Miss and a
W’illiara T. Sampson, of Melrose, Mass., send, Wash., are glad to welcome him for
complication of diseaaes.
Gregor, of Mississippi, are holding meetPrances Lord, Holden; Mrs. John A. Lord,
has
been visiting Mrs. R. B. Sargent.
a visit after several years’ absence.
Mrs. Effie Scripture and daughter, Mrs.
Capt. ings in the Latter Day Saint church.
Miss Annie L. Lord, John Q. Adams and
Moore now hss charge of a government
DeGowin, and children, Verna and CourtMrs. Jonn Bennett is spending a few
Nihil.
Aug. 23.
wife and Miss Helen Adams, of Ellsworth,
reservation. Sadness mingles with the
ney, who have been visiting Mrs. J. U. days with her parents at Little Deer Isle.
Capt. Fred Hodgkins and wife, Lamoine,
WEST
8TO.NINOTON.
of greeting by old friends, as the
Hardison, have returned to their home in
Charles B. Law, esq., of Muskegon, pleasure
and Jamas Tweedie and family, CamMiss Myra Mills is visiting her mother,
Chicopee Falls, Mass. Mrs. Hardison Okla., is spending the week at “Bonnie j estimable wife has been laid to rest in the
bridge, Maas.
Mrs. M. A. Mills.
far W’est.
went as far as Bangor with them.
Brae”.
Y.
Ang. 23.
R.
Spray.
Aug. 23.
Aug. 23.
Miss Margaret Hinckley is visiting her
Waldo E. Kingsbury, wife and daugh- !
parents at Blnehill.
WINTER HARBOR.
ter Clara have returned to their home in ;
BLl’EHILL FALLS.
TBEMONT.
Mrs. Lewis Small and daughter Stella are
Med field. Mass.
Dr. Hodgkins, of Lazuoine, was in town ;
Frank Dodge went to Egypt last week
Shirley Kelley is working on Cranberry
visiting relatives in Brunswick.
Thursday.
Island.
George Hooper, of Charlestown. Mass., to visit his brother.
Mias Annie Dunsworth, of Stonington,
Miss Sadie Easton, who has spent a week \
Mrs. Nash, of Northeast Harbor, is is visiting his grandparents, William
B. H. Candage, of Deer Island, Boston
is at Mrs. J. E. Stinson's for a few days.
4
at Dr. Small’s, has returned to Camden.
Hooper and wife.
harbor, is home on his vacation.
visiting at Mrs. Harold Holmes'.
B. S. Fifleld and little son, of Rockland,
Lloyd Remick and wife, Miss Madeline
Harry Morrison, of Bar Harbor, spent
Mrs. Stanley Heath and little daughter
Eben McFarland has returned from a
are spending a few days at D. M. Fifleld *.
Sunday with his parents, D. A. Morrison Marguerite have returned to their home in Conroy and a friend are guests of Parker visit to bis sister at North Sedgwick.
and wife.
Billings and wife.
Harry Fifleld, of Boston, is visiting bis
Bangor.
Lyman Kane, who has been working for wife
Mr. and Mrs. Russell, of Arlington,
Mrs. Wye Shsw and children, of Somer- j
anddsughterat Mrs. A.T. Hamblen's.
Miss Verlette Albee, of Rockland, who
Rufus Cbatto the last ten months, is with
Mass., are spending a few weeks at E. F.
W. F. Kelley has returned to his home
vill. Mass., are spending the week with his grandmother for a rest.
has been visiting at Mrs. Leslie Rich’s,
Upturn's.
her aunt, Mrs. Frank Harding.
in Nebraska after a few weeks at his cotreturned home Sunday.
Crumbs.
Aug. 16.
H. C. Hamilton and family, of Brooktage.
Wylie Bayard, wife and young son, of
Mrs. Leslie Ricn and son Everett have
There is a four-master at Chase’s wharf.
line, Mass., are visiting relatives and
Port Chester, N. Y., are spending a few
Mrs. Laura Sweetaer, with daughter
gone to Mark island fora few weeks before
friends here.
weeks with Mr. Bayard's parents.
Mrs. Archer left for Massachusetts Grace and son Howard, who has spent
going to Rockland for the winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Hunter, who have been
Sim.
several weeks with her daughter at BlueAug. 14.
Thursday.
Mrs. Cnarles Stanley and son Randall,
guests of Rev. E. S. Drew and wife, have of Mark island
Little James Flye, of North Brooklin, is hill, is home.
who
have
station,
light
EAST SURRY.
returned to their home in Houllon.
Min.
Aug. 16.
spending two weeks with his grandpabeen visiting Mrs. Leslie Rich, have reD. W. Winchester has employment at rents here.
Miss Mary Mai locks, from the training turned home.
Margaret Hinckley returned from Blue- !
Northeast Harbor.
school for nurses. Portland, was in town
Little Roy Hall was taken critically ill bill Saturday.
Kin.
Aug. 22.
Sunday, the guest of Dr. and Mrs. Small,
Mrs. E. E. Swett and children are visit
At this writing
while at play Saturday.
Carl Gott, of Stonington, is visiting bis
and at Hotel Hanover.
HANCOCK POINT.
ing relatives at Bar Harbor and Sorrento. lie is better.
Ezra Gott and wife.

Hancock county. and has never claimed to
ta, blit it is the only paper that can properly bo called a County paper; all tht
rest are merely local p iper*. The circulation
Ire American, barring the Bar
Harbor Record's summer fist, is larger
titan that of all the other papers printed
#n Hancock county.

Fred Coffin bas gone to Cutler to

H. Herbert Ricnardson, of Castine, has

work

C. Warren’s store

U.

Sunday night,

w».

.b,,u!

John E. Robbins, of

^
"

*

Cambria*

*
spending two weeks with
are
spending the summer he*
Grace Hatch, of
Somerville
spent her vacation here, left
"ill visit in Rockland
Hattie E. Hatch
accompanied her*^"
Aug. 20.
is

who

|

10^

COUNTY NEWS.

seawall.

_

J

D. 8. Mooney is
boarding at R F
man’s for a few weeks.

_

Loren Newman has been
laid
carnbuncle on his ankle.

MJ

H"

J

Ramsell, of Oouldsboro.
h«
his family to Mr. C. W.
.Newm,0',
Miss Gertrude Tripley. 0f
Ban*,
has been at Mrs." Lizzie
Al.

J*

Moore’,

«E

Sunday.
George Parker, wife and two chnai
Harold and Mildred, of
rianvenj
Maas., are visiting Mrs. Luev King 1
J
Aug. 6. _

home

_

Six Tongue Twisters.
A London paper recently
offeredt
of prizes for the best ••tongUe.lrJ
sentences.’’ and these were the nri«3
ing contributions:
1
The hleek breeze blighted the (J

J
I

broom blossoms.

Two toads totally tired tried to

uJ
™

Strict, strong Stephen stringer

uj

Tedbury.

six sickly silky make,.
H
Susan shinetb shivs and sock,
and shoes shines Sussn. she
ct*
shining shoes and socks, lor
socks shocks Susan.

slickly

J

nhceTj

A haddock,

_

_

.„d

taken.

_

_

.econ,^

friend, Mr. Benner,

M™ Au,,in Smith
and dn„gh,
*"
•re at Sunset for a
lew day,
Mia. Joy, of
Boston, who h„ c.
gueat of Eva
Bobbins, has

other page*

a

haddock,

a

black

rpJ

haddock, a black spot on the back h
a black-spotted haddock.
Olives Oglethrnp ogled an or!
uj

of

oyster. Did Oliver Oglethropotleui
and an oyster? If Oliver Oglethropoa
an owl and an oyster, w here
arena,
and oyster Oliver Oglet hrop ogled;
A
an

healthy man la
unhealthy man la

*
an

king in hi, owarif
unhappy slave. |

dock Blood Bitter builds up sound beam
keeps you well.

{URKrtumintib

j

j
j

Flour
Bills Dow]

Keep

j

■

Buy William Tell Flour by tk
barrel, if possible. You thus prow
yourself Against "wheat comers”U
rises in the price of flour. Andy!
—

j

will always be sure of good flour a
good bread—biscuits—pies and cakg

j

W'illiara Tell is made from the fin*
selected Ohio Red Winter Wheat. A]
any flour authority. He will tellya
there i9 no other flour in the world thl
makes a finer grained or more dd
cious bread, or lighter biscuits Tl
wheat for our William Tell is store
in hermetically sealed tanks—clean!
six times before grind ing—everythin!
even the sewing of the bags, isdol

_

clean machinery.
Ask your dealer an 1 insist

by bright,
having

William Tell

_

J. Robertson aud family leave Monday for Bangor, where they wrili make
their home. During the two years that
Mr. Robertson has conducted business
E.

JMtoL

Tested and Proven
There Is

Heap of Solace in Being Able to Depend Upon a
Well-Earned Keputa ion.
a

For mouths Ellsworth readers have

seen

expression of praise for
Kidney Pills, and read about the
good work they have done in this locality.
Not another remedy ever produced such
convincing proof of merit.
Mrs. R. I. Moore, Ellsworth Falls, Me.,
“The cure Doan’s Kidney Pills efsays:
the

constant

Doan's

j

Crumbs.
Miss Mabel Card, of Holyoke, Mass., is
Foss, of Bangor, was in town
Aug. 23.
with her cousin, Sarah Shapleigh, at |
Sunday visiting bis parents.
BASS HARBOR.
S. C. Penney, of Bangor, spent Sunday, j Surry.
*
Lloyd Lawrence, of Lubec, is visiting at
with his parents, C. A. Penney and wife.
Surry was visited last week by two
L. F. Q 3tt *s.
Bertha Smith, of Quincy, Mass., is vis- woman missionaries from Salt Lake City
Miss Verlette Albee, of Rockland, Is vistracts.
distributing
iting her uncle, Charles Smith, at the
Mrs. Nettie Stewart, with three children, iting friends here.
Point.
Ceorge H. Street and family, of Boston,
Mrs. Gallison is spending a few days of Holyoke, Mass., is boarding with her !
are spending a few weeks here.
with her sons, William Gallison and S. A. aunt, Mrs. Georgia Winchester.
The Writer, with a small party, took a
Lounder.
Murphy is proudly exhibitj Benjamin
a beautiful flag, presented to him for
Mrs. Edna Russell, of Portland, is vis- ride to East Orland recently. It was sad I ing
his new power boat by the young ladies
iting her brothers, William Gallison and to note the ravages of the web caterpillar
Dannie

j

S. A. Lounder.

Mrs. Farnsworth and daughter Alice
and Dr. George Phillips, of Sullivan, are
visiting at W. H. Phillips’.
E.
Aug. 23.
_

every kind of trees—hi the highest
branches of the elms and the low shrubs.
The party was royally entertained at dinon

ner at the home of Daniel Carter and wife.
The picnic part of the dinner was served
on a
platter more than 120 years old,
known as the Saunders platter.

of the

place.

Aug. 16.

X. Y. Z.
_

Miss Lillian Rich and Hollis Reed were
married Saturday evening, Aug. 21, at
the home of the groom’s sister,
Mrs.
Eunice Lopaus, at West Tremont. The
wedding was a very quiet one, only a few
relatives and friends being present. The
bride wore a pretty gown of white nunsveiling, trimmed with silk and lace. Miss
Frances Murphy was maid of honor, and
Charles Reed, brother of the groom, was
best man. The young couple received
many handsome and useful gifts.
X. Y. Z.
Aug. 22.

01

—

Whitcomb, Haynes & 0

grandparents,

Oliver Mill's wife and daughters Lillian
and Sadie are at Mrs. M. A. Mill’s for a
few.weeks.

EU>W*mTH KALL-v ME'

Miss Maude Hamblen and sister Magof Boston, are visiting their parents,
J. A. Hamblen and wife.

gie,

Harry Fitleld, wife and little daughter,
who

have

been

Hamblen’s, left
Monday.
Aug. 23.

visiting
for their

{

at Mrs. A. T.
home in Boston

to obtaia
IN ALL COUNTAlCisava
Milk Washington

Mum.

\iktpatent.
Ingerrent Practice Exd#W,

SOUTH DEER ISLE.

to

u* at

^

on

Winifred Bye is visiting at Oceanville.
O
H_W A O H IN GT
Mr. Mitchell has gone to Yarmouth !
where he has employment.
Ansel Stanley waa taken suddenly ill
Friday and is seriously ill.

Leamon Gray and daughter Althea, of
SOUND.
Vinaihaven, spent Sunday at M. P. Gray’s.
Relatives and neighbors of Moses Moon
Higgins has been visiting
Notice*
Pauper »‘*h
her grandparents at Bar Harbor.
gathered at his home Saturday in honor of
No matte* bow long you have suffered,
j
w>ntr»ct<*i
will
Mrs.
Foley‘»
Kidney
Remedy
help you
worth to aupport
anniversary which ocHaving
John Carter and family have moved into his eighty-first
8. L. Bowen, of
*ndi^*r l.Dci
,b°e word
n«stj
Wayne. W. Vs., writes: **I may need assistance during
curred Sunday, Aug. 21. In the company
was a sufferer from kidney disease, so that at
of
the George Nickerson cottage.
Mr. Carter
and are le*al realdent#
years
«
time*
I
c<>uld
uot
out
of
get
and
when
I
bed,
were Simon Flood, aged
trusting them
all
forbid
fected in my case several years ago has is breaking paving on Kodick’s quarry.
ninety-one, Mark
^
peraona
did 1 could not stand straight. I took Koley's
of
count, as there ia
rjt»Fi
Moon, seventy-nine, George Wood, eighty,
Kidney Remedy. One dollar bottle and part ! mod** ions to care plenty
for them at t
The paving business has started again
proven permanent and I have since recomof
the
second
cuied me entirely.”
It
will cure houae.
Abigail Staples, seventy-six. The youngJ_
Pabchkb
you.
mended this remedy to many of ray friends at Sound. Booth & White, ot New York, est w*as
Roy Moon, aged two months.
have leased the Rodick quarry, and have a
who have used it with good results.”
About twenty sat down to supper. Mrs.
crew of men breaking paving.
On Feb. 7th. 1905, Mrs. Moore gave the
Moon, who is seventy-seven, did a large
SUNSET.
Hobert Young and wife, of Bar Harbor,
of the work to entertain the company.
following statement regarding her case: visited their daughter, Mrs. Sidney Hig- part
Mrs. Dosia Stinson is living at Maurice
Aug. 23.
C.
‘T deem it a pleasure to recommend Doan’s gins, recently. Mrs. Higgins spent SaturGray’s.
and Sunday with Mrs. Charles Tracy
day
NORTH
In
I
SEDGWICK.
Pills.
1903
underwent
an
Roy Sylvester, of Vinalhaven, is visiting
Kidney
at Seal Harbor.
his aunt, Mrs. Kate Sylvester.
rests on the safest of
Miss Birsha Howard, of Boston, is with
operation and after that was in misery
Aug. 20._H.
Mrs. Clara Clapp.
tions—thorough manufacW
Mrs. Nettie J. Small left for Portland
I
did
the
time.
not
all
regain my
nearly
When you buy a CLAKi 0
Earl Hanscom and E. Staples, of Port- Aug. 17 for a surgical operation.
PARTRIDGE
COVE.
su
strength and my kidneys became badly
can be absolutely
A tablet was unveiled in the chapel at
you
in Bangor on busi- land, were in town last week.
E.
E.
McFarland
is
disordered. The pains in my back were 9
Rev. C. E. Owen, of Waterville, gave a Sunset on Sunday evening, Aug. 8, in
good service you tase
ness.
almost unbearable and all the medicine
of Rev. Jason Herbert Hutchins,
-s chances.
Mrs. Lee Smith visited in Ellsworth temperance lecture here last Sunday even- memory
who was drowned on Sept. 1 last year.
and doctors’ treatment had no effect whatiug.
last week.
CLARIONS have every®8
S.
in
Aug. 18._
ever.
Mrs. H. A. Grindle, of Melrose, Mass., is !
Finally I began nsing Doan’s KidF. W Eaton and son Arthur left to-day
ern advantage and are
sw
and
her sister-in-law, Mrs. Annie L.
Moore
s drug
from
>
visiting
of
for
procured
where
have
Pills,
styles
ney
wide variety
Presque Isle,
they
WEST BROOKS VILLE.
employAllen.
ornamented.
ment.
once
to
the
seat
of
store, and they went at
Andrew C. Sawyer and wife, of Bangor,
plain finish and
Mrs. Della Lamoreux and son Lester, of
Mrs. A. D. Mears and sister, Miss Addie
are at the Brookside.
They noi only cured the
my trouble.
Made in Maine, for
backache but built me up in general and Springer, of Lew iston, are visiting relaMrs. George McVey and children will
adapted to Maine
people,
corrected the difficulty with the kidney tives here.
leave Wednesday for Norfolk, Va., where
A.
Sold by progressive o«Aug. 23.
II «*=»
secretions.”
they will reside.
"
all
dealers.
Price
50
cents.
For sale by
*ou do n0t fi“d them
Mrs. C. W. Hunt, of Winchester, Mass.,
TOE HOME CLARION.
“Suffered day and night the torment of itchGk I HI* in Red an 1 (.old n.rtai"U\V/
Foster-Mil burn Co., Buffalo, New York,
and niece. Miss Dorothy H. Hanna, of
H
»"P* sealc * '*,tl> »* « RH-bc-a. V/
ing piles.
Nothing helped me until I used
W
w T*k# mo othe
Bay of ymir
botabushbo
sole ageuts for the United States.
Doan's Ointment. It cured me permanently.'
A,kfiraiU irLVTPB 1
WOOD 6 BISHOP CO- Bangor.
Bethleham, Pa., are isiting Mrs. Hunt’s
W Snrtrt
DIAMOND
IIKA
AO
for
HA
FILLS
f
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take —Hon. John R. Garrett, Mayor, Girard, Ala.—
brother, Dr. Farrow.
f ye*n known a# Best, Safest. Always Reliable
no other.
Adv'..
Tomson.
Aug. 23.
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
Sold by J. P. ELDRIDGE, Ellsworth.
I
Miss Alice

■

>

_

The Fame Or Clarions

_

—

CHICHESTER SPILLS I
▼

Jg

J

R.

N'KUS.

5(jvn

health.

poor
juris Wood
Hurrill snd wife, of Dedham,
*
of P. 3. Parker.
„ guests
*

wife.

Fierce snd wife, of Boston, and
arid wife, of Baltimore, are
n Moses
M. Snow s.
,,t John
Wetlaufer, \1. D., of Cheyenne,
has
been Visiting relatives here,

ton

blv esteemed and respected.

is

chokai. society program.
|| th
program for the concert to
choral society,
jven by the liluejiill
27.
Louis
Walsh is pianist;
9. Albert
itiDtnn. violinist; Walter Kautiisch,

The Baptist society held a Bupper in the
grange hall Thursday, Aug. 5. Net pro-

ceeds, |12.33.
Mrs. L. Treadwell, of Ellsworth, is
spending a few weeks with her mother,

—

I

Dr. H. J. Covelle, wife and daughter
Katherine, of Bangor, are the guests of 8.
A. Long and daughter, Mrs. Fred Cousins.

J

Auir. 1G.

Society

PART U.

Hiwenet— Meditation from Thais,
oAmbrosia—1 anzonetta,
Mr Boateimann
ecini —Vaixer di MusetM from “La
B >heme’
Mrs Walsh

kpry

Ibn Allen and wife, of Boston,
BDority for a few weeks.

A. I.

Long, wife and

sons

in

Portland

Sunday.
Mrs. Harry Wright

(well Powers, of Germany, is the guest
is hum, Mrs. A. H. Mayo,

returned to

and little

daughter

few

a

weeks.

tbur

P>atcheler,

friends

who

has

been

Freethey, of Ware, Mass.,
■iting her parents, Capt. N. A. Freethy
wife.

o

G. A.

n.

Spencer

U Mass.,
Mwcrtli.

are

and son,

of Somer-

!

wry Jordan, of Hartford,

iding
H.

his vacation with

Conn., is
mother,

bis

J. Jordan.

iisell

Morgrage and wife, of Castine,
Tisiting Mrs. Morgrage’s parents, 8.

IcFarland and wife.
»gene Freethey and family, 'who have
I at J. B.
Babson’s, have returned to
rhome iu Lawrence, Mass.
Gardner Hinckley went to Boston

n.

nday

to enter

hospital

a

for treat-

She was accompanied by her sister,
Charles Blake.

t.

church aid circle held a fair Aug. 11,
ch was w ell attended. Under the able
sgement of the chairman, Mrs. Rose
Mien, the fair was a great success.
itflOO was cleared.
•I* 16.
Femme.

1

About

Long

Island

on a

picnic Tuesday, W. C. York and R. D.
Long taking them in their naphtha boats.
The Baptist society gave a musical entertainment in the grange hall Wednesday evening. Ice-cream and home-made
candy were sold. Net proceeds, |12.40.
C. B. Strong, of Summit, N. J., aud F.
B. Strong and wife, of Morristown, N. J.,
who have been boarding with M. H. Long
and wife this month, returned to their
homes

Friday.
Skowhegan, grand
W. of Maine, was
looking after the inter-

William Paine, of

w

_Une

forty

went to

master of the A.
here last week
ests

of the

religious
Sunday.

O.

U.

lodge, and gave an interesting
in the Baptist church

lecture

The tow boat B. F. Williams, of New
Watson, of Everett, Mass.,
Haven, towed the large four-masted
town visiting friends.
schooner Brine Pendleton, of New York,

*■ Hattie

R. Babson has returned to Somerville,
where he is employed.

L

»• James

Deane,

of

Roxbury, Mass.,

is

l««t of Mrs. R. R. Babson.
J. Carter and son

Chase Granite Co.’s wharf Saturday, to load grout for the Cape Cod
The tug took in tow the large
canal.
barge just loaded for that place.
nere to the

23._

Aug.

Bernard, of Ston*1 »ore in town last week.

WEST BURR'S.

R**ra Morris

and family, of New
k*re at their cottage at Haven.
•fence Lurvey is home from South-

Harbor,

where he

has been visiting

Mrs. Mahals Campbell ia much improved
health.
Mrs. Thomas Lufkin has returned from

iu

Bluehill, where she has been visiting.
George P. Clarke, of the soldiers’ home
Mass., where she is employed as at Torus, called on friendB here Sunday.
keeper.
Mrs. Harry Gray and two children, o
•ell
Morgrage and wife, who have Brewer, are visiting Mr. Gray’s parents,
visiting at S. E. McFarland’s, have George Gray and wife.
toCastine.
Mrs. Harry Leach and daughter Nellie,
Jessie Pierson and Miss Violet of Bluehill, are visiting Mrs. Leach’s
wife.
on, of Washington, D. C., are spendparents, Stephen E. Grindle and
lew weeks in town.
LAug. 23. __
*nk
Freethey and family, of Yonkers,
dave returned home after
BROOKSVILLE.
spending
•1 weeks at
W. H. Ford’s.
Della Cousins is visiting in Verona.
di.
u

Bessie Allen

has

returned to Law*

W. B.
Thompson, who has spent
•miner at his
cottage at Haven, has
ned to
Washington, D. C.
“•

| library

*** the

circle will hold

a

sale

and

Everett Bowden is ill of slow fever.
Miss Stella Cook has returned to East
Bluehill after a week at A. J. Candage’s.
of Stonington, is visitGilman

library building Saturday, ing his
afternoon and
evening,

vey Wells came home from Portland
an op-

,e»k, where he went to have
’s
performed on hia throat.
'•

°°odwiUey and

Miss Winifred, of
who have been at Mrs.
have returned home.

*|®n, Mass.,
riages’,

'•

Jacob Flye and daughter, of Taon*•»., who have been gueats of Mrs.
lye, have returned home.
David Smith and wife, with their

*°°’ 01 lowell,
Mass., are visiting
daughter, Mrs. E. W. Gridin.
<-»t

Dowell

wife, who have spent
““^tr with
Mtb. Dowell's parents,
and

Chatto,

brother, William Chatto, at Emma

Gray’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Coates, with children,
is
Edna and Amos, of Medford, Mass.,
M. Billings.
visiting her mother, Mrs. F.
Aug. 16.
riVKK AND Sl’MMKIl
COLD.
writes:
A. 3. Nusbaum, Bateeville, Indiana, with a
•■Last vear 1 suffered for three mouths
it interfered
that
so
distressing
cold
summer
the sympwith my business. I had many of
a doctor s prescription
toms of hay fever, and
several
I
took
and
case,
reach
my
did not
to “ggravate it.
medicines which seemed only
having Foleys
Fortunately I insisted upon cured
me.
My
Honey and Tar. It quickly
wife has since used Foley Honey and.Tarwitn
the sains suesess,” ti. A. Ftsenna,

CCKCO

BAT
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3 45

7 00
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A
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A

Jc.,6

0-<l

R.j
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people

daughter

Percy DeBeck, wife and children, of
West Franklin, are guests of Mrs. DeBeck’s father, S. A. Long.

_

_

Spirit

and wife

guests of Mrs. A. E. I

_

coming,

his daughter to her
Terror
white home in the north.
stricken, the people flocked to their
chief und besought him to give the
maiden to her father. But the chief
stood mute, pointing to bis house,
which was now a ruin.
Entering there,
they saw on a couch the maiden, her
bands, white as marble, folded over
her breast.
“Then an awe greater than that
which had fallen on the people when
the maiden first touched their land
came to them, for they knew u great
cnlamlty was about to visit them. The
King of the Winds looked down on the
form of bis daughter, now cold In death,
and great was his wrath. The multitude knelt before hint, supplicating
him to spare them. But he heeded not
At his command his
tbelr prayers.
servant, the darkness, came nnd threw
a black mantle over the land.
"And so. bereft of the light and
warmth of the sun. the verdure whitenThe north wind blew
ed and died.
snow from the clouds and the cold
congealed the waters. The sun. whose
track had been a golden circle in the
north, went to the south and hid behind the ocean for many months. Then
who had lived under
our ancestors,
the trees, fearing no frost, were
to return at

was born to Charles Allen
Aug. 13 and a daughter to Oren
Earls and wife Aug. 18.

A

_

proached

Nellie returned to their home in Providence, R. I., Friday.

|

_

rising

George Coombs and little daughEvelyn, of Isle au llaut, are viaiiing
Mrs. H. P. Long.
Mrs. Frank Mills and little daughter

iss Nellie

..

My

Mrs.

hen*, has returned to Boston,

Bstn

gladden-

ter

visit-

PM
P M
AM PM
10.

*7

j

by

their home in Billerica, Mass.,

home here.

l>?.

|

Spirit

Freethey, of Yonkers, N. Y., has last week.
sd his family at W. A. Ford's.
Mrs. John Love returned to StoningU n
,V. Tibbetts, of Washington, D. C\, Sunday, after spending a few days at her
the Homestead for

M|

....

daughter

auk

J. Weils and Frank Sterns, of Provi*, H. I., are visiting at Mrs. Rachel

P

M
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Jc. 7 25 11 3 I2\v 4 4 42 +6 27 + -» 48
’•’And will you stay with us.’ asked W
....-II 21
I Fr
6 35 9 56
the chief, ’or will you. having
Han.
113*
6 44 10 04
Wnuk ... *7 1* -II 3
12 3*2 4 59 6 48 10 08
us
leave
ed our hearts
your
M D F... *7 25 ... 11 41 *12 40 5 05 *6 66 10 15
to remember you as iu a dream?"
1 10
I Sulfn ... 7 55 .... 1 i,
1 35
1
8 25 .... 1 00 *| 00; 5 25i
90
'•'I will not leave you.
home Han P...
Srnto ... r7 50
1{»0 :i 101 5 40*7 20 10 40
shall be with you forever.’
Bar H ... *8 15 ...
1 35
*i 35 5 50 *7 50 11 15
H .. *9 05;.... 2 25 *2 25| 6 40l ... .1 ....
"Then was heard a far distant Seal
N li Har
*9 25
2 45
*2 45 7 00 _] _
as it apH W Har
*9 35. 2 55 *2 55 7 15! ....I ....
moauiug in the north,
Manst... *9 40
_
7 10| ...
awful
roar.
It
became
an
till
Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.19 a m and 4.3(
of the !
It was the voice of the
p in. and arriving at Ellsworth 12.20 noon, 11.07
I p. in. connect with Washington Co R R.
Winds, and It commanded our

Irvin and Clif-

ton returned to their hjme

A M
|*.l
00

Sunday
only

touched the beach and. stooping,
took the maideu iu his arms, carried
her up to a grassy slope and asked:
‘What art thou, and whencecometh

canoe

Mrs. Luther N. Bridges and daughters
Mildred have returned from
Seaville.

are at

A M
8 20

45 4 50 1230
9 15 11 0515 30 7 00 8 25 3 46
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.

Bstn

whose skin was fair and whose hair
fell over her shoulders like rivulets of
sunshine. The chief stood where the

Gena aud

feline. Mass., Monday.

Mf

....

....

wife.

returned to his work in

Allen

|A

....

Homer Long, of Stonington, tpent Sunday with his parents, M. H. Long and

h. Wiliront Kane has returned from
hosptal at Bangor.

Sunday
onlj
Must

1

once

obliged to ouua nuts to protect mera
The warm wares In
from the cold.
which they had bathed became icy
cold, then hardened. The people, bereft
of the fruits of the earth exposed to
It
the cold, died In great numbers.
was many months before the snow
king relented sufficiently to permit the
sun to show bis face again and bis
warm breath to revive the frozen land
even for a brief season.
"Since that period, every winter, the
sun goes south and leaves us in darkness.
The fruits which grew so plentifully for us have never flourished
again. But the spirit that deprived us
of them sent the white bear nnd the
walrus, and we are obliged to hunt
them in order to sustain ourselves with
their meat and warm our bodies by
burning their oil. The sun continues
every winter to hide his face beneath
the ocean and when be comes back in
summer shines for so short a period
that there is no time for the fruits of
the earth to ripen."
Is this tradition based on some
change in the plane in which the earth
revolves, a new direction iu the current of that mighty river we cnll the
gulf stream, a shrinkage in the terrestrial crust, or is it an ebullition of
that poetic constitution common among
men when they first enter upon a civilized condition? Whether it is to be
explained by the first or the second
hypothesis. It is Certainly a very beautiful conception. And it is to these
conceptions of primitive people, groping in the unexplained universe, grasping for the truth, that the poet who
Interprets the world of romance is indebted. Without them he would have
no song to sing.

*

!

Daily Sundays included.
Leaves Sunday at 9 a ra.
+ Stops on signal to conductor,
j q Sundays only.
i
c Stops to leave passengers holding tickets
from points west of Bangor,
w Stops to take but not to leave
passengers.
J d Slops at Sorrento Su- day only to leave
passengers from points west of Bangor.
Tickets for all points South and
West for sale at the M. C. K. K.
ticket office, Ellsworth.
These trains connectat Bangor with through
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland,
a

j

Boston and St John.

Passengers

earnestly requestly
before
the
are

to

procure tickets
trains, and
entering
especially Ellsworth to Falls and Falls tc
Ellsworth.
F. E. BOOTHBY, Gen’l Pass. Agent.
MORRIS M’DONALD,
Vice-Pres. and Gen’l Manager.
Portland, Me.

Fare Between Bar Harbor and
Boston

$4.25

one

way and

$8.00 round trip.
Steamer J T Morse leaves Bar Harbor 1 3C
p m week days and Sundays for Seal Harbor,
Northeast harbor. Southwest Harbor, BrookHn. Deer l6le, Sargemvllle, Dark Harbor and
Rockland, connecting with steamer for Boston.
Steamer Boothbay leaves Bluehlll 2.00 p m
week days ana Sundays for 8outh Bluehlll,
Stonlngton, North Haven and Rockland, connecting with steamer for Boston.
Steamer Juliette leaves Sedgwick 8.00 p m
week days and Sundays for Herrick’s Landing,
South Brookavllle, Eggemoggln, Dir I go and
Rockland, connecting with steamer for Boston.
RETURNING
New turbine steel steamers Belfast and Camden leave Boston at 5 p m week days and
Sundays for Rockland.
Leave Rockland at 5.15 a m, or on arrival ol
steamer from Boston, week days and Sundays,
for Bar Harbor, Bluehlll, Sedgwick and Intermediate landings.
E. L.

Smith, Agent, Bar Harbor.

Banking.

A. D. 1909.

M.

Mclnnis, of

in

Bucksport,
said County of Hancock, wife
John
VIRGINIA
Mclnnis, respectfully represents that her
or

maiden name was Virginia M. Spaulding;
that she was lawfully married to the said
John Mclnnis at said Bucksport, on the >2th
day of May, A. D. 1888, by William A. Remick,
Esq., a Justice of the Peace; that your libellant resided in this State when the cause of
divorce accrued ana bad resided here in good
faith one year prior to the date hereof; that
your libellant has always conducted herself
towards her said husband as a faithful, true
and affectionate wife; that on said 12th
day of May, A. D. 1888, the said John Mclnnis
utterly deserted your libellant without cause
on her part and that said desertion has continued more than three consecutive years
next prior to the filing of this libel. That she
has used reasonable diligence to ascertain
the residence of said libellee and that she is
unable to ascertain his residence and she,
therefore, first being duly sworn, alleges under Oath in this libel that the residence of the
said libellee is unknown to her apd cannot
be ascertained by reasonable diligence. That
there is no collusion between her and the said
libellee to obtain this divorce;
Wherefore, she asks this Honorable Court
to decree to her a divorce from her said husband, John Mclnnis, for the cause of utter
desertion of her by her. said husband, continued for three consecutive years next prior
to the filing of this libel.
Dated this 7th day of August, A. D. 1909.
ViKUlNIA M. McInnis.
STATE OF MAINE.
Cumberland ss.:
August 7,1909.

Personally appeared Virginia M. Mclnnis,
duly sworn made oath
foregoing libel by her
Henry C. Sullivan,
signed.

earn

It

A NEW SERIES
Shares, 81 each; monthly pay
ments, 81 per share,

open.

PAY RENT

when you can borrow 'on your
shares, give a firs': mortgage and
reduce it every month? Monthly
payments ana interest together
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and In about ten years you
will

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
Por

particulars inquire of
O. W. Taplby, Sec’y,
First Nat’l Bank Bldg.

Coohty op Ha1*000* m:
the Honorable Justice of the Sup reran
Judicial Court next to be held at Ella*
worth, within the said County on the Seeonfl
Tuesday of October, a. d. 1909, Andrew Doran,
of Sullivan, in the County of Hancock and
State of Maine, husband of Emma Wall Doran*
respectfully represents: that be was lawfully
married to the said Emma Wall Doran at Si.
Oeorge. County of Knox. State of Maine, oa
the twenty-second day of April. 1882, by Nelson Hall, a Justice of the Peace; that
they
lived together as husband and wife at 8w
Oeorge for about five years, and In 1887 moved
to Thomaston, In said County, and thereafterwards in 1891 moved to Sullivan. intbeConnty
of Hancock and State of Maine; that your
libellant has always
conducted
himself
toward* bis said wife as a faithful, tree and
affectionate husband; that on or about tho
twenty filth day of January. 1892, the said
Emma Wall Doran utterly deserted your
libtftlaut without cause and went to South
Thomaston and thereafterwards, to the best
of your Libellant's belief, in 1891 went to tbtf;
City of Fail River, in the State of Massachusetts. and since that time has
irtcrly refused
to live w.th your libellant, and that he has not
seen nor beard fiom htr, and the residence ot
the libe'ee is uo1 known to the libellant, and
c mnot ’e ascertained by reasonable diligence;
that said otter desertion has continued for
thre** consecutive years prior to the tiling tit
this lib i; that there is no collusion between
your iibelluut and the said Einma Wall Doran
to obtain a divorce; wnerefore he pravg that
a divorce may be decreed between him and.
the said Emma Wall Doran for the cause
above set forth.
andrkw Doran.
Subscribed and sworn to beiore me this22nd
day of June a. d. 1909.
Harvard H. Havev,
(L. 8.)
Notary Public.

TO

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock as.
Supieme Judicial Court,
Id vacation. Ellsworth, August 4, A. L). 19U'J
Upon the foregoing Li el, Ordered: Thai
the Libellant give notice to the said Libellee to appear before the Justice of our Supreme Judicial Court, to be* holden at Ellsworth, within and for the County of Hancock*
on the Second Tuesday of October A. D. 1909,
by publishing an attested copy of said Libel
and this order thereon, three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newsprinted in Ellsworth in our County of
lancock, the last publication to be thirty
days at least prior to the second Tuesday of October next, that she may there and
then in our said Court appear ano answer to
said libel.
Arno W. King,
Justice of the Sup. Jud..Court.
A true copy of the Libel and Order of Court
thereon.
Attest:—John F. Knowlton. Clerk.
—

riuper

In the District Court of the United States for
the Haucock District of Maine.
In the matter of
George D. Farnsworth, } In Bankr ptcy.

Bankrupt,

)

To the creditors of Ge rge D Farnsworth. Ot
Fden. iu the county 6t Hancock ami district
aforesaid, a bankrupt:
is hereby given that on the 14th
day of August, a. d. 19*9, the sab
Ueoige D. Farnsworth was duly adjudicated
bankrupt; and that the tirst meeting of his
creditors will he held at my office, in
Ellsworth. Maine, on the 3d day of September. a. d. 1909. at 2 o’clock iu the afternoon, at
which time the said creditors may attend,
prove their claims, appoint a trustee, examine
be bankrupt, and transact such other business as may properly come before said meetWilliam E. Whiting,
ing.
Referee in Bankruptcy.
Dated Ellsworth, Me., Aug. 18, 1909.

NOTICE

In the District Court of the Unite States for
the Hancock District of Maine.
In the matter of
1
Daniel D Daigle,
In Bankruptcy.
)
Bankrupt,
ro tf>e creditors of Daniel D. Daigle, ot
Eden, in the county of Hancock and district aforesaid, a bankrupt:
is hereby Riven that on the 31*t
day of July. a. d. 1909 the said
Daniel D. Daigle, was duly adjudicated bankand tha- the first meeting of Lis
rupt;
sreditors will he held at my office, in Ellsworth. Maine, on the 1st day of September,
x. d. 1909, at 2 o'clock in the afternoon, at
which time the said creditors may attend,
prove their claims, appoint a trustee, examine
the bankrupt and transact such othe- business as may properly come before said meetWilliam E. Whiting.
ing.
Referee in Bankruptcy.
Dated Ellsworth, Me., Aug. 18, 1909.

[

NOTICE

subscribers hereby give notice that
they have been duly appointed executors
of the last will ami testaiueut of
EMELTNE B. BUCK, late of BUCKSPORT,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said wil’.
Carl D. Buck, residing out of tbe State of
Maine, has appointed Edward Buck, whose
address is Bucksport, Me., hia agent in sail
as
the
law directs.
All persons
Btate.
having demands against tbe estate ot said
deceased are desired to present the same
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediately.
Edward Buck, f |
Carl D. Buck. .•j

TPE

Bucksport, July 6,1909.

subscriber. Hattie M. Harriman, of
hereby gives noduly appointed administratrix of the estate of
JOSEPH S. CONDON, late of ORLAND,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as tbe law directs. Hattie M.
Harriman. residing out of the State of Maine,
has appointed Gertrude A. Soper, whose address is
her agent ia
Me.,
Orland,
said State, as the law directs.
All persons
having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment ianHattie M. Harriman.
mediately.
Orland. July 6,1909.

THE
Middiebury, Vermont,
tice that she has been

subscriber

notice

that

hereby gives
she bas been duly appointed executrix
THE
of the last will and testament of
ELLEN P. PETERS, late of BLUEHILL,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the laws directs. All persons having demands against the estate of
said deceased are desired to present tbe
same for settlement, and all indebted thereto
are requested to mflike payment immediately.
Nora E. Peters.
Bluehill, Aug. 16, 1909.
subscriber

notice that.
adminis-

before me, and being
to the truth of the

Hereby gives
he has been duly appointed
THE
trator of the estate ot

Justice of the Peace.
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.—Supreme Judicial Court. In
Vacation. Ellsworth, August 14, A. D. 1909.
Upon the foiegoing Libel. Ordered: That
the Libellaut give notice to the said Libellee
to appear before the Justice of our Supreme
Judicial Court, to be holden at Ellsworth,
within and for the County of Hancock, on the
Second Tuesday of October, A. D. 1904*. by
publishing an attested copy of said Libel and
this order thereon, three weeks successively
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed in Ellsworth, in our County of Hancock. the last publication to be thirty «<ays at
least prior to the second Tuesday of October
next, that he may there and then in our said
Court appear and answer to said libel.
Arno W. Kino,
Justice of the Sup. Jud. Court,
A true copy of the Libel and Order of Court
thereon.
Attest:—John F. Knowlton, Clerk.

AUSTIN E. FREETHY. late of BROOKLJN,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
All pergiven bonds as the law directs
sons having
demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imMark L. Dodge.
mediate)?.
Brooklin, Aug. 16, 1909.

STATE

Sliswortii Loan aMBnildiiiE Ass’s

WHY

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock sb.
To the Honorable Justices of the Supreme
Judicial Court next to be holden at Ellsworth, within and for the county of Hancock. on the Second Tuesday of October,

as:

—

At

OF
a

subscriber

gives notice that

hereby
she has been duly appointed executrix
THE
of the last will and testament of

WILLIAM HERRICK, late of SOUTHWEST

HARBOR,
in tbe county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persona
having demands against the estate of said
deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Myra N. Herrick
Southwest Harbor, Aug. 11,1909.

MAINE.

probate court held at

Ellsworth, iu and for said county of Hancock,
the third day of August, in the year of

%

now

petition.

George C. Stewart, late of Brook lin, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Reuben
C. Siewait. administrator, that an order be
issued io distribute among the heir* ot said
deceased, the amount remaining in the hands
ol said administrator.
Alice B. Warren, late of Bucksport, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by William
M. Bradiey, administrator, that au order oe
issued to distribute among the heirs of said
dr-censed, tbe amount remaining in the bands
of said administrator.
Isidore Cornwallis, late of C'astine, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Augustin
H. Folsom, executor, that an order be issued
to distribute among the heirs of said deceased. the amount remaining in the bands
of said administrator.
Mehiiable a. Handy, late of Oouldsboro, in
said county, deceased. Petition tiled by Luere
B. Deasy, administrator, that an order be
issutd to distribute among the heirs of said
dec-ased, the amount remaining in the ha.ds
of said udininis rator.
Sarah R. Ricbatd-on. late of Eden, in said
com ty d»ceased
Petition filed by Ida M.
Richardson, executrix of the last will and testament of saiu deceased, that the amo nt of
collateral inheritance tax upon said estate be
determined by the judge oi probate.
Mary Scott ^ ewboid, late of Abingion,
Montgomery connty, Penney lvama. deceased.
Petition filed by Clement B. Newboid, executor of the last will and testament of said deceased, that the amount ot collateral inheritance tax
upon said estate be determined by
the judge of probate.
EDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of said Court.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.

on
our

Is what your money will
invested in shares ot the

is

ment.

Alice B Warren, late of Bucksport, in said
county, deceased.
Second account of W’ll
liam M. Bradley, administrator, filed lor settlement.
sarab R. Richardson, late of Eden, in said
county, deceased. First account of Ida M.
Richardson, executrix, filed lor settlement.
Mehiiable A. Handy, late of Oouldsboro, in
said c unty, deceased.
First account of
Luere B. Deasy, administrator, filed for setllement.
John E. Clark, late of Eden, in said county,
deceased. Petition filed by Helm a. Clark,
administratrix, for license to sell certain real
estate of said deceased, as described in said

Hancock

..

6

said deceased.
George W. Wescott, late of Oouldsboro, in
said county, deceased
Additional accoum of
James W. Wesuou and Charlotte A. Wescott,
executors, filed for settlement.
Mary J. Freeman, late of Mount Desert, in
said county, deceased. First accoum of Wm.
H. Fieeuiau, administrator, tiled lor settleof

BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.

_

day.

Mr. and Mrs. Pierce

—

....

Mrs. H. J. Cove lie and daughter Katharreturned to their home in Bangor Fri-

Li.

THE

Charles Mead and family, of Beverly
Mass., are visiting relatives here.
Frank Gray has sold his farm to hii
se» cause.
brother Ellery, who has taken possession j Frances W.
Grant, late of Lamoine, in aaid
Miss Vera Johnson, of Hancock, is vis j county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
her
iting
grandparents, J. F. Cowing anc said ueceased. together with petition for pro-

_

ine

EKOOKUN.
born to

Mrs. 8. A. Holmes has gone to Wes
visit her daughter.

....

Mrs. A. B. Leach and son Earle went to
Buck's Harbor Thursday for a few weeks.
M.

horn
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Mrs. Addison Twining left Saturday for
her home in Burlington, Mass.

_

rela

New burg to

luscious fruits that grew without culture and bathed in the tepid waves
that danced lightly on the strand.
In

from Redstone,

Thomas Soesman has gone to Provi! dence, R. I.
Mrs. A. E. Long and children went to
Htoniugton Sunday.
Mrs. Ross Greene, of Prospect Ferry, is
visiting at Mrs. P. R. Greene’s.

Liova Orenatein

was

home

j

Failing—Song of the Vikings
choral Society

child

is

Miss Katie Bowden, of Prospect, is visiting her sister, Mrs. Richard Asnworth.
j L. B. Grindle, wife and Miss Violet
Twining went to Winterport Thursday.

h—4 studies

Op. 10. No 12 (revolutionary)
No2from 'three new studies)
Dp. 25, No 5
Op. 10. N«’ 5 (on b’.ack keya)

ig.23.

R.

Willis Withain
N. H.

fjclmviPcborl,d

visiting

E. A. Thompson has returned
from the hospital in Bangor.

■

! Mrs. Charles Youtman.

PART 1.

d

with relatives

her vacation

are

legal Nctuo.

To all persons interested in either of the estates hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, in and
for the county of Hancock, ou the third
day of August, a. d. 1909.
following matters having been presented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all persons Interested
by causing a copy of this order to be puo
lished three weeks successively in the Ells|
I worth American, a newspaper published a
Ellsworth, in said oounty, that they may appear at a probate court to be held at Ellsworth, in said connty, on the seventh day
ol September, a. d. 1909, at ten of the clock
in lht forenoon, and be heard thereon if they

»

here.

Program:

fcberg-To thee. O Country,
Choral Society
I
[ipnat* l.(’H Adieu*,
Mr Hostelutann
.J—Prelude and fugue
From we„.
in'* major
<h-P'elade ‘“I fugue
in O minor
)J.
Liova Orenatein
and Low.

j

spending

rela

|

Miss Eva Morrison, of Providence, R. I.,
is the guest of A. B. Leach and wife.
Mrs. Nellie I. Ridlon and daughter Leila
spent part of last week at Northport.
MisSSusie E. Long, of Massachusetts,

the two churches during
ping
lieen enjoyed and apprenation, has
native town, where be
Iberc. in his

visiting

attained sufficient intelligence to band I
down from generation to generation
hate thereof, presented by Harry L. Crabtree.
j the
traditions
concerning their origin. wife.
executor therein named.
D. 8. Burrill, the R. F. D. mail carrier j Otis W. Alhee, late of Swan's Island. In said
These traditions, arising when the hucounty, dece tsed. a certain instrument pur|
man fancy was untruimneled
porting to be the last will and testament of
by fact is moving to East Holden to be nearer hii said
deceased, together with petition for proand when rude people spoke by natural office.
j bate thereof, presented by Vicie M. Albee, the
ther in named.
symbols, are often very poetic. Here | G. W. Brewster and wife, Anna Comins I! executrix
George L. Quimby, late of Buckspoit, in
is one current among the iCsklntos of Alice Black, Alton Houston and wife havi said county, deceased. A certain instrument
be in tenting the past week in Surry.
purporting to be the last will and testumeut
Greenland accounting fora change they
i ot said deceased, together with
petition for
B.
Aug. 16. ________
probate ttii rtof, presented by Winslow F.
believe long ago took place depriving |
! Quimby, the executor there in named.
them of perpetual sunshine and subHenry Bowden, late of Penobscot, in said
Clergyman Y ou can, however, comfor
county, deceased. A certain instrument puryourself with the thought that you madi porting 10 be the last will and testament
stituting tlie dreary arctic night:
of
said deceased, together with petition for pro"Time was when the sun. which now your husband happy while he lived
bate thereof, and for administration with the
hides himself beyond the southern Widow Yes, indeed, dear Jack was ii will annexed, presented by Uriah Bowden, a
son of said deceased.
The executrix named
heaven until be died.
ocean for many months in winter, cirin said will having declined the trust.
Lottie M. Higgins, late ol E l*wortb, in said
cled always above the northern horiPetition that. F.dmoud J.
couuty, deceased.
Baflreafia ant Stiambo*
Walsh or some other suitable person be
zon.
As it is now night for many
ap
pointed administrator of the estate or said
months. It was then always day. for I
deceased, presented by Jerry Bridges, a cieditor of said deceased.
at midnight the sun still stood above
Calvin D. White, late of Surry, in said couni
the horizon. Then our mantle, instead
ty deceased. Petition that Fiauk T. Jellison
or some other suitable person be
I
appointed
of the white one It now Is, was a peradministrator of the estate of said deceased,
Coinmeuciug, June 2t, 1900.
prtsenied by Augusta A. Stack pole, a creditor
Our
on
lived
petual green.
people

forty

in

Choral

is

The Willing Workers have added about
new books to their
library.

iptist

vby—Sweet

Stonington,

A. I. Long, of Portland, is visiting his
parents, E. C. Long and wife.

,doii her return trip.
services in
p I Gross conducted
church Sunday. Mr. GroBa is
marked
ability, and his
>n „[

opanist.

G. A. Gray and wife
in Bar Harbor.

are

tives

can

Sunday.

Miss Helen Qreene, of
visiting relatives here.

till

5

1EREEIURD LEGEND
tell us that they have occurred,
they do not tell us why. Some of them
have possibly come to pass since mao

Mrs. Richard Qrindle went to Stoning-

rles

JLiflal

DEDHAM.
H. P. Burrill and wife
tives in Charleston.

j

with Mrs. StovStover and wife,
.revisiting his parents, R. D.

,r.nci

j

The baseball game between West Brooks- I
ville and Brooklin Saturday resulted in a
victory for the home team, score 10 to 3.
Next Friday evening, Aug. 27, the baseBy MARK ANDERSON.
ball club will present the drama Bar ICopynght, 1909. by American Press Association.!
Haven, at I. O. O. F. hall.
That there have been great climatic
Au*f- 23.
Une Femme,
changes In different parts of the earth
is well known. But. though geologists
EAST BLUEHILL.

bluehill.
is in

W. Smith and wife, left Friday for
Va.

Warrenton,

.

subscriber

notice tbst

bereoy gives
he has been duly appointed
THE
of the last will and testament of

executor

Lord oue thousand nine hundred and
nine.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
a copy of tbe last will aud testament of
EDWIN MOREY, late of BOSTON,
in the county of Suffolk, and Commonwealth
of Massachusetts.
eceased, aud of the probate thereof in said Commonwealth of Massachusetts, duly authenticated, having been
presented to the judge of probate for our said
county of Hancock tor the purpose of being
allowed, tiled and recorded in the probate
court of our said county of Hancock.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested therein, by publishing
a copy of this order three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper printed at Ellsworth, in said county
of Hancock, prior to tne seventh day of September, a. d. 1909, that they may appear at
a probate court, then to be held at Ellsworth
in and for said county of Hancock, at ten
o’clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if
any they have, against the same.
EDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of Probate.
A true copy of tbe original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney. Register.

SARAH E. KINSMAN, late of FRANKLIN,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
All pergiven bonds as the law directs.
sons having demands against the estate of
said deceased are desired to present the
indebted
same
for settlement, and all
thereto are requested to make payment imH. P. Blaisdexx.
mediately.
Franklin, Aug. 11, 1909.

SJuociiUs for Tiu. AmaiOAM

[

A

subscriber hereby gives notice that
has been duly appointed adminannexed of the
with the will
estate of
WILLIAM P. GATOHELL, late of ORLAND,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
All pergiven bonds as the law directs.
sons
having demands against the
of said deceased are desired to
pre-eat
the same for settlement, and all ind«*l.te<i
thereto are requested to make payment imJ. Tylkmton Gould.
mediately.
Rockport, Me., Aug. It,
he
THE
istrator
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“T was honest enough
his perch.
tell you that 1 was tn lore with Miss
Hardeu. but If I’m to he kept out of
Mice afterthe camp I'll stay here.
Are you enjoying your
noon. Isn't It?
vacation?"
How She
to Wear Her
Miss Darboy looked across at him In
Yellow
Gown
That
In
herself
to
Indignation and muttered
French.
She was just about to announce that she would descend and go
By VIRGINIA BLAIR.
straight to camp when the bovine, ICopyright. 1909. by Associated Literary
bewho had been quiet for a moment,
Press.)
Sbe
Id Miss Priscilla's garden there was
gan
flawing and bellowing.
I
therefore changed her miud and hum- a clump of daffodils.
bly asked:
“I am going to pick alt of them."
■Won't be get tired and leave us
said Judy Perkins, who was Miss Prispretty soon?”
1
cilia's niece.
"It will take a week to tire him out.”
•Tlense don’t. Judy,” said Miss Pris"Yes. 1 expect to be
was the reply.
cilla faintly.
You can
Lore for at least seven days.
he Is
“Why notr
see how mad and determined
“Because." was Miss Priscilla's woYou had better tie yourself to a limb,
so that when you grow weak from hunman's reason.
ger you will uot full to tile ground."
Judy looked at her. "Tell me." she
“Merci.' .Merci! But you can't mean
urged. "You are blushing, and you
it. monsieur!"
can't hnve nny secrets from me. Aunt
"You had started for the village,
Pris,"
probably. When you don't return the
Miss Priscilla beamed. It was such
girls will think you have eloped. This
bossed by this
a new delight to be
is Just the season for elofiements. you
beautiful being who had come nil the
Let me stand up and look for
know.
way from Europe to the little country
I see It.
The girlr, are
the camp.
village to see for the first time her farunning around In wild excitement. A
boat with a man in It is drawing near, ther’s sister.
•Tell me.'" Judy repented ntnl drew
and .von are not there to sboo him
the little lady down beside her on the
away!"
"Ob. my unhappy self moaned Miss garden bench.
Judy listened Intently while Miss
Darboy. "I shall la* blamed. No one
Prlscilln stammeri-d out her little rowill believe me. I shall he disgraced."*
"So you and he always sat on
mance.
The teacher stud tears in French
this !>ench by the daffodil bed. and
and was iiuiet for a few minutes. Mr.
wore a little yellow dimity gown,
Hope watched her and saw that a you
and he called you ‘My Lady DaffoHe
mental struggle was going on.
dil r"
was too wise to interrupt, and presMiss Priscilla’s voice was
"Yes."
ently sbe said in very bumble English:
some
"Mr
Hope, does Miss Harden's dreamy. "And he used to quote
verses that ended:
mother know that you love her daugh•'And then my heart with pleasure fills
ter';"

THE CHAPERON.
of the

Camp

Press. J

ladies. I trteb to make

UDMMFFODIL

an

im-

jpoctant announcement.” said Miss Darteacher of the class lu French at
lb* Wellington private school for young
The fourteen young ladles looked up
■3m expectancy.
TJuriug the summer vacation, bespinning two weeks hence. I shall have
.tents on the shore of the lake, and
euch of you us can arrange It with
there
summer
.your
parents
may
There will be boating, bathing and
Fresh mears and vegetables
fishing.
it is a
■will be supplied every day.
new departure, and i hope It will tie

enccess."

it was seen that she hadn't quite
finished yet, and the applause was
withheld.
“It will be a young ladies' camp in
the strictest sense of the word," she
-cootinuod. "Xo members of the other
Farmer
teex will tie permitted near it.
-Jackson will see to that. That is all.
Hand in your names as soon as possi-

'ble, please."
“But won't our brothers and cousins
be allowed to come to see us?" asked
'Mias narden for the rest of the class.
“Impossible," sbe replied in French,
'“la your ease. Miss Hardeu. 1 happen
fto know that you have neither brotb► era nor cousins of the
male sex
“But I have a"—
No, she didn't say it. The teacher
opened her eyes very wide and drew
berself up and frightened her
Miss Fearl Harden was fatherless.
>-and her widowed mother bad only a
limited Income. There were other pupils who bad to consult the matter of
'Income as well, and wbeu Miss I>arboy had made up her list for the sumSix
mar camp it totaled seven names
-of them had uo complaint of the rules
'to be enforced; the seventh said nothing. but seemed to be thinking a great
>4nL
Vacation came.
The camp was
pitched and occupied, and Farmer
.JackaoD took a shotgun iuto the fields
with him and kept an eye on the ap*proaches to the camp.
Everything "went along quietly for a
week, and the enemy was lulled iuto
.va sense of security.
Xo pirate craft
-approached, and Farmer Jacksou went
to bed with conscience free from killlug. Then Miss Darlioy took chances.
She wanted some things from her room
in the village, and she arranged with
the driver of the provision wagon to
ride up with him.
Halfway to town a wheel came off
the vehicle, and after gazing at the
wreck for five minutes the driver antiotmeed that no four wheeled wagon
could continue its mad career on three
■^wheels. This meant that Miss Darboy
must walk. Sbe gave up her errand
to go back to her charges. The boy
allowed her a short cut across the
fields and weut off with the horses, but
be did not warn her to watch out for
■a red aud white bull pasturing in one
■of the fields.
Miss Darboy soon bad use for all ber
French exclamations. Sbe first beard
rambles like distant thunder, then a
oarage bellow, then a trembling of the
earth and the sight of a creature bearSbe ran. of
Ing down upon ber.
There were two shade trees
coarse.
standing close together, and she reached one and bad gained a perch ten feet
high while the bull stopped to sniff
at the hat that bad blown from her
bead. Women are not natural climbers. bat under stress of peril they bare
been known to add that feat to tbelr

"I

was

to

to tell her

have

seen

her tomorrow

and ask her consent to the

marriage.”
"Mr. Hope, can tbe creature below be
driven away?" Interrupted Mias Darboy. with hojie in ber tones.
“Possibly."
"And It needn't get to tbe young
ladies ears that 1 was—was up a
tree?"
"Not uuless ycu tell tbe story yourself."
"And you could accompany me to
camp tbe same as if 1 bad met you in
tbe

village?"

"Just

Yet. I could accamp, and I could
with Miss Harden and
have a talk, and you could let some of
the other fellows pay calls and add to
the zest"—
"Mr. Ho|ie. proceed to drive tbe
creature hence."
Mr. Hope dropped bis handkerchief
to tbe grass, aud while tbe bull was
sniffing al it tbe young mau swung
dowu and grabbed biin by tbe tail and
twisted aud shouted.
Away went Rje
frightened bovine on a gallop, and
Miss Darboy was assisted dowu. Two
hours luter sbe was saying to ber
tbe same.

company you
take a stroll

to

campers:

"Young ladies. 1 beg to announce
that tbe restriction against male visitors to this camp bas. for good and
sufficient reasons, been withdrawn.
No applause, please.”

■

I

!

Forgotten by Dsath.
Once upon u time. In tbe days when
things never happened, there lived a
man
who feared only one thing and
that was death.
If be could liTe forever. he thought, bow tine it would
be.
Maybe Death overheard him aud
decided to grant bis wish, or perhaps
being busy taking off young children,
promising young men and women, or
parents who were needed. Death simAt any rate, tbe
ply forgot him.
man lived on and on.
He outlived bis
family, bis descendants, generation
after generation, all bis friends, and
tbe descendants of bis friends.
No
one knew him, and bis day of usefulness was so long ago that having none
of tbe bopes, ambitions, or experiences
of today, it was as if be talked in a
different language.
He lived on. and
on, and forever, but Death bad forgotten him. and tbougb be prayed to
die as fervently as be bad once prayed
to live, be conldn't die.
And If you
sorrow for one wbo bas lost hla life,
think bow much worse It would be
to never lose It; to be like this tired
old man whom Death baa forgotten.—
Atcblaon Globe.

many accomplishments.
"Go away—go right away from
here!" commanded Miss Darboy in
both French and English aa the bnll
came up and pawed and bellowed. He
absolutely refused. Then Miss Darboy
called for help, but no belp came.
An bonr bad passed wben the bnll
He didn't
went to the creek to drink.
forget the lady op the tree, however.
He kept looking back, and sbe realized
that to descend would bring blm back
Tibetan Skull Drums.
He bad satisfied bis
on tbe charge.
a drum of au extreme repulsiveues*
thirst wben he suddenly emitted a of nature Is one used
by tbe lamas of
bellow of defiance and went dashing i Tibet at some of tbelr church cereThere was another l monies. For this tbe craniums of two
across tbe field.
This time It was a young l skulls, preferably children's, are taken.
intruder.
He beard tbe bellow, saw tbe and over tbe concave side of each Is
man.
bull and at once made for the trees. stretched tbe skin of a snake. Tbe two
He came np at a hot pace, made a 1 skulls are then cemented at the verlong spring to catch a branch and tice to either side of a wooden disk covescaped a vicious sweep of the horns ered witb a cotton cloth, the stretched
by Inches. He bad been settled on a skins being outermost. These drums
branch for three minutes before he are often ornamented by having tbe
heard a voice asking:
beads of devils and such like horrors,
tbe more repulsive tbe better, painted
"Sir. what shall we do?"
“Good lands, a lady up a tree!” he upon them in red and blue colors. Tbe
method employed in playing them is
gasped. "How did you get there?”
To tbe wooden disk
“That creature chased me. and I—I rather curious.
between tbe two halves a cord la fasclimbed."
“I can’t band yon my card, but my tened by which tbe drum can be susname is Raqdall Hope.”
pended and tben rapidly rotated. Two
"And 1 am Miss Darboy of tbe short cords witb knobs at their ends
hang down in sncb a way that as the
school.”
“Y-e-s. You are the French teacher. drum revolves they strike alternately
You hare charge of the summer camp. on either face and tbua produce a regYou have issued an edict that no man ular "turn, turn."
shall approach It within half a mile.
The Soft Answer.
That old farmer with a shotgun turned
Mr. Blower—Tour automobile hit me.
ma back yesterday, and I was trying
but 1 got its number all right!
it again today.”
Fair Occupant—So nice.
It will
"Yon wanted to see me?” was asked.
"Oh, no! I wanted to see Miss Har- make a capital decoration for your
I am In love with her, you den.—Puck.
den.

|I

know.”

“Hr, Miss Barden Is under my
charge, and the rules I have made
must be obeyed.”
"Well, all right” replied Mr. Hope as
tw settled himself more comfortably

Between the Acts.
new suit will be finished

Dolly—My
tomorrow.
I
:

Molly—Tailor
Herald.

or

divorce.—New Tork

UOUrVlY

used to

For ndd'tional

wear

"And now you are to take a book
and go down to the garden seat and
stay there until 1 call you to dinner."
A half hour later Bobble appeared
at the kitchen door.
“Judy.” he said In an awed voice,
“I didn’t know clothes could make
such a difference."
"What?” asked Judy, abstracted.
She was deep in the mysteries of

Happened

Night.

Rules.

By CLYDE LAWRENCE.
'fPqpgrright, 1909. by Associated Literary

•Joting
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to

She Came to Withdraw One

1a

“Why. It’s Jnst the way 1
It," Miss Priscilla said.

on

»«

^___

^

^1

WJ&rTttgtfKnUf.

otfcer faff*

•'PE-RU-NA

BEAL COVE.

DID
i
for
mb I
^SlUPpRs

OBITUARY.

Miss AdeUe M. Heath died

at

Maine

general hospital. Portland, Wednesday,
Ang. 18, after a long illness of typhoid
fever. The remains were brought here for
burial ir the family cemetery on her
mother’s estate, and funeral services were
the residence Saturday afternoon.
Rev. Horace B. Haskell, of Ellsworth, conducted the service, speaking briefly and
with deep feeling of the bcautirul life an1
character of the dead girl who was his
held at

mayonnaise.
"Miss Priscilla Is down by the daffodil bed In a yellow gowu. and she
looks like a girl with her hair done
that way. And Constantlus Is headed
for the garden. He Is a good looking
old duffer. Jody.”
”1 hope be has piles of money.” Judy
said.
"I’ll run back and dress." Bobble
said.
"But I wish you'd let tne get
the Lady of the Boses If he- gets My
Lady L»affodll, Judy."
“Go 'way.” said Judy, but her eyes
were kiud.
There were golden shadows across
the grass as Bobble went toward the
gate, and Miss Priscilla's gown made
a spot of gold in
the dusky corner
where the daffodils grew. And nt the
gate Bobble met Constantlus. hut the
His eyes were
man scarcely bowed.
on that golden spot in the dusky cor-

MiWS.

Ormnty Vr*i

:

classmate at

Buck sport

seminary

and

a

personal friend.
Miss Heath was one of whom it might
be said, “none knew her but to
love her”. In the words of the pastor her
beautiful face and pleasing personality

truly

; seemed to be hut the iniex to an
more beautiful character and soul.

even

1

Miss Heath was for several yeart a
teacher in Bangor, leaving there for PurtI land where she entered Maine general
]1 hospital to become a trained nurse, gradnating from there a few years ago. Her ef! forts were crowned with success, she beI ing one of the few who‘throw their soul
into their work.
While pursuing her
| work she was stricken with typhoid
fever.
j Many gathered at the home th pay the
ner.
last sad tribute.
\ trio from Southwest
"My Lady Pnffodll. he *nld anrtly.
Hsrbor rendered beautiful selections.
Miss Priscilla turned, started up. and
I Magnificent floral offerings were received,
her eyes were like stars.
!
them being a floral basket from
"Connie”— site gnaped. and then Bob- among
j the American Express Co., Bangor floral
bie fled.
from Howard J. Ober, of Clare
And when he crept back later be j pillow
X. H., elegant.pieces from nurses in
found shades on tbe silver candle- mont,

j

Portland,

sticks.

and

from

friends

from South-

MRS. ROSA BOYER.
ROSA BOYKR, 112!
Sh
Avo., Evanston, 111., write.,,
any one has reason to praise

MRS.
is

surely myaclf.
“laist sprint; I Is-eame

i!

ponL,

“"<t*

so

run

from the serious efforts of a
cold, that several complications

do*

lin-erS

in

pulling medown.

Cor

sleep

uni*

1 ,-„„!d
neither*
well, and lost tp ,h and
spjj,

•‘I finally tried Peruna and
a 4
wonders for me. In two weeks
]«
like another person, and in a
month
felt better than I ever had before.

"I thank l’ernna for new life
west Harbor, Bias Hsrbor and ML Desert
H
Be produced a great hunch of daffo- j
I send you two
pictureai
and Seal Cove.
Heartfelt sympathy is Strength.
dils and Judy put them in a sliver
see
can
w
hat
Peruna haaduaet
felt for the
widowed mother, Mrs. you
bowl in the center of the table.
Ule.”
Hsnnah Heath.
and tor the
"Judy, this is mv old friend Con- , other relatives. ofjBangor,
Better Than for Years
And dances with the daffodils.”
itantius Mercer." said a happy voice.
Mrs. Mary I'. Jouos, Burning
“Why didn't you marry him?” Judy
Coustantius held Judy's band and
SpriM,
Mrs. Henry Burrill expects soon to Ky., writes:
murmured.
locked down at her. "ITiaclila and 1
•There wns a misunderstanding." have been wondering bow you hap- move to East Holden where her husband
“I wish to speak a word in
pratiaj
Miss Priscilla said. "aDd he went pened to make her wear that yellow has employment.!
your highly valued Peruna, as I hi,
Miss
of
West
boon
blessed
Gladys
with
the
Farnba/n,
away, and 1 haven't beard from him
golden
gown today."
opporti
since, aud that was twenty years ago."
Brooksville, is the guest of her cousin, nity of Riving it a fair and Impark
"A little bird told me you were at
Mrs. L. R. Hodgdon.
test, and ean say that I have had bet*
Judy enveloped tbe shabby black tbe botel.”
figure In a big bug. "Dear Aunt Pris.”
“A little bird?’
Misses Alexander, Hatfield and Crab- health, far better, since f have bee
she said, "and you have been alone
"Bob-o-llnk.” said Bobble from tbe tree, of Portland, were in town Saturday Using it than for quite a number of veiJ
before.
and lonely all these years, while 1 other side of tbe table.
i to attend the funeral of Mias Heath.
"One of my neighbors had
have been having a good time."
X.
"Ob.” and Coustantius grasped tbe I Aug. 23.
stomal
trouble. I recommended
"You couldn't know.” Miss Priscilla
other's band. “I told you 1 knew Miss
IVrunitohR,
WEST TREMONT.
and now she is well and healthy,eh*
said, "that after father and metber Perkins?”
died 1 Invested all of my money In a
Mr*. George VV. Murphy bad a very bad having been pronounced hopeieee If
“Yes.” said Bobbie, "and I told Judy,
several physicians."
convuliion Wednesday of last week, but
mining scheme that failed."
md thereby bauga tbe tale."
“No; we didn't know.” Judy said,
But Constantins was not listening- is up again.
Man-a-lin an Ideal Lamtirt.
"and you have scrimped and saved aud band in band with Miss Priscilla be
Walter Lunt came from Bangor Tueswithout
while
1
things
pretty
gone
was looking at the daffodils that nodday. His health is improved, but be is formed the ceremony. Mis* Lettie Ufl
have simply squandered piles of monded under the goldeD light.
still quite lame.
waa maid of honor and Mr. Jordan, (
j
on
ey
gowns.”
And Jndy. watcblng tbe old lovers,
Mrs.
The dance appointed for Aug. 36 will be Waltham, wan beet man.
"The one you have on is a beauty." turned her eyes presently on her young
Mr. n
postponed indefinitely owing to the death eerved delicious refreshments.
Miss Priscilla said. “You look like a
lover and thru her band went out to of W.
Mrs. Hatch left on the morning tni
S. Sprague.
rose.”
him and bebiod the harks of tbe othMrs. E. B. Reed came Saturday to get from the Falls for a short weddingtli|
Judy laughed. "The rose and the ers be bent and kissed ber.
her
son to put him in
school at Bath, They will reside at Dresden.
!
"We
io
daffodil." she sang.
belong
j
Dam
Aug. 23._
where
she
is
at
living
present.
your garden. Aunt Pris."
Willing, but Hslplsss.
Nelson Thurston and family, of Bangor,
"Miss Priscilla," said some one from
“Shave.” was ull be said, and h#
SOUTH BURST.
tbe other side of the fence, "may 1 snapped it out as If be warned to be are visiting Mrs. Carrie Thurston. Mrs.
Miss Georgia Hutching*, of Boston,I
Thurston's boarders left the same day for
have a rose from your garden?"
let aloue during tbe operailou.
relatives here.
visitipg
"1 told you last ulgbt you couldn't
"You ougbter bave a bulr cut. air. their homes in Dorchester, Mas*.
Maurice Gray, of Sargentville, spa
Bobbie," Judy retorted.
Need* It badly," said tbe barber.
Capt. Eugene Tinker and Everett
with his sister, Mrs. CR
"Don't quarrel." Miss Priscilla exTinker spent Tuesday and part of Wed- Saturday night
“No; 1 waDt a shave," said tbe man.
postulated. "Come up presently and
Everything was quiet for Ihe nett nesday with relatives and friends here. gina.
have lunch with me."
Volney Coggins, v» ho has been at ha
few minutes, and tbe barber scraped Their vessel, the Robert Snyder, is
the paat two mouths, left for Boston tt
As sbe left them Jndy stood looking
away. Then, tbe bristles removed, tbe loading at Bangor.
after the slender, old fashioned figure. : barber ran his bands through bis balr.
urday.
Capt. Winfield 8. Sprague, w ho has been
"Did sbe ever tell you about tbe daffo- preparatory to combing It That seemed
George Percival Stewart, of Nr'
ill since June, died Sunday, Aug. 22, of
dlls. Bobbier
P.
lo remind him of something.
fever. Capt. Sprague always had visted his father. Prof. William
typhoid
"No."
"Bair’s getting thin. sir. Shall I put ( been a true friend to all. He leaves a last week.
"Be was ber lover and he went away on some follicular freshener?" be InWillie Stewart, of Ellsworth,
1
widow, three daughters and two sons—
—and bis name la Constantins Mer- quired.
Mrs. Robie Rumiil and Mrs. B. B. Reed, of; upon bis uncle. Prof. Stewart, at 3j
cer.”
“No:” snapped tbe man.
! this place; Mrs. Sidney Wallace, of Tre- Willows, last week.
“Do you know,” Bobbie said, "there's
Tbe barber fussed about some more mont; Cheater and Harry
Sprague, of
Madam Briggs, with her dio*Md
a mao at the hotel named Mercer—C.
and then. "Try a facial massage—Just Southwest Harbor. The funeral was held
Emily and Clariasa, has relurmd to H
Mercer?”
what you need,” be said.
at the bouse Tuesday, Rev. A. B. Carter home in
Gsmbridge, Mass.
Jndy grasped bis bands across tbe
"No; 1 only want tbe share," said officiating.
Aag.
fence. "Bobbie, boy.” sbe said, "sup
the mao firmly.
Thelma.
Aug. 23.
pose it should be tbe same one—and
This appeared to get past tbe barber,
NORTH BLl'EHILL.
look
to
be
la
back
ber*
coming
for
as
suppose
be was flirting with tha combs
OTIS.
William Thompson and wife, ol Bu|h
Pris."
Aunt
and brushes and looking over tbe cusup
Harvey Tower, of Bar Harbor, is a guest have been visiting friends here.
“Sbe must have changed awfully in tomer's cranial development be reIrvin Bowden and wile spent a Isvbf
that time.” Bobbie said. "Sbe-ebe marked in a friendly and kindly tons. at the home of E. 8. Lslly for a month.
Another tent added to the large number recently with friends in Prospect.
isn’t very pretty now. you know, Just as If the Idea had that moment
Mrs. A. T. Qillis and daughter H*»el *
occurred to him. “You ougbter have at the lake is occupied by Herbert SalisJudy."
“She's beautiful
bury and Erie Moore, of Ellsworth.
viaiting friends in North port and BaaM
Judy said defiant- your hair cut sir.**
*
Tbe tired man’s patience was all
ly. "Ber balr is lovely and bar eye*"Mr*. Alice Franks has returned to
“Margie,” the famous cow owned by
"Constantins la probably old and bald gone now. “Hang It” ha exclaimed, Mias Warren, ia still wearing her laurels borne in Milford, Mass., alter s year ad
and ugly—bat of course that doesn’t “If you are so anxious to cut some- and is easily the cream of the several friends in this vicinity. She spent *
count."
body's hair, why don’t you cut your counties. Her record for the summer is eighty-seventh birthday. Aug. O, *■
''Well, one doesn't exactly look for own?
It’a four time* aa long aa two pounds of butter a day, not counting her aiater, Mrs. D. P. Dnnbar.
tt
beauty in a man”—
mine.”
the cream and milk used and served to
Aog. 23._
“if one did one might be disappointSadly the barber looked at himself la guests at home.
ed." Jndy murmured pointedly. Then the glass.
His locks were best deBAR HARBOS.
Frank Watts was angaged with his
a
sbe went on. "if it is Constantins be ll scribed by the mid-Victorian terms
motor boat for the day on the Lake last
Horace D. Joy and Chas. H. Wood
on ■<
probably be over this evening, bobble." “ambrosial and umbrageous.”
the
Dealale
with
s
from
property
Waltham and bought
Monday
party
■
-Why.”
“If 1 could I would,” he answered.— Mariaville.
The property has alls*
Among them were: Mrs. street.
1
Because sue said ue always came at
New York Press.
of
Ben Willey,
New York, Harley Black bnildinga on It, but for the most ps"
! twilight, and—and lovers don't forget
>s being*
it
re.
for
been
idle
Mrs.
and sister,
yes
lying
Josephine Frost and
To Was or Not to Wat.
such things. Bobbie.'*
lota.
at Mr Black's, and Misses Lora and veyed and cut up into building
"Dear me, dow!" exclaimed tbe guests
"Don't they V Bobbie demanded with
Lida Young.
1
j
nervous
old lady with tbe seventeen
some Interest.
"Will you remember
i
PRETTY MAKBH.
I A pretty wedding took place at the cottbat 1 always came at high noon in packages uod tbe parrot, bound for
is
E.
S.
of
Boston,
m
and
wife
last
M.
J.
tage
tally
Atherton,
Tuesday
Cockle-ou-tbe-Sbell.
"What did tbe
i time for lunch. JudyV
Hens*11*
"Aunt Pris.” Judy said a little later guard say was tbe next station? Did evening, when Miss Minnie Cutbperson, his annual vacation here.
I
of Bangor, was married to Arthur Hatch, and three sons with bitn.
) wben they were at lunch. “I'm going be say Cockle-on-tbe-Sbell?”
James Jordan, esq., perAug, as.
I to get tbe dinner tonigbt and 1 want It
"Excuse me.” remonstrated tbe girl of Dresden.
late.
Bobbie's coming and I’m going from Glrton. “You mean what Is tbe
abbnturaunti.
next station. It's still a station, yon
| to put on style.”
Bobbie looked up in amassment, but know.”
I
“Yon’re wrong, madam,” Interposed
I Judy's eye warned him. “Von are to
come at 7:30.” sbe said.
"1 want to an octogenarian. "What is was. Isn't
show you what a line cook 1 am."
ftr
“Is is was?” asked tbe Glrton girl
After Bobbie left Miss Priscilla protested.
sharply.
"Don't be ridiculous!” snapped tbe
i "Please.” Judy began, "let me get tbe
1 dinner and—and 1 want to dress you nervous old lady.
“Was may be is.
I up and have you play lady for once But If was was Is, then is Isn't Is or
> in your life.
You are going to wear a was wasn’t was.”
She passed ber
“If
pretty gown tonigbt” Judy said decid- band across her fevered brow.
edly. "Come on upstairs and choose was Is. was la was. Isn't It?” she conone. Aunt Pris.”
tinued. “But If Is Is was. then”—
Once in Judy's room tbat enthusias"Listen!” Interposed a fifth.
"Is
tic maiden duui|>ed on tbe bed a dosen Is, was was. was was was. Is Is Is.”
gowns before sbe found tbe one sbe
"Ob. well, anyway.” cried tbe old
sought.
lady. “Is tbe next station my station—
"There,” sbe said at last, as sbe took Cockle-on-tbe-Sbell?"
down a fluttering fluffy thing of pale
“No. madam,’’ replied tbe octogenayellow chiffon. "Put that on and see rian. "But It was. We have Just gone
how you look. Aunt Pris.”
by It.”—London Scraps.
The satisfaction of feeling well is doubled by looking well
"Oh. my dear,” Mias Priscilla protrue “L r. " Atweed’s KMan are the one remedy that you
tested. But Judy commanded, and soon
A Candid Retrospect.
m P"
always depend on to keep stomach, liver and bowels at oea»>
Mias Priscilla was incased in the won“Why are you In this prison, my
condition that means good health. 3j cents a bottle
derful gown.
friend?" asked tbe philanthropist
“But your hair’s wrong,” Judy de“It was tbe result of my own folly.”
West Lubec, Me.
cided and pulled out hairpins and
"In what way were you foollsb?”
1
“1 would advise every busily to keep tbs *L F.’ klweed'* •■***!*
11
is their hone. For sick hsadsrhe, it is a valuable remedy.
V
curled and patted and puffed tbe shin“1 didn't employ tbe right kind of
all that it claims to be.“
_Nt»* B. Rsusdsl.
ing brown locks Into a wonderful coif- a lawyer for my case.”—Washington
: fure—topped with a gold. comb.
Star.
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